farm, Garden and Household,

The

Cranberry Culture.

:

W hen a man lias an
original idea and
irsaes it tor years amid the
of the

jeers

cions and the doubts and
regretful
mpathy of his kindly neighbors, it is
gratifying to see him come out triphant; so agreed the little group who
:•
looking at A. K. (file’s cranberry
via cue bright October
morning. The
polar notion ot a cranberry swamp is
mething very moist and uncomfortand indeed, the driver, who was a
3: ring villager, had expressed the
that “dreadful long-legged boots
be needed if anybody was
goino-

ugh

lie later
nfession

v

tiie marsh before.
The farm is
tiie swamp at the head of

a

■

"n

l end

Alfred village, and the
t water which is used for
Hooding
■! and running the mill is obtained
near

lamming

brook on the northerly
iA broad dike runs across the head
the marsii parallel with the brook, with
.-o n
water gate- which let the water in
it i- wanted.
From this dike nareikes run at right angles towards the
the marsh separating the Held ina

■

i'- -t convenient width which were
! tin.ali-d with water, in which were
a

::

men

w

ith

long-legged

rubber

wading and with wire toothed rakes
‘king oil the bright red berries

:-

ated away on the surface of the
1 lie wires ot the rakes were
outward in such a way as not to
tin vino, and the whole
crop was
-vd without bruising the berries,
a the work was
accomplished,
b

placed

w as

alight

across

the head of the

bed, and moved slow ly along driv>
l • t the lower end, into a canal
■u
they (loafed, along with the emthe south-east corner where they
into a llume and swept rapidly
ward-, the mill, gaily hastening to
total I'liaiiksgiving boards the
■

1

ting turkey s. innocently gobbling
ative farmyards, which fate had

-i"

d tor their allinities. Arrived at
the eranberrii
were carried up
buckets on an endless belt, and
~

upon a screen where they beping journey of thirty feet out
sunshine to dry.
Here a sorting

"in
-i,

be

A gap is ielt in the screen

la gan

which tin
1

b

w

quite

at the
melting point for butter, it
must most
certainly be injured; and, if
the working is
long continued, it, cannot

be otherwise than
spoiled.

It will thus he

round, 'mlid,

the s,,lt.

pudgy

ripe

berries

ones

plurnp-

basin
When they' reached
the upper screen they fell upwet one and came slowly
rolling
t
tun
building dried and asly t be bat reled and sent to
ot
Ki-cwlcaa cranberries are picked
d. wide :- n -low and troublesome
io- ng many among the vines, or
•ing f a sudden frost comes, and
■

who may he troubled in this
way can determine the cause in their own
practice,
our aim is attained.
Farm[New

Kngland

er.

Wool

on

a

Five

Sheep.

The Trade Journal is credited with the

following suggestion for selecting a linewooled sheep:
Always assuming the wool to lie inspected is really a tine wool, we first ex-

■

—

ms'll in the picking, tint
.Mr <rile harvests his crop
:
i\
a barrel against a cost of
-ivty cents by the usual
•!
W hen we are going to Kurope
tin
l<ier states to learn improved
!< ot agriculture, it is gratifying to
it men are making a pilgrimage to
nil
-tate to learn this system of
rrv culture.
Mr. tide has been exn11•;:.11 g tor several
years to bring his

l*r<

c

<•••

■

t

•

•pt."ii
"ii

I-

o

realization, meeting with
disappointments, as that of one
to

a

wiien the muskrats undermined his
*-': tint lie has worked
patiently and
iii- rstaudingh
analyzing iiis soils,weaks them with sand when too rich, eutit
ontri ing to bring his machinery

mpietioii. and now iinds himselt distiled only that ii is screens seem reo-dless of color ami previous condition
miude. failing to separate the white
: a ii-s
front the red; but that failure

ci

g

'i

ol little eonsepuenee since we liml
lien ies in our markets all

ins

liaiid-pieked

condition,and his rapid method
liaiMstiug, and ingenious system ol
'•ting enables him to ripen them much
I,
thoroughly than by the ordinary
I lie path lie lias thus opened
pi
in:*',
well be trod by other farmers, and
ciiiel.
ami, otherwise utterly waste and
neb ss. on utilized in tlie production of
profitable crop. Mr. < tile is a pioneer
Ii ail the jduek, ingenuity and persistwhii h bolds flic character, and a
i.o same

os-

s

me
i

i

t’b*-

success

crowns

Ids

I’ortlaud Tress

Proper Temperature
iut;

intelligent

for Churn-

Butter.

e

■

■

-l

u

tory temperature

lor tlie cream to

when the butter is toady to separate.
really, it is of more importance to
e
the temperature just right at tlie
1 than at the beginning of a churning.
■i
aiv so
many conditions connected
:li dairy man’s
practice, that it is im"iliJc tor another to decide, without a
ii just what is the best temperature for
ii to seek at the beginning of the
lining It in summer, and the air of
"in
is very warm, and tlie cream'
"iy to be a long time in coming, the
mi
should lie colder than in winter,
"■ii the air of the room is colder than
butter should be wiien it separates.
I' inperature lias very lunch to do with
length of time repaired for churning,
at a moderate variation may work no
tin r harm than a mere shortening or
tiigthuning of the operation. It, liowr, butter is much too long in separat_r, we are sure that its consistency is in"d
Two or three hours’ churning in
tinnier almost always brings soft, wliito
litter; and in winter that which is bitter
aid white.
In winter, care should be taken that the
Irani
is ripe before claiming is com-I
lueneed, that tlie process may not be reiaided. In summer it should not only be
"d and ripe, but entirely free from all
igns of fermentation Cream which bullies and foams, and bites the tongue, can
la
never make good, hard, sweet butter,
ill and spring, when the cream is usual> linn
and dry, and would begin to separate the moment the churning is started,
we consider it very important to retard
ilie churning process by adding a few
quarts of skimmed milk to the cream beOther things
lore beginning to churn it.
ing equal, that butter which is the hardest is the lreest from anything except butw

■

ter.

Butter and milk, butter and water, and
butter ai d brine cannot be as hardasclear
nutter.
We must, therefore, seek to so
liurti as to obtain the most thorough septraiion possible, and after churning so
hat die and work the butter as to have it
bee from both milk and water, for neither
is
any addition to good butter.
N’mv, if we churn too quickly, and
Lange the main portion of the cream into butter and buttermilk within the first
lew moments, the remaining unchurned
ream will be washed into the buttermilk,
which, on account of the dryness of the
cream, will be small in quantity—and thus
render it so thick that it will literally
daub every globule ot the butter with a
init of it, and thus be gathered into the
butter itself, instead of being washed out,
as would have been the case had the cream
been sufficiently thinned by adding to it a
suitable quantity of milk or water. We
would, therefore, add milk to cream before churning it. tor two reasons: First,
to retard the churning process, that all the
cream may be churned before any of the
1'utter begins to separate, and, second, to
tender the buttermilk so thin and watery
that it will readily run off from the
crumbs of butter, instead of adhering to
them like thick molasses to sawdust.
But good butter may be spoiled after it
is
properly churned. Working and salting with the hands is a common cause ot
soft butter.
Butter may be somewhat
softened by a warm temperature, without
ruining it; but if it is softened by friction
between the hands, or by paddles or other
tools, used at a temperature nearly or
■

brown,

The lisher droppeth his net in the stream,
And a hundred streams are the same as one,
And the maiden dreameth her love-lit dream,
And what is it all, when all is done?
The net of the fisher the burden breaks,
And always the dreaming the dreamer wakes.

The

“I find

Diet.

by experience,” said Dr. 11. N.

“that lime water and milk is
not only food and medicine at an early
period of life, but also at a later, when,
as in the ease ot infants, the functions ot
digestion and assimulatiou have been seriA stomach, taxed by
ously impaired.
gluttony, impaired by improper lood, inHamed lay alcohol, and enfeebled bv disease or otherwise unfitted for its duties as
shown by the various symptoms attendant
upon indigestion, dyspepsia, diarrhoea,
dysentery and fever, will resume its work,
and do it energetically, on an exclusive
diet of lime water and milk. A goblet of
cow’s milk, to which tour tablespoonfuls
of lime water have been added, will agree
with any person, however objectionable
the plain article may he, will be friendly
to the stomach when other food is oppressive, and will be digested when all else
fails to afford nourishment. Of this statement 1 have had positive proof in very
many eases.
The blood being thin, the nerves weak,
the nutrition poor, the secretions defective, the excretions insufficient, the physician has at hand a remedy as common as
air, and as cheap, almost, as water. In it
all the elements of nutrition are so prepared by nature as to be readily adapted
to the infant or adult stomach, and so
freighted with healing virtues as to work
a cure when
drugs me worse than useless.”

Chapman,

to quench his childish detransient triumph over the Petrel

splendid resolve

sire for

And men go down in ships to the seas,
And a hundred ships are the same as one;
And backward and forward blows the breeze,
And what is it all, when all is done?
A tide with never a shore in sight
Setting steadily on to the night.

Daphne

George!”
“Quarreled with George !”
“Yes, quarreled with George. It’s true,
it's true. Oh, please don’t make me say it
again! please don’t!” And she east lierself upon her friend’s neck, and, winding
her arms about her, she pressed her burning cheeks upon that secure and tender
refuge, the shoulder, and gave herself up
to grid
The master of the castle appeared at the

a

to-morrow; but—but—”

“But what, Nannie?”
“But he only walked up and down very
furiously, while J sat there pleading and
beseeching until 1 grew excessively tired;
1 am sure 1 must have looked very wan
and lonely.”
“And then, 1 suppose, the quarrel began ?”
“Yes, immediately. George was like a
tiger, lie said he had a mind to turn fisherman at once, and to remain so all his
days. Then, Polly, I began to discover
that the sprinkling of roses on my path
was a very shallow one.
Hu finished by
asking me in a very excited manner ir/ial
it was that I wished him to do ? What
particular labor would seem proper for
him to undertake? What were the terrible faults that he was committing ?
‘George,’said 1, indignantly, •! leave all
that to yourscH; your own conscience is
sensitive enough to furnish you with conHere Miss Nannie
victing answers.’
bridled for a moment, and then broke
down into another lit of weeping, and
cast herself for a second time upon the
tender bosom of her friend
The triend remained a moment in deep
thought, then she whispered in a siren’s
voice, and with a siren’s (unbrace, “Nannie, dear, haven’t you been to hear little
Benjamin D eyliis preach lately ?”
“Oh, yes Polly, all tin1 girls go.”
“1

thought so."
“And why, pray?" Miss Nannie looked

up with iullamed eyes.
“Well, because you echo that poor boy’s
panting after splendid virtues, and like
him are not at all sure of what they consist or where they may begin. Listen a moment to the Trumpet of Wisdom. 'There is
such a thing as keeping your purities in
hand as well as your limits. You have
suddenly conceived the idea that George
is not leading a life that is distinctly profitable to anybody. It takes a pretty wise
person to prove that, to begin with ; but
suppose it true, we find you wishing to
animate him to think more—to open his
eyes to the good he may do with his
wealth—to learn the pleasures of a more
(esthetic, intellectual and—”
“And

religious, Polly.”

“Yes, and religious life.
your plan r

Is

not that

•‘Y-yes.”

“Well, and how do you set about it!'
By putting yourself in a position to direct
him anew ? By placing yourself in advance? By instructing yourself in the
definite methods by which he may rise ?
door. But there instantly came into his
Mo. For when he fairly asked you what
wife's face, as it confronted him over the
he should do, you at once fell back upon
form of the

throbbing

confiding

one,

a

sudden cat’s paw. Therefore, he quietly
retreated, and returned to his table again.
"Quarreled with George /” pursued the
sympathizer; “can it be possible ! Is it”—
(slowly)—“is it—a—a till', Nannie? or is
it.” (,jiiiekly)“M very serious matter? a—”
“Why, we have separated.” cried the
sufferer; we have had very hard words,
and we have taken leave of each other for-

You should know that
your sentiment
you must inoculate people witli goodness,
not shoot it into them.
It was not the

sagacious plan lor you, a full-tledged
Puritan, to leap suddenly out, and demand

most

that your best triend should give up his
best pleasure, because you, in solitary selfcommunion, had decided that he should.
If you are convinced that the few weeks
in the year which are spent by George in
ever.”
such sport might be better employed, you
Here there was a long silence, one of
should have set about persuading him by
those pauses which always occur in such slow
degrees. 1 venture to believe that
anil
which
are
inextremities,
occupied
have not the remotest idea of the
you
both
sensibly by
parties in an approach to pleasure ot which you wish to deprive
a common ground. One of the two
people him, 1 think you have never been upon
became more calm as her friend was calm,
the water
Mo? 1 thought not. Then,
and the Iriend became more sorrowful
before you ask George to surrender someeven as the other was sorrowful.
thing of which you do not understand the
“Poor Nannie,” she murmured in her
nature, would it not have been better to
ear, “poor child—you were so happy too.” have asked
yourself, ‘Am I sure that I am
su
was
the
“Oh, oh,
return, in not
happy,”
making mischief?’ If you had done so
a broken whisper; “so very
happy, Polly. then this serious trouble would not have
And it's all over now—1—1 think I shall
come upon you.
Benjie Dreyfus, who is
die.”
ailing and bloodless, though very good,
“And
what
is
it
Nannie?”
about,
Kiihxi.'ll 1 lAl liK. If beet is poor and
has raised you into a moral atmosphere
“Oh, about the Daphne.”
too refined for one to breathe on short notough it is made palatable by this French
“What?
George’s yacht?”
mode oi cooking it:
Season a thick steak
tice. Therefore, if you want George to
how
1
hate
the
!
name
It
Oh,
"Y—yes.
with salt and pepper, and fry slowly in a
ascend to those lofty heights with you,
lias made me so terribly miserable. I so
little lard. Turn it often that sides may
you must toll him along, and perhaps he
for
to
rest,
hide
me
long
Polly—so long
lie cooked alike and equally browned.
will
accustomed to it by degrees. 1
somewhere out of the w’ay o! human be- don’lgrow
When well browned add a small quantity
believe, my poor Nannie—”
and human concerns. I—1 am very
ol water, half a sliced onion, some minced ings
At this juncture the sound of eight
wcjirv and heart broken
I—oh, dear—oh,
parsley' and thyme, thicken with a spoon- dear!”
horses’ leet upon the roadway in front ot
ful of Hour, cover close and leave it for an
There was a tale to be told. The shades the cottage burst in at the window. T hen
liouron the back of the stove where it may
there was a great reiuing-up, and a great
were closed, and they went and sat down
simmer slowly ; after this has been done
where the sea-breeze blew upon them, it prancing and snorting, and jingling ol
add a pound can of tomatoes; then let the
silver harness-bells, intermingled with the
was indeed about the
Daphne, the boat
daiibe cook about two hours, or until the
which was so truly laiuous for sailing on high tones of female imperiousness, “Hi,
meal is ready to fall to pieces.
A goodthe wind.
She was a schooner of seventy Pip! hi, Pop! hi, 1 say!” Then “Mrs.
sized porcelain-lined pot should be used
and odd tons burden, shaped like a fish, Torn Townsend ! Mrs. loin! Polly!”
in preparing this dish.
We have never
“It’s Susie StaaLs! All on lire, as usual!
like an eagle, and poised like a
tried it, but are assured it is an excellent winged
swan.
She was only two years old. and Sit still, Nannie, please. She won’t get
way to disjio.se of poor meat and make it had
out.”
already out-sailed the club lleet in all
quite acceptable
She opened the shades.
weathers, and had borne away the “Van
“• >h, there
you are, Polly, aren’t you ?"
Schoonhnven ('up” two years in succes“Yes, Miss Melse, here 1 am. Aren’t
What is a Carload?
sion
“To-morrow,” said Miss Nannie, with you coming in ?”
Nominally a car-load is L'O.UOO pounds.
“Dear, no! Pip, be quiet! 1 just come
It is also To barrels of salt. To of lime, tto interpolated sobs, “You know that this
lflhe up, Polly, about the regatta to-morrow.
of Hour, Ho of whiskey ; JOll sacks of Hour, great race of 187.'! is to come off
Clary has got passes lor the judge’s boat,
H cords of soft wood, 18 to 40 bead of cat- Daphne wins it she will retain the cup,
and won t you and Tom go aboard with
and—”
tle, 50 to Ho head ol hogs, so to loo head
1 know you won’t feel like
ma and me?
“I )h, I know all about it,” was the blithe
ofsbeeji, II.OoO feet of solid boards, IT,000
cruising.
yes.”
Say
“’Tom
has
been
me
for
telling
feet of siding, l.'i.ooo feet of flooring, 40,- response;
“Yes; and many thanks.”
It will be a tremendous al(Mto shingles, one-hall less hard lumber, three weeks.
“Good ! D’ye know I’ve been to see the
one-fourth less of green lumber, one-tenth fair, and l should think that all the world
Cup—the Van Sehoouhoven, you know?
was coming—oh, let me ask you before 1
of joists, scantling, and all other large
do
rememl»er how much the It is a beauty ! All satin work and bright
timbers; :i 10 bushels of wheat, 100 of coni, lorget; wonyou in 1871
lights. The Petrel is going to win it this
?”
by,
Daphne
ol
of
llax
H80 of oats, 400
seed,
barley, ,400
year, because Clary has had a new—but
“in
1871
?”
Miss
in
a
Nannie,
queried
SCO of apples, 4Ho ot Irish potatoes, 000 of
that is a secret.
1 do so want him to get
feeble
“In
voice.
1
think
it
was
1871,
by it
sweet potatoes, 1,000 bushels of bran.
away from George ! 1 suppose it would
eight and three-quarters minutes; yes, that
is right,eight and three-quarters minutes.” make Nannie horribly—keep still. Pop, I’ll
kill him !” Sin; made a dash at a Jly tip“And in 1872 ?”
a
Wife.
Managing
Miss Nannie, with her pretty linger on on her pony’s flank, but, as most Hies do
under like circumstances, it Hew olf intact.
As the storm hurst, the other night, in her quivering lips, reflected a moment.
“hi 1.872 the Petrel, George’s great ri- “1 never saw them so thick as they tire
nil its fury on the outlying houses of one
this year, l’-o-o-r Pip ! P-o-o Pop ! Whoa!
ot our .suburbs it blew open a glass door val, came in ahead; but the Daphne had
Hi! Uh, Polly, they are such vexatious
in John (Henry’s bed-room and wakened a time allowance of fifteen minutes, and
Mrs. so she really beat the Petrel and the whole delights! They ivill go, you see. liegatthe startled sleepers with a crash.
said
under
lleet by live minutes. 1 know George was ta will be early ! We will paddle olf to
down
John,
Henry,”
cuddling
the clothes to escape the icy blast, “your delighted, lie said he had rather have the Judge’s boat at nine o’clock from Claside of the bed is nearest, will you be kind won that race than a dozen like that of ry pier, lty-by !”
And with her ribboned whip properly
1871.”
enough to shut that door ?”
crossed, and with her arms squared and
“Shut it yourself, you lazy brute.
I've
‘•And who owns the Petrel. Nannie r
her eyes to the front, she vanished amid a
“Oil, Clary Yedder,” said she.
got the baby to 'tend to.”
llourish of wheels. T he lady looked around
“Mrs. Henry, that is not the proper way
“Clary Vedder! why, that little llyBut she was alone—Miss Nanft is not respectful, lie- away, Susie Staatsis his affiance. She was laughing
to address me.
*
*
*
sides I have not been feeling well, and if the one that was so much in love with nie had lied secrctlv.
before the ilay was much older, ami be1 were to catch cold 1 should not be able George, in the Trosachs, two years ago.
Hut lie didn’t smile upon her, and she’s fore his wife had had an opportunity to exto ’tend to business to-morrow.”
“Cold ! Cold, is it? It’s a pretty thing hated him ever since. Ah, wouldn't she plain the case we wot of, Mr. Toni Townfor you to be talking of cold when J go be happy if her Clary’s Petrel would only send strolled out with his cigar, lie took
his way down to the water-side for the
snillihground the house from morning till carry off the cup 1” And the astute tactiof picking up some more yacht
night, just because you can’t afford a new cian shook her head and reflected upon the purpose
furnace. 1 won't shut that door if I’m matter. Hut in a moment she returned to gossip against the morrow. Although he
froze for it, and you’re a mean, spiritless earth again with a start: “Forgive, Nan- did not own a yacht, he had great regard
nie; come, poor child, tell me, tell me all for those who did.
thing to ask it.”
lie reached the edge of the dill', and
“lton't get excited, Mrs. Henry ; don’t about your trouble,” and she wound her
looked down upon the water and the vesget excited. And don’t be rash ; because arm about her afresh, and bent her head
sels. The squadron was assembled, and
if you don’t shut that door it will stay open to listen.
“Hut George is so taken up with his most of it lay at anchor. A few crafts were
all night, and that would make us all sick
on the glittering blue, and
pleasure, Polly, ft is yacht, yacht, yacht, sailing about
you know.”
A solemn silence fell lor a few moments from one week’s end to the next.
Yester- the horrizon was dotted with them. The
on the domestic scene; then Mrs. Henry
day he was doing nothing but experiment- sun was bright, the breeze was fresh and
the boats below there came
rose to business.
Anger was not visible ing with a new self-detaching boat-fall, cool, and from
lie is all the time thinking of dead water, the fitful sounds of preparation, the rattle
on her countenance so much as astonishment. This was an entirely new depar- and his new wire rigging, and his copper of'ropes, the fall ol blocks, the voices of
ture of John’s. He had hitherto been meek sheathing. Ho is allowing his soul to rust men, and the clanking of chains.
There was a man sitting upon a bench
and docile when pressed to the wall. She out, Polly. One can’t be playing all the
felt her supremacy was in danger; that time.” Here she ran off into a velvety de- under the one spruce tree that the cliff afthe situation was critical and demanded nunciation of George and all his works. forded. He was also looking down, lie
She granted him handsome, and generous, was brown, powerful, and, at the moment
strong measures.
Of a sudden the water pitcher shot wild- and ardent, and supremely intelligent,
thoughtful.
“Halloa, George !”
ly from its sphere, describing a barabola “but, alas! Polly,” she cried with a tremlie looked around.
in the gleaming firelight and lighted lull ulous light in her soft eyes, “ho doesn’t
“Halloa, Tom !” They shook hands,
upon John’s nightcap. The slop pail fol- see the great world as I see it.”
“And you asked him to give up yacht- and then both were silent for an instant.
lowed then the coal scuttle, then a pair of
Townsend trifled with his cigar, and the
boots, then the baby’s cradle, followed in ing, Nannie?”
“Yes, Polly, I beggod him to think of other became abstracted.
rapid succession by a powder box, a bottle
“Have just heard about it, George.”
of bay rum, a bronze mantle ornament, a the. precious time he was wasting. I told
pair of tongs, and a box of blacking. Then him that I did not believe he was serious (He said tins on the strength of Miss Nanwith majestic force of true womanhood enough, and he said ho thought he was nie’s first exclamation.)
“Heard about whati*”
she snatched the covers from the bed with too serious already, and—”
“And then, what ?”
one hand and poured a pitcher of ice water
“Oh, it!”
John arose
“Oh, yes!” George moved restlessly*
over his legs with the other.
“Why, then, I exclaimed that with his
talents he ought to be doing something tooK off his hat and fanned himself once
and shut the door.
Next morning as John Henry entered great in some way or other. The world is or twice. Then he put it on again. “1 did
the ollice, somewhat late, and looking as full of terrible wrong and wickedness, and not think it had down so far quite yet.”
“Oh, l’olly and 1 are the only ones that
it nature’s sweet restorer had rather missed 1 told him that ho was very culpable not
to be a reformer.”
know it. 1—upon my word—1 am sorry,
him, his partner spoke up:
"And what did he say to that?”
“Well, John, did you try it?”
George.”
“Well, he said ‘Pshaw !’”
They both looked off upon the sea. Its
“Yes, Sam. I tried it.”
“Did he?”
low roar filled up the interval.
“And she came down, eh ?’’
“Yes. I simply replied: *1 implore you
“Yes—yes,” cried the yachtman, it’s
“Yes, Sam, she came down. Hut it
wasn’t altogether pleasant. They always to stop this waste of your youth. Deter- pretty rough. 1 acted like a brute. I supmine to make up your mind to do greater pose. llut she rather took me by surprise,
give in as you say, when one makes a determined stand against them. Hut some and bettqy things than cruising about in a and 1—well—I don’t know.”
“How did it come about ?”
and I pretty boat.’ say to yoursolf, T will cease.’
way it seems to hurt their feelings;
“Why, you see, 1 have been making a
don’t think I’ll do it any more. [Cincin- 1 urged him to come to a decision at once,
to turn about immediately, to make the great deal of a fool of myselt during the
nati Times.
—

butter come as it should, it
d neither bo churned too ipiicklv nor
slowly. If eliurned too long it will be
noil in ipiality, and if churned too
i.iokly its ipiality will lie injured and the
\\ e think there is no
uility decreased
ii lit that, in practice, cream should be a
0
warmer in winter than in slimmer,
Imii the churning process is commenced,
r tintemperature of the air will usual■.' ron.-o nr diminish it
during the "per
itimi,
\\ in our own dairy, as it averages from
u l"
year, we liavi found d4° tlie most
let.

i

Vanity.
The sun comes up and the sun goes down,
And day and night are th<* same as one;
The year grows green and the year grows
And what is it all, when all is done?
Grains of sombre or shining sand,
.sliding into and out of the baud.

| From Appleton’s Journal.)
amine the shoulders at the part where the
One day there sat at lunch, in their own
finest and best wool is usually found. This
cottage at Springtide Beach, a pair of vetwe take as a standard and
compare it with
the wool from the ribs, the thighs, the erans in marriage. As such, it was the
custom of all their young militated lriends
rump and (he shoulder parts, and the
to apply to them for solace and advice in
nearer wool from the various
portions of moments
of need.
the animal approaches the standard the
Suddenly there was heard upon the rebetter
First we scrutinize the linr-ness.
the rapid rat-a-tat-tat of
and if tlm result is satisfactory we pro- sounding piazza
ladies’ feet.
nounce the fleece, in respect to fineness,
“More trouble,” said the gentleman.
Next we inquire into the
very even.
“It sounds like Nannie Arniitnge,” reof
the
and
if
we
find
that
staples,
length
the lady, listening with her hand
die wool on tlie ribs, thigh and hack ap- sponded
like a dove over her tea-service.
proximate reasonably in length to that of hovering
There was a
of bell-ringing and
our standard, we again declare the
sheep, interlocution, inpassage
which a servant played a
as regards length of sample, true ami
Then there was a sound of a rusheven.
We next desire to satisfy ourselves part.
ing of skirts. The matron arose and liasas to the
density of the fleece, and we do tone
1 into the bijou parlor adjoining. The
this by closing the hand upon a portion of
door was burst open, and there appeared
the rump and of the loin wool, the fleece
a wild and
gasping fairy, all in blue and
at those points being usually the tliinest,
white. Sin; had bracelets on her wrists;
if
and
it
again gives satisfaction, a
faulty,
jingling chatelaine depended from her
wc signify the fact by designating the
and some of her pretty blonde hair
wool even as respects density. Now to belt;
had straggled down upon her round foresummarize these separate examinations:
head. siic seemed to he violently represIf you liml the fleece of nearly equal firmherself. Her bosom was in a tumult,
ness from the shoulder to the thigh, of sing
and she wrung her soft hands. She gazed
shoulder,
rib,
nearly equal length,
thigh for an instant at the tea-room
door, which
ami back, ami density on shoulder and
was slowly closing, and then she
opened
across the loins, you may conclude that
her red lips, threw out her arms, and, in
you have a perfect sheep for producing the
very lury ot sorrow, darted upon her
valuable wool. Selecting sheep for valuIriend, crying:
able feeder.' is quite another thing.
“Oh l’olly, Polly—I’ve quarreled with
Milk
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picking,” an opin" seen that there are many causes which may
handsomely recanted, produce soft butter. If we have, in this
that he had never been article, given any hints by which those

the

to see
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last three years about boating. It has
rather laid hold upon me, and so Nannie
there took it into her head that I ought to
be doing something worth a little more to
the world in general ; though I am not
sure that one can
study or work to much
profit in .June, July and August.
“Well ?”
“Well, and she brought me to the point
at once, and asked me to give up to-morrow’s race.
Pardon me if I say that that
was a settler.
I especially wanted to sail
that race. \ odder has got a long mainboom for his Petrel, and he expects to
beat me. Then, 1 wanted to keep the Van
Sehoonhoven Cup. Then, speaking generally, I love the sea and all that belongs
to it.
You know that 1 have a great deal
ot interest in the club and all that
belongs
to it; tlu> interest of a father, I
may say.
see
that
it
Then, you
became somewhat of
a trial to give it up.”
These liltle girls are pretty long headed sometimes, George,” observed the
other.
“Oli. 1 know it—1 know it. I’ve suffered myself to boat so much that I've come
to consider it a right and a
necessity.”
“Ton used to do a lilllo writing and a
little .speaking, didn’t you p”
“Yes
“Well, and Nannie, remembers it. no
doubt.
She
Perhaps she's pollutions
wants to marry a fellow who lias, or will
have, his say in ulf.iirs Perhaps she can’t
see much hope of this while he docs nothing but desire and scheme to beat a lot of
other yachts with his own. No doubt she's
been fretting her life away evi r since
you’ve been in love with her; but il is
only now that the idea has burst ut.”
“P>y Jove! 1 shouldn’t wonder if that
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about engaging in a light. lie had
already
been knocked down, and was covered
with blood. Ho dropped instantly as Miss
Nannie pointed him out with her
whip,
and the ring scattered silently. This
capture staggered to the
wagon ol his own
accord. Then the hunt went on till midnight. At that hour all the bars were
closed, and yet there remained quite a
hundred unsearched.
Despair! They
paused in the dark and deserted street.
The coachman was hurley, and it began
to rain.
Suddenly the lighting sailor
(probably grateful at his salvation from
a

thrashing) suggested,

mum.”

veil
est.

The

beside

was overcome

by this cloying Hood,

”liiatl should ever have been your
Ah, Polly made me so ashamed,
so sorry—so
very sorry. 1 was very much
crushed, George; 1—1 longed to find you :
1 hoped that you would come so that 1
might say that wo niu.it be to each other
as we
were before.
I didn't know how
much you were to me
1 thought for a
little while that we could separate as strangers separate; but ah, ‘.hat dreadful loneliness that came over me! All was so
black—so wretched! Hut” (here she put
a little more silver into her
tone), just at
the worst ot it, the sailing-master came
with his dolelul story. Ah, who could
have een gladder than 1 was this morning when we forged past the Petrel, just
alter we rounded the red buoy, and •'tai
led down through the Old Channel!’
1
was a little ill. i think, at
first; the Captain sitid 1 looked white just when she
struck the swells in the open—ami —and 1
guess being sick made me a little clearer;

critic.

Station-’ouse,

Captain’s yawl lay

still iiis, and that the loveli-

and was helpless,
lie could only sigh
and look into her
eyes.
“O George, that 1 should ever have
thought you were doing wrong!” she lal-

teied

I bus triumphant, the
cortege returned
to the neighborhood of the beach and the

boats.

was

18

of all women was still his.

He

j

They drove there in a hurry. Haw had
seized upon fifty individuals. Miss Nannie, with her head swimming with sickness, descended with the Captain to the
gaslit crypts and searched the motley and
noisome crowd. The two sailors were
there. They were in a drunken sleep, and
they were lifted bodily and taken to the
wagon, where they rolled and groaned
with the other t wo.

a

and into it two of the sailors were
!dtod. 1 lie Captain rowed them oil' to the
yacht, whose light was to lie seen in the
distance.
la twenty minutes lie came
back again. Then the remaining two
were deposited in the boat.
Miss Nannie

pier,

Cup

headed, George.

Perhaps

we

an

yacht

for three months and be great in tin- other
nine, can't wo? Speak—can't wc? And
you'll forgive my being, lor just, once, a

little, a very little, liarum-scaium, won't
then climbed down into the stern sheds. you
1 he coachman and the
Captain wondered
She addressed the first: "Drive home and
Great Britain's Big Gun,
I
shall sleep on the Daphne tosay that
night.” 1 lieu she addressed the second :
| London Pail) New-. |
"1 am going to make sure that, no other
SnoKiu uvNlss, September -J7. Guns,
occur,
(live way, please, I’ve
mishaps
were true.”
great am! small, are tired every day over
the tiller-ropes.”
“There's no particular glory to be got got.
the sands from this solitary and remote
All
by lying under the weather-rail of a on thethat night she sat, argus-eyed, up- corner of Kssex, and the inhabitants ol
damp deck, careless alike of the this little town and garrison are so accusschooner while her sailing master lias her
log and the laud-swell. She fondly be- tomed to loud and sudden noises as
canvass pulled here and there, so that lie
lieved that site was preventing a mischief.
may get over the water faster than some
scarcely to notice sounds which would
She did not sigh or nod, but at every creak torture the untrained ear but
other sailing master, eh ?”
;
to-day has
of
the
or
flicker
of
the
i
intern
cordage,
been a day id' dread, and its population
•‘Well, no.”
over her head, she started
“Give it up, (ieorge."
up to look. She to the last man, woman and child has
would not have known it if the yacht were been all
“Oh, 1 have.”
day in a state of nervous excitesinking, or drifting ashore, but it pleased ment and apprehension as to tlie possibil“You have?”
her to watch all the same. She often half ities
of such an
“Oh, yes. You know that old Fonder I
attending the
wished that George would row up and unwonted monster discharge
Mas been at me tor a year to sell turn tlie
as the eighty-one-ton
catch her sitting there, and siic llouted the
gun. with its .170 pounds ot powder and
Daphne, and he teased me again yesterdesire only to make room lor it to its
day. i had little thought of doing it until ignoble
three-quarters ot a ton shut There
return
She
was
lull
ot
heroics
i
again.
was really some ground for this alarm,
Nannie spoke up; but she was so clear
Her
com
swelled
with
ago
every one of the because the guu does not stand with the
about it, and had it so much at heart, and
there was no ground left for me to stand dismal hours. She was a changed woman, rest of the guns of this school of gunnery,
so she decided.
Her little burst ot energy hut is
placed on the breach close to tlie
upon. Upon my word. 1 fuel guilty at
had filled her with valor. What could she barracks and its
even sitting here and staring at the boats.
contiguous thorough1 suppose 1 ought to be looking after my not do ? She ignored her speeches of the lares, and barely fifty yards ill front ol a
and
had
l’ollv
been
silmorning,
thought
rather extensive block of soldiers’ cotelocution at this very moment.
“Do you mean to say that you’re going ly sott with her.
tages, and no one could say what elfect
But
where
was George ?
the concussion might have upon adjacent
to sell your yacht to Fonder ?”
and
a
sense
of
suSupreme anxiety,
And right off."
lie
buildings, while some ot the more timid
"Exactly that.
his
exercised
spirit, and she began to speculate even on the eontinarose to his feet.
“Come, go over with preme worth,
for day light in order tliat she might
me; we’ll iind him at his cottage at this longed
goncy ol the gun bursting and scattering
“do.”
its fragments like hail upon the devoted
hour.”
*
*
*
:h
*
*
*
“But what’s the haste?”
colony. The breaking of windows and
At meridian, or thereabouts, on the next
“Oil, he wants to sail for himself in tocrockery had been a foregone conclusion,
morrow’s race.
lie’ll take her, so 1 am day, the great race of lsf.'i was coming and yesterday a sergeant’s party went
home with a northeast breeze, and all around
told, just as she is, crew and all. There
proclaiming, with the sound of
will be nothing to do but to make a sort Springtide was mad The hills were cov- the trumpet, at the street corners, that
ered with throngs ot gazers, and the wa- from ten o’clock till live o’clock
of verbal transfer, and the tiling is done.”
to-day,
ters were packed with boats ami barges, to-morrow and on Friday
“But the Van Schoon—”
people who
“Don't man, don’t! I am in a fever of which were packed in turn with ladies were wise would leave their windows
and the critics who did not yacht. The and doors
virtue.
Bet it take its course.”
open, as some sort of precauwide course was clear, and the judge’s tion
the expected disturbance of
against
went
to
search
for
They accordingly
sloop alone seemed to block the way.
the atmosphere by violent explosions
and
discovered
him
when
Fonder,
they
Thu six racers were bearing straight The inhabitants were given to underthe owner of the Daphne entered into a
down, two miles otf. Artillery boomed, stand, likewise, that if, notwithstanding
negotiation without prelace, while his bands
played, and the throngs on the out- their caution and care, damage should he
friend stood at a distance smoking. The
talk was brief.
The whilom yachtsman ermost highlands began to break up, and done, it would lie made good out of the
to stream toward the goal in order to see public funds, but these warnings and
came out again in a few minutes, bearing
the linish.
promises did not tend to allay the popuhimself as one. might who had endured
It cerI.ike great Damon, hard upon the mo
lar disquiet and apprehension
the rack with honor.
nienl, a wherry dashed out from the shore tainly appeared as if all the inhabitants
“Well ?” asked his tiicml
Some ol the shop“It's done,
lie agreed to take the craft and made for the judges’ boat, in spite of were out ot doors
the erics and commands ol the water pokeepers, as an extra precaution. -Imt up
if she’s all 1 represented her, and lie will
their shops entirely, and every bmly
sail her tomorrow in his own name. Ah. lice.
Townsend and his fevered, sweet com- seemed to be drawn to the spot where
Tom, my heart lias had a twist. I can t
saw it.
the terrible giant lay
stay here to see the sacrifice. It would panions
The trials were to have been begun at
“Hurrah ! Here’s George!"
madden me to watch the Daphne come in
Twenty hands were stretched out to In o’clock, but it Was two horn lat r lie
a second or a third, anti Fonder is sure to
him up.
In light
the whispers fore the order was given to make ready
make her do the one tiling or the other. help
file leading apparatus worked admiral ly
since day light, had been circling
I’m going to drive off into the country till which,
about, the town concerning the Daphne, under the control of about a di zen artilit’s all over. Come with me, won’t you !”
and Alms Nannie, and himself, he was the lery men, and the time required to run
"Oh, I can't; I’m married, you know.”
incarnate mystery, lie was in .1 Idazc ol the shot and cartridge down, from the
“Alt, yes—that’s true; 1 forgot it for tile
excitement,
lie took Townsend's arm. inaga/.ine. and ram both home down the
moment.”
••How could 1 help coming back, Tom !J 1 muzzle of the gun was barely live min“But Nannie!”
utes
The loading carriage and derrick
“Nannie:1 Well, yuti can tell her, if smelled the eastern wind from the ocean
miles in the country, and I turned were then drawn under the chase, or b trtwenty
I
On
like.
wait.
the
whole,
No;
you
iad of the gun, the lire-liull'ers of the gunthink i’ll let her find it out by accident. my horse around directly. Book at that,
sir!”
[lie pointed to the race] “A ho carriage having been removed .n order to
If I sii<>iiBi send her the story of my conthat is unworthy of manly admira- gain inure space, the electric tube was inversion, iL will look a little like an act ol says
tion?”
He put a number of iapid ipic.s- .-erted, and the bugle sounded to prepare
of
the
A
weak
child
the good fox
fable.
t ions.
Bum professed great ignorance. lor action. Thu extremely cautious beof luxury cannot, with a good grace, sudAll that he lotind out at the moment was took themselves to sale distances, every
denly declare hitnsell to lie a giant of vir- that all the
yachts, the Daphne and the one. gave the gun a wide berth, and most
turc to one who has always been a giantPetrel among them, had sailed as had been ol the spectators gazed out seaward, in
She has long been above me, font,
ess.
the hope ol c.a'eliing sight of the wonderintended.
and I hope that a night of meditation will
The gun,
“Where is Nannie .1 tjuiek !
Here:’” ful projectile in its Might
me iiitc a lit state lor presentation to
put
“No.
"
in agony somewhere.” through an alteration in the programme,
Probably
her to-morrow,
(iood-by
was laid at an angle of seven degrees, by
O Tom. Tom, just look til that sight.
He disappeared. Mr. Townsend went
which the muzzle was to some extent
Devour
it with your eves.
You’ll
never
home and told his wife that there was
sec
its like again
Six clouds racing! elevated, and about il.ODo yards away a
heroism in the world
Why could not Nannie litui pleasure in range party, consisting ol half a dozen
*
*
*
V
*
*
*
such a scene?
Hasn't she a soul',’ By gunners in a wagon and two mounted
At dusk. Miss Nannie sat alone in her
.love, the Daphne leads ? Alt with your Sergeants in charge, were posted to keep
garden, with her plaid drawn up about main-sheet, master! Why—why—in the observations, and signal by Mag to the
Her bead hung name of
her shoulders and neck.
mercy doesn't he haul alt Ins til ing point.
down, and she wept in silence. This main-sheet? lie is doing it ! he is doing
There was no target to take aim at, but
sense of solitude and desertion was new
it ! Now yourjibs! your jibs! Oh, why am a straight range had been pegged out for
In lilt! day time the gay sunlight I here? Fonder
to her.
about four miles, and the tramping ol
gets the cup !’’
had furnished her with distinctions; but
The boats came on.
The air was alive horsemen had made the path of the shot
now situ was in the dark, listening to the
The tinwith cries and screams, and the trumpets very legible for some distance
dreary roar of the waters, and the still and guns made more noise than ever.
gle sounded the order to “lire,” an ollieei
murmurs
and
of
more dreary
ipbraidings
Thu Daphne was first, tho Petrel second, in the instrument room touched a Mud.
her heart.
and till the others every where behind. The the crash came, and then the l.7on-pnmid
At nine o’clock a man appeared before |
shot was clearly seen cleaving its way
great schooner, rising and plunging in the
her; it seemed as il tie shot up from out
through the air to an altitude of uppur
sea, hugged close to the wind, and
green
of the ground.
ently several hundred yards, then decovered her decks with spray.
From
her
There was a shriek. But it was nobody
immense canvases, towering and swell- scending and diminishing until lost to
but the Daphne’s sailing-master, lie was
a long inin the air, there came a deep roar, and view, until, after what seemed
Miss Nannie re- ing
in search of the owner.
her dizzy mast-heads out huge, wild cir- terval, it struck the earth, throwing up a
slm
did
not
know where lie was.
plied that
cles against the azure sky. Her black and volcano of mud ami water, and, bounding
The man made a gesture of surprise,
itselt with anbow turned an emerald furrow, on again, to fail and burv
which did not escape the young lady’s no- glittering
and behind her there boiled a caldron of other splash tar beyond. It was ulterwanl
tice. He intimated that ho had come here
its tirst eon
foam. She was a million times a swan. reported that tliis shot made
because he had been successful in all his
She lied like a frightened fish, and it tact at a distance of 1,087 yards, and that
previous searches. This was innocent on seemed as if she were about to rise into the ricochet carried it about as far again
his part, but Miss Nannie blushed red in
The next consideration was the gun, and
the air.
the dark. The sailor was about to retire,
how had the carriage withstood the unacShe approached the home-bioy.
when Miss Nannie asked him what his
customed strain consequent on the higher
felt himself east into the dust.
George
was.
errand
•'I didn’t think slic’d do that for any elevation.
'1 his lull to lulling her ol the attempted
Both gun and carriage were in perfect
other man but me; but, like all tier sex—
transfer of the yacht to Mr. Fonder.
what a pace that is ! look at those sails condition; and then came a question as
all,
Miss Nannie sprang to her teet.
swell.’ hear the masts crack, ami see the to what had been the consequences of the
••But Mr. Fonder, mem, won’t take the
mist about her bows ! if Nannie were atmospheric disturbances. An ollicer went
boat, nor have anything to do with her,
here, Toni, l believe—by gracious, there's round to take an inventory of tiie dambecause tour of the men have gone off ina woman aboard !
A woman, if you will ages, and the soldiers’ wives came about
to town, and there ben’t enough left to
believe it, aboard a racing yacht! Fun- him with dismal records of broken winsail her to-morrow."
der's sister, l suppose. T’—at this instant dows and shattered ceilings. Most of the
Miss Nannie, excited beyond measure,
the Daphne shot past the judges, at the cottages along the sea front had one or
fired half a dozen questions straight into
distance of three hundred leet, and a pro- two broken panes of glass, several had
the matter.
cheer rolled down from tho hill- their rooms littered with plaster from the
Then did the yacht still belong to its old longed
one or two had
and a Ji u
sides,
jmc burst from Hie walls and ceilings, and
owner? Yes. Was it certain he could be
window-sashes blown completely
their
the
beach.
Heels
Flags dipped,
found in time to rectify matters? The guns upon
of yawls put out, and sounds of applause out, but the most remarkable clients were
Captain shook his head. Then, unless the arose
manifested at a greater distance. The
all quarters.
from
men were secured and brought buck, the
window of Mr. Cause, grocer,
The Daphne rounded-to, and the peaks plate-glass
race would be lost ?
Emphatically, yes.
Mr. Kirkwood’s canteen, fully
opposite
of
her
sails
with
a
rattle.
The
in
all
Where were the men,
likelihood?
dropped
live hundred yards from the gun, was utIn some of the liquor shops of the town. yachtsman, oppressed with a load of sordestroyed, and the glass, a quarter
stared
It
seemed
as
if the terly inch
Were there many of these places? About row,
gloomily.
of an
thick, scattered about ttie road.
of
his
five hundred. Would the Captain assist lamp
happiness had gone out. lie A barrack gate was burst
open and its
her to find the runaways? [With admira- could not cheer, lie could not lie glad; lock
broken, several sashes bad vanished,
his
had
but
she
had
true,
won,
Yes!
yacht
yet
tion.]
and there were broken windows in every
To this pass, then, had she come ! In a won tor another man. His occupation street
Each subsequent round added
was gone.
He was no longer a sailor.
manner infused with iron she ordered out
something to the damage, but the great•
her coachman, and then her pony-plueton He was a book-worm.
est mischief was necessarily done at the
Ho cast an alien’s glance once more
and a light spring wagon; then she ortirst discharge.
his
unrivaled
boat.
He
a
viodered the coachma n into the latter, and upon
gave
Four other rounds were tired at the
lent
start.
with
a
bade him follow where she and the (lapThen,
single bound, he same elevation, namely, seven degrees,
threw
himself
tain led in the other vehicle.
headlong into his yawl, and each shot fell within a lew leet of
Thus arranged, the party began a search and, shipping the oars like lightning, the same
distance, two appearing to bury
for the recreants. They descended into was off tor the yacht. He saw Tom and themselves at
once, and the other two
the lowermost and the vilest parts of the bawled :
bounding after number one into the Her"That
is
not
Fender’s
s
it
Nanand
Miss
with
her
Nannie,
sister;
adjacent city,
man Ocean. The gun was then depressed
skirts gathered in front of her, pushed, nie !”
to an angle of only one degree, and two
Townsend
ot
and
called
to
without the smallest hint
recoil, into
laughed,
Folly
shots were sent skimming over the water,
the dens that she saw.
When she ap- look at the Hying hero.
making “ducks and drakes’’several times
was
Nannie
peared, brawling ceased, men put down
waiting lor him, blushing before they disappeared. The second was
their liquor, and the proprietor advanced like a rose. He leaped oil board, and, observed
splashing up foam at a distance
and asked respectfully what she wanted. speechlessly seizing her bands, drew her of
or nearly seven miles
11,000
The first of the crew she saw was lying to the other side of the mainsail, and there from the yards,
shore, and as the “twist” in the
like a log upon the floor of a foul back embraced her privately.
it a constant tendency to
lie stammered through two or three ex- projectile gave
parlor. The Captain and coachman took
tiie right, it seemed to get unpleasantly
hint by the heels and shoulders and placed planations, and she, with scant articulanear to some shadowy-looking steamers
him in the wagon. Miss Nannie redeemed tion, detailed the default of Fonder, and
in the Imzy distance.
his cap lor one dollar, (he had pawned it her search for the drunken sailors, and
to the bar-keeper for ten cents’ worth of her usurpation in “y-your” absence of the
But one false step, but one wrong habit, one
some terrible
drink), and then she drove command of the Daphne. It was there- corrupt
companion, one loose principle, may
on to the next
doors
fore
clear
to
four
off.
The
the
the
boat
that
place
yachtman
wreek all your prospects, and all the hopes of
next sailor with the
uniform was was still
and that the Von Schoonho- j
■

Daphne’s

his,

|

those who love you.

Editor’s Patent Protector.

I From tUe Burlington Ilawkeye.]
The Ilawkeye lias just got iu its new editorial room, and it is proud to say that it has the
finest, most comfortable, complete and convenient editorial rooms in America. They are finished off with a little invention which will be
of untold value to the profession of journalism
when it is generally adopted,and we know that
it will rapidly come into universal use as soon
as iu merits are understood and
appreciated.
We believe il. is fully equal, in all that the term
implies, to the famous Bogardes* Kicker, less
liable, to get out of order, and less easily detected by casual visitor*. It is known as“Middlerib's Automatic Welcome.’’ The sanctum
is un the same floor as the news room, being
separated from it by a partition, in which i* cut
a large window, easily opened by an automatic
arrangement. The editor's table is placed in
front of that window and m ar the head of the
stairs, and on the side of the table next tlie
window, directly opposite the editor, the visitor'* chair is placed. It has an inviting look
about it, and its entire appearance is guileless
and common-place. But the strip of floor on
which that chair rests is a deception and a
fraud. It is an endless chain, like the floor of
a horse power* and is operated at will by the
editor, who has merely to touch a spring iii the
floor to set il in motion. Its operation can best
he understood by personal inspection.
Yesterday morning about ten o'clock Mr.
Bostwiek came in with a funny story to tell.
He naturally flopped down into the chair that
had tli*‘ strongest appearance of belonging to
some one else, and began in bis usual happy
vein : “I’ve got the richest thing—oh! ha, lia,
ha!—the best thing—oh, by George! I can’t—
oh! ha, ha, ha! Oh! it’s too good! Oh! by
George, the richest thing! oh it’s too loud!
You must never tt-ii where you got—oh, by
George! I can't do it! It’s too good! You
know—oh, ha, ha. ha. oh, he, he, he! You
know the—oh. by George, 1 ea-" Here the
editor tom bed the spring, a nail grab under the
bottom of tin* chair readied swiftly up and
caught Mr. Bostwiek by the cushion of his
pants, tic window flew up, ami the noiseless
belt of floor gliding on ils course bore the astonished Mr. Bostwiek through the window
out Into the news room, half way down to the
ease*, where lie wus received with great applatisi by ilie delighted compositors. The
window bail slammed down at soon as he
passed through, and when the editorial foot
was withdrawn from the spring and the chair
stopped and tie- nail grab resumed its accustomed place, young Mr. Bostwiek found himself *r* kind of out of the sanctum, 1 • ke it might
be, that lie went >lowlv and dejectedly down
the stair*, as it were, while amazement sat
upon his blow, like.
The next casual visitor vva* Mr. J. Alexis
He had a copy of the
Klaxcter, the critic.
Ilawkeye in his hand, with all the typographi
cal errors marked in red ink, and his lace was
so wreathed in stnih s that it was impossible to
Jell where his mouth ended and his eyes began,
lie took the vacant chair and spread the paper
out before him, covering up tin* editor’s manuscript. “Mv keen vision and delicate sense of
accuracy." lie said, “are the greatest crosses of
my life. Things that you never see are mountain* in my sight. Now here you see i.*» a-**
The spring clicked softly, like, an echo, to tin*
impatient movement of the editor’s foot, the
nail grab took hold like a hull-dog helping a
Burlington troubadour over the garden fence,
the chair shot hack through the window like a
meteor, and tin* window came down with a
slam that sounded like a wooden giant getting
oil tin* shortest hit of profanity known to man,
and all vva* silent again. Mr. Flaxetcr sat very
close to tin* frosted window, staring blankly at
the clouded glass, seeing nothing that could
otter any explanation of what he would have
firmly believed was a 1 iml slide, had -lie not
heard the ed;tor. sale iu his guarded den, >oftlv
whistling. “We shall meet but we shall miss
Him."
lien mere wa* a nriei interval i»i quiet m me
and a rustling of raiment was heard
the stairs. A lovely woman entered and
The
stood unawcd in the editorial presence.
li. 1*., on its part, was rather nervous and unL’he lovclv woman seated herself
comfortable.
in the fatal chair. She slapped her little gripsack on the table and opened her little subscription book. She said:
’1 am soliciting cash
contributions
strictly, exclusively and peremptorily cash contributions—to pay off the
church debt and buy an organ for the Mission
church of the Forlorn Strangers, and 1 expert-” There an* times when occasion demand* great effort. The editor bowed his head
and, after one brief spasm of remorse, felt for
the secret spring. 'The window went up like a
charm: tin* reckless nail grab hung hack for a
second, as if held by a feeling of innate delicacy, ami then it shut its eyes ami smothered its
pity and reached up and took a deathlike hold
un it roll of able and intluential newspapers and
a not work of string and tapes, and the cavalcade hacked out into the news room with colors
living. The chair slopped just before the familiar spirit win* was wa-hing the form, and
a* the lovely woman gazed at tlie inky face she
shrieked, Merciful heavens, where am 1 ?” and
was borne down tin* gloomy stairway uneonseiou.*, while the printers wh<»v cases were
nearest tin- wicked window heard the editor
singing, a* it might he. to himself. Dearest
sister, thou hast, left u*.”
\n lioui of serenity and tranquility in the
editorial room was broken by a brisk businesslike step on tin* stair-, the door llew open with
a bang that -hot the key half way across the
room, and a sociable-looking, familiar kind of a
*t ranger jammed into the chair, slapped his hat
pile of proof,
over the ink-stand, pushed a
twenty pages of copy, a box of pens, tin* paste
i**or* otf tin* tabic to make
cup and a pair ot
room for the old lamiliar flat -ample case, and
1 am agent for
-aid hi mu- brief breath:
(i iinhci ion's Popular Centennial World’s lli*<
itizms’ Trea-ure Hook «
lory and American
Valuable Information sold only by subscription
and i**in d in monthly parts whole work complete in thirty part* ea.-li number embellished
with oin- handsome steel plait* engraving and
numerous beautifully executed wood cuts no
similar work has ever been published in this
country ami at t a* exceedingly low price at
The
which it is uttered only >- per vol-”
spring clicked like a pistol shot, lie* window
wa nt up half way through tin* ci iling, the nail
grab took hold like a three-barreled harpoon,
and the column moved oil its backward wav
through the window, down through tin news
room, pa*t the foreman, standing grim and silent. by the imposing stone, past the cases, vocal with ti• applause am! encouraging ami consolatory remarks of tin* compositors, oil to the
alley w indow.*, over the -ills, how ling, yelling,
shrieking, praying, the unhappy agent wa*
hurled to tin* cruel pavement, three stories below, when* he lit on hi- head and plunged
through into a cellar, wtiere he tried to get a
subscriber out ol a man who wa* shovelling

sanctum

on

1

—
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coal.

Goin’

to

the

Show.

Karly Monday morning: a woman about
years old. having a large bundle un-

fifty

der one arm and a satchel with both handles gone under the other, appeared at the
Centennial depot end asked what train
went to the ( Vnlennial
“doing to Philadelphia, eh !*” asked one
of the depot cOicials.
That's where Fin bound lor, my son,”
••

she replied
Yes, going light down
thereto see the old In>*> pistols, old shoes,

and Mr. Krupp’s cannon.”
She went aboard tin* Canada Southern
train, waited patiently until the ears
moved away, and at the lower end of the
depot she waved her hand at the expressman, and called out—
“doin’ light down to see the hull caravan !”

big machinery,

About mid-alternoon she

was seen

again

in the depot, having just descended from
the way-ear on a freight train. Two or
three persons who had seen her rolling
away in tin* morning* halted, and as she
toiled through the long depot one ot them

said—

ly

‘•\\ hat! back again ?
“I seem to be here, don’t I ?” she grimanswered.
“Hut 1 thought you started for the Cen-

tennial

“So 1 did.

Right

in this bundle are my

Sunday clothes, and right in this satchel
1 was all
are provisions for a hull week.
right till the railroad conductor came

along to my scat and wanted pay. Pay !
Why, I'd see him in Jericho and Jerusha

What’s a Centennial for? Who
it? Doesn’t it belong to all of us?
Haven’t Lhe papers invited everybody to
go ?’’
“Rut the railroad fares must be paid.”
he said.
“I wouldn’t have minded titty cents,"
she went on.
always save lip lifty
cents for the Fourth of July, anil 1 had
over ten shillings in my pocket when 1
got on tiio cars, lie wouldn't take littv
cents, and now you and the railroad and
this depot and the Centennial can go to
Texas! Yes, sir, you can; and Pm just
that tired and mail that I’ll go home and
make it so bad for old Myers that ho will
holler murder all nightlong!" [Detroit
Free Press
first!

owns

The

Niagara Falls Gazette says:

“Some

strangers, actuated by curiosity, threw

a

goose into the river Ironi the bridge leading from the main land to Rath Island, a
few days ago, to test if it could survive a
trip over the American fall. The goose
made the voyage in safety and was subsequently secured uninjured by a terry man
below the cataract.” A man would be a
goose to try the same experiment, and
yet he would not survive it.
A hotel is advertised as ••kept bv the widow
of Air. brown, who died last summer on a new
and improved plan."
No one can venture on tlii! pond
the risk of being drowned by order
of the Selectmen.”
“Notice.

exeept

at

"That ain’t lit for the pig," said a disgruntled
"Then I
to his wife, at the dinner table.
wouldn't eat it. my dear,” was her response.

man

SOUTHERNGov.

Tilden's

CLAIMS.

Great

Letter.

Nt.w York, Oct. 2-1, ls7li.
lii tin- lion. Alnam S. Hewitt:
Silt
! have received your letter inform-

that Republicans high in authority
arc publicly representing that “the South
desire, not without hope,” to obtain payment lor losses by the late war, and to
have “provisions made lor the rebel debt
and lor the losses ot slaves.” As the payment of such losses and claims was not
deemed important enough to deserve the
notice of cither Convention at the lime it
was held, you also ask me to state my
\ iews in regard to their recognition by
the Government. Though disposed, myself, to abide by the issue as made up already, 1 have no hesitation to comply with

ing

mo

your request.
The Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution expressly provides as follows:—
The validity of the public debt of the United
states authorized bv law, including debts incurred tor payment'of pensions and bounties
for services in suppressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not he questioned; but neither
the United States, nor any State, shall assume
or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of
insurrection or rebellion against the United
States, or any claim for the loss or emancipation of any slave, but all such debts, obligations
and claims shall be held illegal and void.

This amendment lias been repeatedly
approved and agreed to by the Democratic
State Conventions of the South.
It was
unanimously adopted as a part of the platform of the Democratic National Convention at St. Louis on the “sth of June, and
was declared by that platform to be universally accepted as a linal settlement of
the controversies that engendered the civil
war. My own position on this subject had
been previously declared on many occasions, and particularly ia my first annual
message of Jan. b, 1 si 7 b In that document
1 stated that the Southern people were
bound by the Thirteenth. Fourteenth and
Fifteenth Constitutional Amendments;
that they had joined at National Conventions in the nomination of candidates and
in the declaration ot principles and purposes which form an authentic acceptance
of the results ot the war embodied in the
last three amendments to the organic law
■if the Federal Union, and that they had.
I \ the suffrages of all the voters, at the
last National election, completed the proof
that now they only seek to share with us
and to maintain the common rights of
American local self-government in a fraternal union under the old Hag with “one
< 'oiistitution and one
destiny.” 1 declared
at the same time :—
questions settled by the war are never
he reopened. The adoption of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fl'teenlh Amendments
to the Federal Constitution closed one great
era in our polities.
It marked the end forever
I the system of human slavery, and of the
struggles that grew out of that system. These
Amendments have hern conclusively adopted
and they have been accepted ill good faith by
ill polilieat organizations and the people of all
-eel ions.
Thev close I he chapter. They are
and must he linal. All parties hereafter must
crept and stand upon them, and henceforth
our polities are to turn upon questions of the
present and the future, and not upon those of
the settled and linal past.
1 he

to

Return

of

the

English Arctic

Ex-

pedition,

Lonpox, (let. 27. It is stated that

telegram has been received- at Portsmouth
announcing the return of the British Arctic
expedition under Capt. Mares, comprising
the naval steamers Alert and Discovery.
The Alert arrived at Valencia at 2 :'.n this
afternoon, that being tiie first land made
since leaving the, frozen regions. She parted company with the Discovery in the. Atlantic.
Progress to the North Pole was found to
be impracticable. Capt. Mares reports that
no land could be discovered to the northward ol the highest latitude reached,
namely, s:).2, but in other respects the expedition was successful. The Alert proceeded to Queenstown, and Capt. Mares
All are well.
to London.
The Alert and Discovery left Port Poulke
on July 2'Jth, 1875. and entered the ice oil
Cape Sable. After a severe and continuous struggle they reached the north side
ot Lady Franklin Bay, where the Discovery was left in winter quarters. The Alert
pushed on and reached the limit of navigation on the shore of the Polar Sea. The
ice varied in thickness, being in some
places 150 feet deep. President land does
not exist.
Hie Alert wintered in lat. 82.27. At this point the sun was invisible 1-12
days, and the temperature the lowest ever
recorded was experienced. A detachment
with sledges was despatched northward.
It was absent about seventy days, and
reached latitude 8JW' 20'. Another party
rounded Cape Columbia, the northernmost
point ot America, and travelled two hundred and twenty miles westward from
Greenland, and also explored tar to the
'The sledge parties met with
eastward.
no game and sutfered from scurvy.
Hans
Petersen, from frost-bite, John Porter of
the Alert. James Hanson and Charles Paul
ol tiie Discovery, died on the sledging expedition. Mo Esquimaux were seen, nor
were any icebergs met with beyond Cape
Fnio.i. Tiie expedition encountered great
dillioulties in returning
1'he Alert’s rudder bolt was damaged.
The vessels left
Smith’s Sound Sept lllli. They signalled
the Pandora Oct llith, and all were well.
The Alert parted from the Discovery in a
gale, Get. PJth. She will sliilt her rudder
at Valentin and proceeded to Queenstown
to coal.
The Admiral at Queenstown telegraphs that the Discovery is expected to
arrive hourly.
l

ter

lie lowest
was l"l

The

a

temperature (luring the windegrees helow the freezing

point. During the sledge journeys the ice
su
rugged that it was only possible to
advance a mile a day. During the winter
rich collections in natural history were
was

made and many valuable scientific observations were taken. Excellent coal was
found near the place where the Discovery
wintered. The expedition experienced the
coldest weather ever registered, the temperature being .71) degrees below zero for
a fortnight, and falling unee to lo l
degrees
below the treezing point. The Pandora,
when spoken by the Alert, reported her
screw slightly damaged by ice.
The Pandora called at Littleton Island and ltape
Isabella, but was unable to reach Cape
Should I lie elected President, the pro- Sabino. As the expedition did not call at
visions of the Fourteenth Amendment Littleton Island oil its return, it missed the
will, so tar as depends on me, be main- letters left by the Pandora
The health of the crews, with the exceptained, executed and enforced in perleet
and absolute, good faith.
No rebel debt tions already mentioned, lias been
good.
will be assumed or paid; no claim for The host bites were severe, but not nuthe loss or emancipation of any skive will merous. Petersen, Uie interpreter, died
be uilowed; no claim for any loss or dam- lorty days alter both leet had been
ampuage incurred by disloyal persons arising tated, from frost bite.
All the members
from the late war, whether covered by ot the expedition declare that it is
imposthe Fourteenth Amendment or not, will sible to get nearer the Pole than their
be recognized or paid.
The cotton tax northern exploring parts which penetrawill not be refunded. 1 sijai.i deem it ted to within four hundred miles of it. ( hi
MV III TV TO VETO FA EUV III I I 1‘ltOV lit] Nc 1
the return from their sledge journeys the
oit thk ASsi motion oi: pavment of ant
men were iu a
very helpless condition.
SITU DEBTS, LOSSES, DAMAGES. 1 I.AIMS Olt
A member of the expedition telegraphs
IHIt THE lil.l IMUNG Ol’AM M ■ II TO.
to the Daily News that the northernmost
l'lte danger to the National 'I reasurv is land reached was iu lat. SS iff. After that
not from the claims of persons who aided
there was ice.
1 he point furthest west
tlie rebellion, but from claims of persons reached was in Ion, sr.
Lady f ranklin
residing in the Southern States, or having Straits is really a bay. Petcriiianii l’iord
in
those
who
were
or
was closed by a glacier.
States,
i lie northernproperty
pretended to be, or who, lbr the sake of most point ot (ireenland seen was in lataiding claims, now pretend to have been itude ad .77.
flic Discovery wintered in a well shelloyal to tiic Government of the I'nion.
Such claims, even oi loyal pel.sons, whore tered harbor on the west side ot llalfs
they are from acts caused by the opera- Dasiu, a few miles north of Polaris Day.
lions of the war, have been disowned by
llie Alert pushed forward and rounded
tlie public law ot civilized nations, con- the northeast
point id (.rant's Land, hut
demned by the adjudications ol the Su- in-lead of finding, as expected, a continu1
ol
tint
nited States, and ous coast a hundred miles toward the
premo Gourl
only Ibid any status by force of specific North, she lound herself on the border of
legislation of Congress. These claims an extensive sea with impenetrable ice on
have become stale, and arc often tainted every side and no harbor.
with fraud.
file ships wintered behind a barrier of
They are nearly always
owned, in whole or in part, by claim grounded ice close to land. The floating
agents, by speculators or lobbyists, who masses ot thick Polar ice had in meeting
itave no equity against the tax-payers or pressed up quantities of intermediate ice
the public. They should in till cases be into blocks lrcquentiy a mile in diameter
scrutinized with jealous care.
and varying iu height from ten to tifiy
The calamities to individuals which leet.
were inflicted by the late war are. for tiie
Obstacle:: ot this kind destroyed all hope
most pari, irreparable. The Government of
reaching the pole by sledges. Define
annot recall lo lift the million of our the
attempt was made, the sledge parly
youth who went to untimely graves, nor was obliged to make a road with pickcompensate the sufferings or sorrow of axes nearly half the distance travelled.
their relatives or friends, it cannot read
As it was always necessary to drag the
just between individuals the burdens ot sledge loads by instalments, the party
taxation hitherto borne, or ol debts in- really traversed i'7ii miles,
although it
curred to sustain the Government which only progressed 7:i miles.
arc
All the cairns erected by the Polaris exyet to be paid. It cannot apportion
anew among our citizens the damages or
pedition were visited at the boat depot iu
losses incident to military operations or Newman’s Day. A chronometer was lound
resulting, in every v ariety of form, lront hi perfect order. The wheat left by the
its measures for maintaining its own ex- Polaris was
successfully grown aboard the
istence. It lias no stile general rule but ships. When at Polaris
bay, the Discovto let by-gones be by-gones; to turn from
ery hoisted the American Hag and tired a
the dead past to a new and better future, salute. A tablet with the
following inand on that basis to assure peace, reconscription was fixed on the grave of Capt.
ciliation and Iraternity between till sec- llall: “.Sacred to tin;
memory of Captain
tions, classes and races of our people, to llall, of the Polaris, who sacrificed his life
the end that all the springs of our produc- in the advancement
of.science; this tablet
tive industries may lie quickened and a is erected by the Dritish Polaris
expedinew
prosperity created, in which tlie tion, who, following his iootsteps, have
evils of the past shall be forgotten.
profited by bis experience.”
1 wo sailors ot the Crcenland
Very respectfully yours,
sledge parSamuel J. Tildes.
ty were buried near Capt. Hall’s grave.
The sufferings of the sledge parties from
The Situation in Europe.
scurvy were 1 rightful. The expedition unBelgrade, Oct. 00. A battle was l'ought der Markham and Parr, which endeavored
yesterday iii which the Turks drove the to reach the pole, consisted of seventeen
Nine became utterly helpless
Servians from Hjunis alter a crushing de- persons.
feat. Tchernayelf’s army is cut in two and had to be carried on sledges. Three
and completely demoralized. Horvato- could barely walk and were unable to pull.
vitch’s command has retired on Kruelie-
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WILLIAM II. SIMPSON.
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

Republican
regard lor any-

no

their own,
body’s reputation,
continue to repeat the stale and exploded
libel that Mr. Tilden was guilty ot fraud
in his income returns some twelve or fifThe L’ortland Advertiser
teen years ago.
paper tiiat is conducted with
uncommon degree ot luirness, has an

Republican

Sursdru’Tion Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,

a

Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
of length in column,) $1.00 for one week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
square charged as a full one.

article that undoubtedly states the ease
justly, it says—• The talk about Mr. Til-

$3.00.

Jitr’S. M. Pktknijill & Co., t» State St., Boston,
and 37 Park Row New York, are our authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions ami forwarding

advertisements.

an

den's income tax began mouths ago. As
published in the New York Times where

originated, the accusation charged Mr.
making a fraudulent return

it

Tilden with
jfctpBATES & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York,
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
for the Journal.
AirGKO. r. uowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.

4®*Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
Subscribers are requested to take notice ol the
date on tiie colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 70, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DATES A RE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due.
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
tin* paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.

Administrators, Executors and Guardians
desiring their advertisements published in the Journal will please so state to the Court.

[Persons desiring Probate Advertising in their
control to appear in the Journal, will need to make
that request of the Court. 1
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which the
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is sent..#*

For

President,

Samuel J.
For Vice

Tilden,

York.

New

oi

President,

for the year 1863, and none whatever
Mr. Tilden has answered,
thereafter.
with regard to the return for 1863, showing and declaring that the items are correct ; ami his statement has not been impeached. Concerning the subsequent years
lie did what a great many honorablo men
did and do; he leitthe assessors to fix the
amount of his tax according to their own

judgment,

tor the district of New

oilicial letter to the commissioner ol Internal Revenue, “alnmdan! grounds for the
immediate eonimenemeut of an action,”
but will not begin it until alter the election
theTth of November. The report wears
too much the aspect of a campaign document; but admitting all its allegations, it
on

simply

shows that the

neat turn oi'the

:t

assessors

who lixed

the wellarc of the whole
absolute

necessity

to the end that the peo-

ple' may
longer lie robbed and impoverished—will record their protest against
th(> continuance in power of the RepubliThe movement is to be a success.
Samuel J. Tilden is to be elected
President, if the clearest signs do not fail.
can

party.

Shall the conservative men of Maine not
emphasize this declaration by their votes?

They may

not succeed in

giving

a

strength of the grand party that is

to rule
the country, and have consideration accordingly, Let us all be at the polls, and
each count out*
Tildon

Gaining.

lornted of them, too—concede this.
The prospect now is that in this State
his majority will he very large.
Indeed this Slate is now so sale that the

came

into vogue.

Much of what was
lias since proved

experience

true; and it certainly requires

no

argu-

ment to convince a connoisseur m marine

wrist, Gov. Til- architecture

that

three

big

a

masted

schooner is as lubberly looking a eral’l as
floats. But of the schooner rig the article
above referred to says

in the country, began to create doubts in
the minds of honest men. There i- a
groat, deal of loree in reiteration. So,
ju-t at the right time, calmly, and without any nourish of
the lie

gives

a

trumpets,

fatal thrust.

Gov. Tilden
The letter is

square, unequivocal and convincing. It
does not mince matters, nor leave a loophole for evasion. It says just what it
means, and accomplishes the death ot a

contemptible campaign slander

and

mean

These so-called rebel claims, when they
are seriously thought ot, will be found to

entirely baseless, however well they
mu) serve campaign purposes. The conbe

amended tor the pm pose of
barring out any and all claims for expenses or services in aid of the rebellion,
and ii. was supposed this had been done

stitution

was

That de-

by the luurteeiith amendment

clares that, neither tile National

nor

or

rebellion against the I'nit-

ed States.” lint it was found, by shrewd
claim agents, who were in search of com-

missions,
actually owned these claims,
that persons calling themselves loyal to
or

the

government might get under

this bar,

and find

treasury.

So

and in tin-

a

new avenue

or over

to

the

set themselves at work

they

ot time

course

trumped

up

a

formidable amount.
Hut when the radicals cry out that t Rose
rebel claims, and that all Southern

are

Democrats

they

in favor of

are

against

run

stump

a

paying them,
at once.

He-

advantage

There

seems

to be no reasonable doubt

that Samuel .1. Tilden will bo
President
[N. Y. Sun, Oct. :ld.

our

next

As we have before
many queer

remarked, a great
things happen in Lewiston

anil

amt the queerest, since that

vicinity,

plaveil Mrs. 1’otiphar with a citithe explosion of Mr. Downing's
cook stove.
That useful piece of domeswoman

is

zen,

went oil' like a can-

day

scattering pans and pots,

non,

and send-

to the

ceiling.

watch was set upon the wood

a

night

one

a

neighbor

was seen

tenderly lay stick upon the pyramid.
The slick was inspected, ami found to
have an auger hole, loaded with powder
and plugged. A bond of sdit'iti was nea

cessary to elVect tlie release ol the
bor, after his arrest.

no

neigh-

Some ol tlio.se queer Frenchmen, whom I
other nation can seem to understand,

have been acting very absurdly at PhilaOne of their Commissioners to

delphia.

the ('entcunial has published in France a
letter saying a great many hard lliings
about the Americans, among others that a

—

alone stand the brunt,

it is

no

economy in

main sheet in or to Imist her sails. Ilian it does
to noist. am sail in a-hip. Then, as to handling
the sails, it 1 is very rough every sailor knows
it is as mucli as his life is worth to reef a
schooner's foresail, and Unit any well disciplined ship can have all her topsails reefed and
every thing made mug, frequently while litis ibeing done. The reason is I hat these great foreand-aft sails, wlien they arc lowered, go overboard in tlie lirst place, and when they arc
hauled ill they cover everything up, ami the
booms and gaits must, of course, leave a highlytighlv before y ou can do anything, then, just
as ‘all hands and the cook’ have got Uie sheets
in, lashed the gall', and got the tackle on to haul
out Uie foot ot the saii, *a comber’ comes tumbling ill over Uie w aist, and il is quite as much
as they can do to keep themselvo- from pitching over the lee rail; while in a square-rigged
vessel there is none of this slatting—the light
sails are lirst taken in and easily made snug,
and when ‘reef topsails' is the word, the reef
tackles are easily hauled mil, the sail sillied
down, the braces hauled taut. and then the
yards manned without any danger, at least
from the sea.”

Of

eiiur.se,

the lliree-niasied schooner

ol

is not open to all the objections the
wiiter just, quoted from has tilled aguin-t

to-day

the hie fore and-alliTs of a quarter of a
To day, by means ol
century ;i»o.
winches, less ‘beef’ is required to hoist
sails, and brails render them less liable to
slat or go overboard. Then, the threemaster does not spread so large a single
piece of canvas as the big two-master,
above referred to. Still, it is evident that
to rig any vessel over lull tons as a loreand-after is a mistake, and so our shipmasters and owners hav
the

ably

best

tiling

to

three-masted schooners
are

in

e

found it.

now

good condition,

Prob-

do with all the
is

afloat, which
to transform

them into

the rebel and the loyalist ot the
South there was an antagonism more bitter than was felt by the rebel toward the

arkentines by square igging
the foremast. We agree, however, with
our contemporary that “for beauty and

supporters of the government who lived

convenience in a vessel between gun and
:iuO tons, nothing can surpass the barque.”
And we further endorse him when he says
—“But of all rigs to go to sea in, give us

tween

in tlie North. The men ot the South who
fought the war through, know that any
repayment of their own losses is hopeless.
have acquiesced in the constitution
and the laws which iorbid them to so

They

and

hope,

forever.

the matter

regard

Are they

likely

settled
to aid those
as

anything but a fore-and-alt schooner, and
we are glad to learn from all hands that
‘they have been run in the ground,’ and
that every body is getting rid of tliein.”

among them whom they looked upon as
traitors to the South in the endeavor to

I. M. Jatneson, Jr. is the citizen of Camget payment for losses incurred in resist- den who got bis brain loaded with a.
ing the South in its war for independence, weighty query, anil couldn’t rest until lie
and thus tax themselves to help pay such had tired it off at us, first anonymously,
claims ? Such an idea is so preposterous and then accompanied by his name. Our

This

was

done to

a

previous Congress,

in

great extent in the
which there was a

large Republican majority in both branches, and the journals of which will show
many times

more

of these claims than the

present Congress has recognized.
The calm and statesmanlike remarks
with which Gov. Tildeu closes his letter
The losses of war, he
says, ean never be compensated for. The
young and gallant dead cannot be recalled, nor tho ravaged land be restored,
nor the
squandered treasure gathered
are

admirable.

Rut

gain.
united

have

we can

people,

and

and
make this a

industry guarded

protected by just laws
land of

once more a le-

prosperity and

can

happiness.

To this

the elforts of the people and the thoughts
of their leaders should all turn.
The
manly and plain utterances of Mr. Tildeu

Camden philosopher doesn’t approve <d
the hanging ot murderers, and this is the
poser that lie puts—“Now I ask, have,
there been any more murders in this state
since the abolishment of the death penalty,
than in Massachusetts, where they hang
murderersThe object is to make a
comparison ol the two states, in this particular, we suppose. Since the abolition
of hanging in Maine, there has been one
murder a month, seven in all, or at the
rate of twelve a year.
Massachusetts has
three times the population of Maine, so
that she would have to chronicle within
her boundaries thirty-six murders a year
to keep up with us.
It is perhaps natural
that

correspondent should oppose capital punishment, for il the authorities
our

should

ever hang people for being very
keen in argument, lie would be in great

danger.

«

The Democrats ol New York city held
on the night of the Jtilli, the largest torch
light procession ever seen in that or any
other

city. There

were

fifty thousand

men

have killed this greatest and the last of in line, and the streets were literally
the political bugbears, and it will slumber packed with torch bearers and spectators.
The quaint devices, grand illuminations,
in the same grave with its originators.
fire works and transparencies were innuCampaign Subscriptions.
merable and indescribable. The procesThose who are receiving the Journal as sion was reviewed from a stand In Union
subscribers lor the campaign will be entitled to one more number, when the
names

of all who do not renew, will be

taken from the list.
continue
mit

We shall be glad to
weekly visits to all who re-

our

subscriptions

at

the rate of two dol-

lars per year. The long evenings of winter arc at hand, when everybody will
want reading, and with the stirring events
in

Kurope,
Washington,

the

administration
and local happenings,
new

shall be able to make
per,

we

an

interesting

at
we

pa-

think.

(stokes, who killed Fisk, has served out
bis sentence and been released from prison.

square by Gov. Tildcn, surrounde i by distinguished Democrats.
Elder James Pike, <d New Hampshire,
one of the truly loyal who converted to
his use the earnings of the confiding freedmcn of Washington.
The elder wanted
his little loan of $o000, and got it, hut his
is

securities was worthless. The Commissioners have commenced a suit for its recovery. The loan was obtained in 1M72,
the year that Pike ran for Governor against
Weston

and

was

defeated.

Heaps

of

money were used by the Republicans, and
if is supposed that the savings of the colored brethren took that direction.

a

prominent

city

official say this morning that lie meant to
go in and out at least ton times “just to set* how
one felt while making himself a repeater/'
AX OHIO FARMER.

Coming
I saw

from New York the other

over

day,

interesting family. The father,
kindly and happy, comfortably, though not
ta&hionablv clad, the mother, a bright-faced
a

most

armed with a huge lunch
womanly
basket, w hile eight boys and girls, quiet and
thoughtful, vet evidently brimming with the
delighted excitement ot so unusual a journey,
woman,

scats about their parents. Some question about distance broke the ice between the
mother and your correspondent, and I learned
that thirty-two years ago a bride and groom

started from

a

remote

far west oft >hio.

village in Maine for the

Said the

lady “We

saw

some

rough times at lirst, but we knew such a country must be thickly settled after a while; huscrop; our children grew up
and now we have one of the

very best farms in Ohio; everything is nicely
arranged, and after seeing the Centennial we
arc all going down to Maine to show
my moththe grandchildren she has never seen. We'll
take the old house bv storm !" They had never
before made the journey; they had spent their
lives on their quiet, farm; but those boys and
girls were wi 11 taught, and I have rarely met a
more intelligent lady than my farmer's wife,
er

can

help, for though there is more'ptilling and haul
ittg’ in a lirig, vet a schooner's -ails are so heavy
to handle that it requires more heel’ to get her

any

Stale Government “shall assume or pay
an) debt or obligation incurred in aid of

insurrection

Wlnit

knew better than the Re-

warmly. Philadelphia is very much excited
over his appearance, for Philadelphia is a Republican city. A company of leading merchants
has been organized, who will swell the crowd

speakers in the campaign can well lie band never iost a
lor quarters where they are need- strong and happy,

recent lire was intended to destroy French
be derived from rigginning,
contributions. l!ut. another Commissioner
ging sea-going vessels in this wav. we never
publican leaders who invented it. Hntthe could ascertain. It makes the spars very cost- llatiy contradicts the statement, in a letter
ly ; it wears out more sails, because most ol the
persistence with which it was urged and sails
flic I idled
being in two large pieces, when they are published at Philadelphia.
after
and
alter
night
day
harped upon, day
gone all is gone, while in the square-rig every •States < iovernment has asked an explanathing may he made light hut the topsails and
night, on every stump at every cross roads courses,
and in heavy weather the topsails tion of the lirst letter.
none

as

that for this occasion the most devoted Hemocrat will swallow all political prejudice and gieet the official head of the state most

spared

pile, and

cralt as lbre-und alters

personally

by many hundreds, and 1 heard

from

York,

New

News of the

New York, Oct. 28.

occupied

Mr. Tilden is gaining strength every
day. Even Republicans—and the best in-

to

Maine paper some twenty
\t hen the
rigging

large sea-going

lirst

the seven

electoral votes of Maine to Mr. Tilden,
but they will all count in the numerical

-Viler that

in

for vic-

no

figure.”

twenty-lit e years ago,

hotter

change for has all the enthusiasm of youth over all her
people-—nay, its achievements, and Gov. Hayes is so popular

ing the family dinner up

“Fore-aud-ai'tors.”

Notes.

Correspondence of the Journal.
Philadelphia, Oct. 20th.

true who know the need of a

ter, rated his income below the actual

then written

With

grand ellbrt

a

tic furniture one

of

ilen has puncturcil the Uepnbliean gas bag
so long paraded beloro the people of this
country. It was a humbug from the be-

make

Centennial

the Union will

Ohio’s day! The wind is keen, but the sun
tory and the purification of the governshines brightly, and there will be hosts of peoment.
l'rmn north to south, from the
ple on the Centennial Grounds to-day Ohio is
Pacific to tin' Atlantic, the good men and
very proud of herself, as well she may he. She

Mr. Tilden’s tax that year, and to whose
arbitrary judgment 1io left the whole mat-

or

tho Rebel Claim Buk*
hear.

Tuesday

next

over

York, lias ed.

been investigating Mr. Tilden’s income for
the year 180!), and finds, as he says in an

published

ClIARLFS W. ROBKRTS.

hist.—RION P.RADlil RY.
hist. -O ALFN C. MO-SKS.
hi>t.- JOHN C. MAN son.
hist —HASTINGS STRICKLAND.
I list.—.1 AM KS R. TALBOT.

to

recent

a

Tlie going out of fashion of the unsightly three-masted schooner recalls an article

President and Vice-President
At Large—JOS 10 PI I Til COMP.,
For Flectors o(

Bye

I nder

it.

Indiana.

or

Good

paid

of the government, is not conclusive, hut
that the question may he re-opened at anytime, for the collection of “arrears” upon
a new valuation.
Mr. llliss, I'nited States

Thomas A. Hendricks,

1st
M
:;.l
nil
5th

and

and somewhat questionable judgment, it
is held that the payment of a tax thus assessed by and paid to the authorized agents

attorney

Your brethren all

reckless of the

papers, those that have

Depravity.
New Yoke, Oct. 20.
that its very statement shows its absurdBerlin, Oct. 00. The German ReichFrank McCanachi,
previously arrested
stag (Imperial Parliament of the whole on suspicion, was again arrested last Sat- ity. Hut tliere is an intention oil tho part
Empire) opened to day. T ire Emperor in urday night on Long Island, charged with of certain Republican members of Conhis speech says Germany's foreign rela- the murder of the child
to pass this class of claims, and by
Maggie Bauer.
tions, notwithstanding the difficulties of This is the crime of which Mrs. Kate HolV- gress
the present political situation, are fully ac- man was almost convicted, on circumstan- connivance with the owners put a liberal
cordant with the Emperor’s pacific policy, tial evidence so
strong that many persons portion thereof in their own pockets.

llis constant endeavor is to preserve friend were dissatislied when she was released
ly relations with all the Powers, especial- from custody.
\\ lieu Liken to tlie
ly those connected with Germany by ties
spot where the body
of neigh borhoorhand history and, so far as was found, MeConachi trembled
violently
peace may be endangered among such, to and completely broke down. lie made a
preserve it by friendly mediation. What- lull confession, not only of the crime, but
ever the future may have in store, Gerof the manner in which he committed it.
many may rest assured that the blood of Ilis horrible story is as follows:
her sons will be sacrificed or risked only
On the afternoon ol
August 14th, he was
for the protection of her own honor and in a cornlield, when
Maggie went to show
interests.
Kate Hoffman ttie way through the woods
to the Valley Stream
THE CONSTANTINOPLE CONFERENCE.
depot. He saw them
Constantinople, Oct. :’>(). Gen. Inga- both go past the cornfield, watched Magtietl, the Russian Ambassador, had an in- gie’s return, and as she got opposite to
terview with the Sultan Saturday and the •dm, he sprang out and grappled her by
Grand Vizier, yesterday. Subsequently tlic throat to prevent her from making a
the ambassadors of the six powers bad a noise.
At thb. point in his confession, the mothconference. To-day the Turkish ministers
held a council. The prevalent impression er of Maggie, who was present, sprang
upon tlm prisoner with the ferocity <4
regarding the situation is pacific.
a tigress, and
THE RECENT DEFEAT CRUSHING.
grasped him by tile throat,
'l’he officers removed her, and MeConachi
The Times correspondent at Belgrade
continued.
telegraphs there is no longer any deluAfter choking Maggie, he
kept his grasp
sion ; Servia is now at the feet of Russia
on her throat and carried her
the
or the mercy of
Turkey. Intelligence Iris cornfield to the woods, where through
he attemptbeen received from Russian officers that
ed violence, and crammed leaves and the
the Turks have received reinforcements to
corner of her bonnet into her
mouth, tyinc
the amount of 20,000 and some batteries
the strings together about her neck.' He
ot artillery.
The Circassian cavalry are
also took her waist ribbon and tied it tightburning villages near Paratehin and Cupu- ly around her neck, which
completed"the
•i‘ar-I be \ ienna
work of murder. He afterward broke down
correspondent of the Times some cedar limbs so ho could find the
body
says the announcement that an armistice alter dark for the
purpose of hiding it
has been settled is premature.
The Porte more
effectually, but when darkness came
was only expected to give a definite
reply on, he was afraid to go near the
place.
Monday.
MeConachi was taken by the officers to
There is, or was on Sunday, every
the Valley stream depot to take the train
ground to believe the reply will be fully hack to Jamaica.
Here, the confession besatisfactory; that is, that the Porte will ing noised about, a crowd
gathered, with
the
Russian
accept
proposition.
a
rope, and the prisoner was saved with
WARLIKE AGAIN.
great difficulty from immediate death by
Mew York, Oct. 31. A London special
lynching.
has the following: An official dispatch
MeConachi is 117 yearsold. He was born
from St. Petersburg announcing that the in this
country. His family are highly reRussian ultimatum has been presented to
spected residents of Brooklyn, and have
Turkey has created great excitement in fi- for some time refused to have anything to
nancial circles here, and consols declined do with him.
half per cent, with a depressed feeling in
all classes of European securities. The
Mr. Moses of Bath, has housrliL a house for
peaceful outlook is vanishing, and a war #7,sno, which is intended for the Old Ladies’
is
revived.
Home
in that city.
feeling

Income

Tilden's

not even

■

vatz.

Mr.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

MONEY STAKED ON TIIE

ELECTIONS.

and

Connty.

Tuesday will be presidential election.
weather prophets say that when winter Uoe9

The

All through this canvass there has been
an unusual amount of
money staked upon
the results. On the October States there
was a very lively contest between the two
sides as to who should control tiro pools.
This practice is no doubt very immoral;
but even in the good old times our fathers
were wont to bet coats, hats, overcoats,
boots and suits of clothes upon their favorite candidates.
After (lie nominations of the respective
parties, the betting fraternity inclined
strongly towards the Republican side;
but for tlie last month there lias been a
constant reaction, and it has now culminated in the almost universal refusal of
the Republicans to bet upon their candidates, either lor the Presidency or for the
Governorship of the State ot New York.
The odds last night were 100 to 80 in favor
of Tilden, and 100 to 40 that Tilden would
carry the State of New York. This is particularly noticeable, because the Republican Ring politicians of this city, the disciples of Weed, Morgan, and the associates of Sheridan Shook and others, whose
main vocation it is to make money out of
their judgment about elections, lia\ c great
confidence in the indications afforded by
the pools; and if they are beaten by their
own standard so long before the day of
election, their defeat will prove to be disastrous in the extreme, and they eunuot
complain if they are judged by tint standard they choose. These and other indications lead one to the conclusion that this
State will give fie Democratic nominees a
majority of at least 70,000.
(iHVEKXOR TIL DEN’S MANLY DECLARATION
ABOUT

City

Next

be

it will

come

The

I

severe

a

one.

hunksgiving proclamation

nliirm among

will

tuise

an

rheumatic roosters.

(iet your sleds and skates
ready,
be frozen water lying around soon.

there’s to

boys

By special request Kcv. Mr. Boss will, on next
Sabbath evening, repeat his lecture on Conservu
tism.

Follett is exhibiting
ante-Kcvolutionary times*

Frank
of

old flint lock gun
It bears the date <*t

an

iraa.

There are a number of j>olicy holders in this cit\,
deiunct Continental Lift Insurance Co., ot

of the

New York.

Jack Frost is getting his brushes ready,
be making fancy sketches, on tl.

The artist
and

will

soon

window panes.
Duite

city

amount of sinull bets

an

the

past week

stood about
K

A.

house

election,

it

even.

Dyer has hung
Spring street

out in front of his

on

boarding

lantern, which ilium
icinity.

a

gas

that hitherto dark

nates

made in this

were

presidential

the

on

Funny case, that oi the Palermo Deacon in our
court report. lie seems to have put in a plea that
Brother Beecher never thought of.
building

i la- baik

in Cottrell’s

yard

nearly completed and will launch
She

in this

city, is
December

in

about 7<n' tons and will be sold.

h

The next

quarterly session of the

!

< ountv

edge

Hood
at

Templars will be held with F. K. Siiuw l.odg
Brooks, on Thursday, November Oth.

A

into the main
We advise

<

sewn near

the Postotlice.

friends not to take any bets
of either filiienor Hayes on the

our

inauguration

of March next.

SOUTHERN Cl AIMS.

under tile sidewalk On
edar, which will dischai.'

dug

has beeu

sewer

Franklin street from

lour

tell you why

Hie almanac will

The Aldermen will he

As an indication of the .effect of Govt-r-

th.

on

in ses.dim

Friduv

on

ao.i

dor Tilden’s war-claim letter, the article Saturday of this week and Monday of next h-r 11•
in the Springfield Republican of October purpose of revising the check li*t> ami putting
the 2.5th is noticeable. The position of new voter*.
What has become ot th
that journal as the most prominent indeRepublican >‘.imp.iigti
pendent daily of the United Stales, gives flag in this city Since tie- ntoher • l» tom it nu.i

great

force to its utterances on

been inissed lrom it- aeeu-iomcd

questions

p!ar.

l*

m

of the canvass, because it has a wide give up the contest
expressing my surprise at her knowledge of
At Burnham, on Saturday, before Trial
i-r
clientage among those doubtful voters
some topic, she laughingly said, “We have no
whose suffrages may determine the result, Rich, John B. ilazeltim of that town, w.i lined?
library, but we take the best newspapers and
and are greedily sought by both sides. and costs for assaulting Seldtui Hancock h>
tile them; 1 don’t believe any library contains
That article declares that Gov. Tilden’s a dog upon him, and paid.
more valuable matter than our newspapers.'
letter “will remove the objections of many
Voters should see that their nano
ire
m
II isn't she sensible? It is in this class that the voters to his election, and that it will soft- check lists. N. w voters should
umpire : have th
real prosperity and honor of our country take en the sorrows of others at his success.” names registered, and cast tin ir lirst \ <r,
deepest root The Lord knew what He was The article says, also, that “the public reform earn!; late, S. J. 1 ilden.
about when He made mall “a tiller of the soil,” will rejoice over the letter, because it setDr. .lohn Homer ami Mr* .1. H Damon \i
for to the thoughtful Mother Kartli is the wisot tles in his tavor till phases of die Southern W( ek elected Worthy < hot and \ hv lenq!
teacher, wakening the mind to investigation, question, us far as he. as President, or his I’.ellasf Lodge oi Hood Templar*- In-tallation
is concerned.”
ollicers takes place this evening
and hauling it without passion or prejudice to administration
l'lie importance of such an admission
Baker ha\e loaded -chr. V
the solution of many a problem too bathing for
Woods, Mathews
from this source cannot be overestimated, lie with
hay for Wilmington, and sell. Mm Li
those already bew ildered w ith much learning.
because it is conclusive testimony that the tor Boston. They have also hauled schr. .lames \
ckkmi.n ihuj.s.
independent voters ot the eovutiy will Crocker with potato* >r Philadelphia.
One of the charming eases in the Main buildgive their suffrages to the Democratic
We learn M e lie- Belfast brumatic « lub
ing is that of the German dolls. It is a popular ticket
hearsing a ml will soon present one of Boucicaulbelief that French doiis an* liner than any
i.aims Ainu n i
wti vi Tin:
in
plays. New -cemry will he presented, paint'd
others, but I stumbled upon a party of these
The rebel war claims bugbear amounts our local artists, Sanborn and Woodcock
mimic humans tie- oilier day, before which I to this: that the
King of which ex-SecreI'red M wood, Wiuterpor
mail lor
stood with quite as mueh delight as any child.
tary lieiknap was tiic center, whieli bought cent--, bis thn al%h'm •, m at and handy mi
The usual dreadful stare of glass eyes was softclaims
in
the
all
South
in
is":.'
is
these
up
nu-nt lor trimming plant'. It holds tin-dipp.
ened in some ingenious way; the hair, abund- very much annoyed with the Democratic or hull)
until the operator is r* a«i\ to di« p it
1
ant and glossy, was naturally dressed; the
party because if ejected the Southern war
I l.e lide< fell off last week ami nipped sc-. eral v
complexion* were faultless; the ruby lips just claims,
■"••is at tin w har
,\ portion ot the cargo ol MiI he South does not w ml them allowed,
purled showed running little teeth, and the
na- loaded
essol at I’itdo r N < iorhum’' w
light
in
and
lias
interest
them.
no
The
Repubtoilettes were exquisite. One tall demoiselle,
f-d into another ve-,'»-l, and die ha- *inc. i-onu- oil
bid Congress caused six millions ol
lican
dressed for a hall in pale blue *alin with pearl
P.i- *-ng«r trailic *n the lid fust, railroad is lucre::
them to be paid. The Democratic House
necklace and ear-ring-, was marked §30.00.
iug. I ln agent in this city sa\- he has sold for th
on the t llli Congress rejected them whenmonth of October $*1P I,|- lor pu--*nger ticket
she would be the prettiest possible ornament
ever presented, aid approved only *7 I,alone. I hi' i- tin largest inontli’'iert ijits .'im m
for anyone's parlor, lor her maker was certain- 000 ill
all, that were just claims of loyal road has hi en in -.M-t* nci
ly as muc h of an artist as any sculptor. Then citizens still in tiic hands of
original ownPembroke Staples, a butcher, living upon tin
there were babies in caps and long clothes; lit- ers.
The defeat of the. lindieal ( l.tims
side of the river, in cutting up an ox on Tm-~i.iv
tle girls just ready for school, in every variety
them
hence
made
their
desperate,
Ring
found a piece of 'keh toil wire tour inches in leu.;!,
of childish costume; and some beautiful beads, attacks upon the Democratic nominees
in hi'tiesh on tin rib.'.
It is supposed that the o
Thu letter of dm
with til is false cry
to which one might adapt any sort of hotly.
nt one time swallowed a woman.
the
and
of
the
general exposure
Nearly all were marked “sold,” mi while I ad- Tilden,
Ilionias lador.ot this city, has been nuturuli/. I
mired them there came the added thought of truth as to the ownership of Rings, has
at tin- present term of court, receiving hi' paperthe delight they were to carry to many a completely diseoilllited their pin!
«.

L

1

1

••

Well,

English arctic expedition,

the

equipped with

all that English skill and
money could command, has got back from
that terrible region, and brings no report of

better success than the Yankees or any of
its predecessors had in getting to the inn tli
pole The commander says there is nothing there but ice eighty feet thick, and
that ail the talk about an open sea is lumibng. Now let tIn• restless spirit." trv some

thing

not proven to be

impossible.

Some ol the papers are having a grim
at the expense of the Portland Press.

joke

That paper opposes the death penally, and
recent I \ had an ediboia! on the abolition

capital punishment in .Maine, and Hie
resulting good cIVccts. It was sarcasti-

of

cally

headed •■Murderers Wanted”

Buck sport

tragedy

look

place the

The
same

night
A

hold fairy, and 1 found myself smiling at
my own fancy «»f the -diming eyes and lie- rapture which neither tongue nor e\cs nor darn ing
House

could quite express. What fun it would
be to dress and undress Ihose dainty pets, to
lake them out for walks or rides, and whisper
to them all the sweet nothings which the little

feet

I mu Id
folks do whisper to their dolls. /
he (i child <njain! I»y the way, in this very
house there lives the original of that low ly
childish face whose photograph has gone all
as the prettiest little girl in
You n-memb. r
all know it.
the broad brimmed bat, carelessly bent o\cr
tin* lair forehead, tin* little dully fringe of mimny hair, the low neekt d embroidered d e>s,
and tin* arms crossed with childish grace ; but

over

the world
Ymi

America.

don’t know the history of the picture.
Little A dele had been down to Gutekun-d, the
home picture,
famous photographer, for a
(’harmed with the dainty witch, tin- artist retained a eop\ for his show-room. It was about
the time that a gentleman in New York ottered
\ou

great gathering

id conservative sol-

diers and sailors

was held in Faneuil Hall,
Boston, on Monday evening. (Jen. McClellan, who was present, received an
enthusiastic welcome, and delivered a
stirring address.

a

prize for “llu-

(’harlotte

«

pn

ushnian

io*t child in the country.''
came

ln-rc, sal for her

own

portrait before Mr. (lUteknnst’s camera, and
Kx tuiv. Chamberlain will deliver an there, looking at his framed pictures, found
addiess at the Judges' 1 tail, Centennial our pet. Enchanted she asked—“Why do you
It would surely take
not send this to Mr. A.
l(founds, on Saturday next. Subject, (he
the premium.” Mr. (.. acted on the suggesresources, industries, and progress of
tion, and Miss Adele received the prize of §.'»oo
Maine.
That was two years ago.
for her beauty.
The little fairy has lost none of her exquisite
The Iloekport Echo lias suspended pubbeauty: she is as bright and sweet as a ioselication. Cause, too many newspapers in
bud.and you may hear her singing both French
Ixtiox County. Newspapers are like hens, and
English songs all over the house, for she
if you plant ’em too thick, there won’t he
speaks both languages, though oul\ seven years
old!
grasshoppers enough for their support.
(

Ben Butler grows

desperate

and

blas-

lllilSTOl'UKK OH.nilll

s.

We certainly ought to remember that, eminent
Italian more distinctly for his discovery of

Father, forgive them, for
America than for anything else, but those
they know not what they do,” was a re- who
laughed over Mark Twain’s “Innocents
cent remark of his in regard to bis oppoAbroad,” never hear bis name without recallphemous.

••

nents.

ing that deliciously ridiculous interview w ith
guide whose duty it was to specify the
•Some Scotchmen have gone to found a colony
and harbor of refuge at Port I losire on the oust great navigator’s bust. That ‘vis he dead?’’ so
coast of Patagonia.
It i- to serve sliii s getting solemnly asked sent us all into such convuldamaged m ar Cape Horn, which have hitherto sions that we can never forget them, and to-day
bail to make lor tiio river Plate or Itio.
standing before the beautiful statue presented
About the time they get well established
to Philadelphia by her Italian citizens, L heard
the Yankees will make a canal across the Mark Twain’s comical
querv repeated by nearisthmus of Darien, ami their occupation ly every one w ho eame’to look. The monument
stands directly in trout of the Government
will he gone.
building. On the fiout of the pedestal, in a
the

oas-reiiei most

For tlic Journal.

Mu. Knrmu:

I usk of your courtesy the
publication of a few words concerning a slur
upon myself which recently appeared in the

Progressive Age

endeavoring

in the

course

of

an

article

cast ridicule upon the officers
who tried to secure a recent secret freight of
liquor, the Age says—
One of the seizers was congratulating himself, the other morning, at the prospect of a fee,
having seized a barrel just landed from the
lumt, hut was disappointed in finding nothing
to

donenieiy cur, more is me 'aimBound the prow of the quaint >hip
the waves are frothiug and Columbus in historic dress is >U pping ashore from his boat surrounded by his companions. Tin* laces are cut
On the south side the
as clearly as cameos.

ing

scene.

and shield cf Italy appear; as to the
other sides this deponent saitli not for I quite
forgot to examine them. Columbus, barecrown

IT IK VII t: IMilSlDI NTT A I.
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ANMOATl

No one lias ever thought ol comparing Wheeler favorably with Hendricks
Wheeler, the railroad jobber .at Icune, (lie

He has

a

im.1 prc\ ion- paper',
citizen it ml propo'i;,

mg his tir.'t

false trustee of the stockholders of the t >gdeiislmrg and St l.awrenee Railroad, the
compliant I’resident ot the I'aeilie Railroad
Committee, who carried his cninplm inicv
into the hands ol the
is not
worthy ol
mention in the same cornu elioii as Hendricks, \\ ho for many v ear-, ha been prom
incut among those worthy ol the su.'frugv-,
of the citizens of the I uited States for the
highest oiliee in their gilt; whose integrity is as unquestionable as his ability and
wbo in his busy official life lias never t ided to command the respect oI his opponents as universally as the support ol his
Iloth filden and Hendricks
adherents.
are noted as great (.overnors,
llaycs is
noted as being a small < toy ei'nor, who effected no particular change in the alfairs
01 his State and accomplished nothing be
ynml the ordinary routine of oiliee in that
capacity, as was the ease also in his Congressional career. A bold, bad man like
iilaine, if nominated, would have had
more strength perhaps than Hayes, because, just hetore an election, when iL was
too late to have contradicted an untruth,
lie would have promulgated some audacious lie, which might have hud elici t in
his favor, hut, ot this Hayes is incapable,
not because too virtuous, lint because too
weak; and Wheeler's position us convicted ot infidelity to public trusts, prevents
his reappearance in this canvass.
far

enough

to

It A VIS

SOT

(Til.

KNIT NNIAI. lAMUlKVIT

day. He made

nice insignificant speech,
appropriate to the nice little insignificant
man. As one of the New York Republican
papers this morning remarks, it is hard
for a

a

really prominent

or

great

ma.a

to

few remarks without saying
something worthy of note. (iov. Hayes
was sustained by (iov. Naves, who supplied brain* lor tile occasion, and gav e it
its partisan bias by making a strong Republican speech, which was entirely inappropriate to tne occasion. iL i- very evident that Hayes is net the Centennial candidate, and that even the great occasion
make

even a

ot tile representative day ol hi* great State
is not sufficient to arouse him to eloquence.
He is a mediocre man, with more faculty
for intrigue and quiet aiding of schemes
than for anything having the appearance
A great occasion is alot statesmanship.
ways superior to him, and he is never
equal to the occasion.
Till' people
A Ml lillKKlilfS RltMOKSl
ol' Ohio will recall the shooting ot liollmeyeV, at Dayton, Ohio, in lsii-_'. Mr H
was

a man

-eh In
1 d

iinm

now

by

*-wur

i ild.-u.

*k >>h»-i iII

w

.Vnie.n.o

an

tint

ate

Noil.oi and

pole*

culprit s, hurl* s ,M
Into'h, llerhert IMduirds, bam Staple.- ami I.at
« tle Baker, to Wiscas-ei jail to .-cr\c out ;heir-.
tein-ed terui'. Ou Saturday Warden Bice <d lieu,

play

<)n Thursday (iov. Hayes was present
at the Centennial, on what is called Ohio

Ihomusi!.*

iV»r >

cote

Frida*, of l:i-t

<»n

A.J. ilanimtii,

man

laud-grubbing Rings,

editor of the Dayton Kmpiirer, and as
ol convictions had made himself obThe dra- noxious to his
opponents. The war was
pery is in excellent taste* and tin* globe at his
hut ginger ate.
raging and political excitement was high
feet, hearing only tin* outlines of North and While ill market one morning Mr. lloll1 did seize a barrel supposed to contain liqSouth America, suggests the state of the land meycr became involved in an altercation
uor; but so far from being disappointed at the
Brown
Brown drew
discovery that it did not, I felt much gratilied. as he found it and makes the American heart vvitii a man named
It was
The fee, or lack of one, had no part in the mat- thrill with pride to note tin* contrast between a pistol and shot Bollmeyer dead.
a political murder, and a jury acquitted
I work in conjunction with the temper- that lime and this.
ter.
Brown. Brown was a successful merchant.
IHl.
1SKA KI. S «,KA 1 I I
ance men for the good ol the cause, and that
ReTin* Hebrews of America evince their inter- Ho never saw a happy day afterward
only. It is no enviable job, but includes much
Thu ghost, of the murmorse lollowed.
the
est
in
our
Centennial
to
by
presenting
ami
in
hard work,
exposure to revilings
private
dered man pursued him like an avenging
Cnited States a group symbolizing their recogby sellers who lose their liquor, and in public
Nemesis, lie broke up in business, and
monuthrough I he Age by an editor who is false to nition of our religious tolerance. The
his party friends soon learned to slum and
his parly and his professions. The editor of ment has already arrived in New York. It will detest him.
He became a drunkard, and
in
the
Park
and
unhe
here
erected
brought
.alethe Age was aided in its establishment by the
for years led the life of an outcast.
veiled about Nov. Ith, hut its ultimate destinatemperance men of the county, with the pledge
ly he was found dead in a cornfield near
that it should be an organ of temperance. tion is the I to tu nd a at Washington. The chief Dayton. Thus ended a life of bitterness
They regret that its conductor falsifies these figure of the group is a female figure represent- and anguish, and thus in neglect and scorn
professions, and 1 regret it as much as any ing America. At her side a boyish figure perished a cruel, heartless murderer
But the cause will not go hack, even typifies Faith while our blessed American
cue.
lien. McClellan had a rousing reception
though there lie false brethren. The temper- eagle strikes its conquering talons sharply into
The
in Reading, Pa., last. Thursday.
a huge serpent supposed to i>e Intolerance.
men
ance
expect to labor until there shall be
Democrats of Berks county indulged in a
have
taken
the
Our
citizens
Hebrew
greatest
no drill kin- iiicii to ask for ruin, and no shops
demonstration and barbecue, the
interest in the exhibition; they are multiplying grand
to supply it if any should ask.
crowd participating in the atlair being esand
though
adhering
rigidrapidly
everywhere,
11
GKO. C.
VIIDINIi.
A featimated at over twenty thousand
ly to their peculiar belief, they are becoming ture of the
was one of lore
procession
I
and
am
socially powerful.
glad
politically
Burglaries at Ellsworth.
paugh’s biggest elephants, with plumes
they are to have a place in the rotunda.
out of his ears and red topped
growing
TIHHShAY
I
EVEN
Nil.
Ki.i.-swourii, (Jet. 30. Saturday night,
boots covering his graceful ankles, and
the dwelling houses ol Lewis Friend and
Please Sir! 1 tried to do mv duly by going
labelled, •■The. Democrat,to P.lephauL on
W. ,1. Jordan, in Ellsworth, were entered out to greet Governor Hayes, bin then* was the War Rath
The barbecue was a huge
an awful crowd round that Ohio building
such
and small sums of money and a watch and
that heart and tlesh failed me. 1 have been so affair, one ol the attraction being two
jewelry were stolen. The house of Charles hustled and jammed and elbowed and generally roasted buffaloes, (ien McClellan was
Hurry was also entered, but the burglars demolished by these centennial multitudes that one ol the
speakers, and was received
At first 1
were alarmed, and left without taking
my courage has sensibly abated.
with wild demonstrations of enthusiasm.
didn’t mind it. Now I consider my ribs, see the
the
of
A.
house
anything. Sunday night,
riot afar oil and keep out of it. So I looked on, On Saturday evening the Oeneral had anF. Drinkwater, was entered, and one hun- said over to
myself the pretty little speech I other enthusiastic reception in Philadeldred and fifty dollars stolen from his meant to have made to bis Excellency, echoed
clothes, in his sleeping room. There is in my heart every cheer which went ringing phia.
and wished I was a mail so l could
quite a panic among the citizens. Officers skyward
Arm riling to the Belfast Journal, the liens
join in tin* exceedingly interesting political all around in that
are hunting after the burglars. [Lewiston
vicinity arc acting badly—
I have read tin*
now on hand.
squabble
just
Journal.
very badly, indeed. They are addicted to layneat little speech delivered by the Governor in
rotten eggs. Perhaps they are wiser than
which In* certainly glorified the Buckeye Stale ing
we suppose, and have been preparing goods
The shoe factory on Lime Itoek street, Rock- most heartily. The compliment paid to Directsuitable to the season. Heated political camland, Me., has been purchased by John 8. Case or General Goshoru was timely, for no one man
know. | Bath < iraclo.
and 11. W. JVright, residents, "for $0000. No has done more to make the Exposition a suc- paign, you
We suspect the trouble is that they have
arrangements will lie made at present for re- cess than this quiet, resolute, wise and courtesumption of work. There seems to lie a move ous son of Ohio. Jfe richly deserves all the associated too much with Republican rooswith good that may be said of him. The day has
on foot for forming a stock company,
Anna 8. II.
been a grand success.
ters.
probably a capital from #_‘f>,000 to $30,000.
headed. stands ereetjaeing the East.
noble face, grave almost to severity.

-Mi.urday last. Mr. faylor served m Mie army du
iug tin- rein llion, winch obviated the necessity ol n

s

aslon, took

W

away

ook the

m.

l.ii-e, the sin p thu
in prison.

Staph

-, to

and l.i**nard Fun,
tin

on!

-*•’vt

if two

>

I p to this d.ll*
pe; 'DIM iVoUi Bclfu-t liuv
lied tile
nteiiiiial.
Among recent d'paitUIV'

»

<

.-

«

l.i-wds B'-au. .eorge Patter-on
\\ lb, l| l
i.eo, «,
Ford dunes s

the follow ini’
B

W i.llin,
l*.
i-, r. A. Fill-bury and mother. Mrs (Ylia I il~
Flo i.« Map;
McClint-.il. and daughter, Mi
I-

Mi

P. Ames iind

I

wo

cent

vv<

i-

the Sanford wharl, all knowded.
denied by Mr Moody
On Saturd

on

was

bePua- tin- Police

case came

lowing

l»

.it i,

kegs of litpior marked B. ii. Mo.»d>

I y seized

of which
llie

ul\ in Pitcher uml »I:t'

*"11, »

Mayor Houston am!

ter. buna vug*-nt,
Pane.

!

'•

brought

facts

out

Mr.

Court, ami the
Moody purciia-i

bill ol good- iloin Smith, boolitth- N MU itIi ol B<
ton, and a m.m named Brown from Spriugti* I
Mass, pure! iscd liquors at tin saint' place and o
the

B.

dav

same

mistake

k*

two

of Brown'

gs

liquor got inix• >I with Mr. Moody's drugs in 11.Mr. I*
packing room uml were marked t*> him
lit! It- of the

in

w

hi

at

nt

pres*

a

court

with his book

proved tin l:u to tin- entire -ntislactnUi ol M
Judge, who Olden- I 1 tie li plof-, re-dop d lo the rig'*:
and
till

ow ner.

up b* lore Jude- Barrows at tin pi
Supreme Court, nlni-l: we belh-v*
the lir-t under the new law ol thi- state, holdin
-nil

A

came

term of th*

eiir

liipior -ellers re-pousibh- for tin cou-c.,uen
their calling,
fit*-widow ot 1 dward ^ i.ilim

t

Seursport, has brought a >uif az.on-t W II Ma
ews, keeper ol'tin Sears port Hon.-*
:d**got t:
li*|Uor sold to him l»v the defendant was the cause
her husband's death,
fin damages are laid at r
oimi.
A plea ot demurrer was ai gui--l on .vi'uni.i
stating that tin- acts charged^cx en if provm, w ml
■

;iot entitle

plaintilf

ett for

d*

If*

to recov *r.

wu-

mum

am
Jew
goes t<* tin- law
Hudiock and Me I.« liuu f*»r d<T«-iu*

overruled, and th*-

plaintilf.

case

In other state.', in which similar law- exist, lurgsums have been recovered in suit.-of the same kirn:
fill

Bit

IV'I

A-

Ti nm vi..

and

unpacking

sciiools at the
this matter

Kvillf.ll

Si Iliad.

there

was some

the written exhibit

K.xpositiou,
is

lost

was

ample* of work by

an

Mil.

VI

delay

in

lie

extant,

v

Belta-

the

ot

erroneous

Cl

feceiv.
idea th

written

Belfast scholars have been

r

ex

on

x

hibition for months in their proper \ lac*-' in th*
Buildim.
Maine Fuluculioital bepurtmeiit, Main
south
Our

I he entire *ehu.

gallery facing tin* transept.
oi the State

exhibit

youths

Maim

ot

and maidens

very ere.Ida'

is

congratulate them
stives upon having done more ...wards making
show at iln- Centennial than their fathers aim
mothers liave

can

1 lie exhibit of th<- B*

accomplished.

fast schools compares favorably with that math- S
those ol any other city or town in this State. \\
excelled in

arc

particular only,

one

Kindergarten work,

which

<>t

we

ami that ivet

cannot

m
m

flu- eity of la-wistoi.
make any exhibition,
shows a beautiful hook ol kindergarten work c**u

course

by the school there under charge ot MiCrosby. Miss 4 is the young holy wn
conducted a Kimlergart'-u training school >n thilh
cily during the suiitim vacation, ou the vvh*
tributed

4irace M.

••

Belfast schools make
which relied* much

exhibit at th*

an

it*

4

eniv-iini.ii

dit upon scholars ami t»-a.«-it

alike.

ers

I

ill:

r 1:1: n

s

«>i

m. >i

I lien

arm cl

in

t In

Saturday lint by tin* steamer liinhridgi from
Poston, Ltonida- Pendleton ami Hobart Dodgi tl>
ouly .survivors of tin* wrecked brig Almira, of 1-d.
boro, an account of which was published last \ve» k.
The men wen in a wretched condition, their hami-

city

ou

aud feet
on

so

chairs.

badly

they

'Wollen that

Their account of their

rending.

The sails

the

storm of last month

snow

were

had to tie moinl

suffering is heart

Idown from their

esscls in

hen wide oil Cape
wreck. They remain
w

Cod, and the vessel became a
ed on her for two day w hen the waves washed bet
to pieces.
A raft was then made from the cargo ot
lumber, and the crew, three w hite and two colored
men, went upon if, with but two quarts of molasses
as the only article t*> sustain life
'They remained
upon the raft three days, during which time th
captain undone of the colored men died from ex
fhe other colored

huustion.
board and

wu*

man

While

drowned.

on

jumped

over

the raft two

sparrows tout w* x blown from tin* laud lit|on their
trail support, were captured and eaten by the fain
ishing men. I lie two survivor* were taken oil and

carried to Proviuectown, and forwarded to this city,
and thence to their honn on steamer Pioneer,
a young man about '-*1, and the mate

captain,

brothers and
a

re

residents of islesboro

Dodge

is

about Is years of age, and belongs to
place. The two men received the utmost

man

young

the

w<

file
were

same

kindness

on

amounting

their

to

route

home, and

nearly $ikt.oo

a

collection

taken up for
the steamer Cam

was was

them among the passengers on
bridge. The vessel was owned by

Cupt. Mark Pen

dlcton, of Islesboro.
high enough on Wed
made to get off the
Nickels slop which we mentioned last week, us
stopped ou tin* ways while launching.The Metlio
dist society give a concert this eve for the benefit ol
their Sabbath school.A horse owned by Mrs. Gil
more kicked through the stall Sunday night, ami
broke a leg.
SI'.aksimikt.

nesduy

an

If the tide is

endeavor will In*

November

in

comes

as

1 Hiring the trial of a
1

blandly as though apologiz-

October snowstorm.

for that

i2

the Supreme Court, on
a
man who was testifying fainted and fell
tioor. 11** was carried out, and soon revived*

-■

in

cum

I'tina.ot Stockton,foundered at sea,Sept.
was from Wales for Havana, with coal,
r. w w« re picked up in the boats
by an English
mer, and landed at the Madeira islands.
1

>h«

■

Henderson, who lives iu tin- neighborhood
!
lit**, says that r< centiy some malicious p* r1 ru*■ 1 a
large quantity of kerosene oil into his
iu nd* ring the water unlit tm use.

\;

a

■

carry Belfast for Sam. TiUlen next
try. J in- Uepublicuns have spent all
money, burned all their kerosene, stopped sing"i
ami hauled in their tlag.
Hadn’t we bet
we can

it

iv,

-i

we

ziv, tin

old ta>hio;u d I>«*mocralic vote in

au

i:

Supreme Judicial Court,

man

not assent.

In the ease of Johnson against the administrator ol Hilton, the evidence was taken, and
the ease carried to the law court. The facts
developed are that Hilton, an old man without
family or friends, after staying a lew weeks at
plaintiff's house, died there. It is claimed that
when he eame there he promised all his proper!). amounting to about $1000, to plaintiffs,
for his hoard and care during the remainder of
his life. The suit i> brought to compel the administrator to deliver the «state. Knowlton
and -MeL* llan lbr pitll'.
Foirler for administrator.

i

mum

gave John Donahue, the murderer on tj'ial
illegal naturalization papers, which wore
sent to him for the purpose, and directed
him to vote on them for the republican
State and Congressional tieket.
Cross-examination failed to weaken in
any respect this remarkable testimony.
The local radical leaders were aghast at
the disclosure of their infamous alliance
with this band ol'assassins and rioters.

In the case of Benner and wife against the
Belfast Lively Co., the Jury came in on Thursday morning, and reported a disagreement.
They are reported to have stood ten for defendants to two for plaint ill's. At one stage of their
conference eleven agreed to a verdict of fifteen
dollars for plaintiffs, to which the twelfth would

irlii.g, of Boston, L circulating a
is being numerously
asking that the $1500
in el s< i/«‘d liquors now n jail be restored to the
‘'to
owners,
ihc
think r a u-.o-; wade of
perty to spill the liquor-.

A

Waldo Co.

Jl'DOE liAHKOW-S TKESIDI.Nii.

A rr/./uNc; case.

P* ir.on in ihi* ci!y, which
oar business nu n,
'.gin <i 1

The next

ease

put

on

By the.President

ofjic

United Slates.

A THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATION.
From year to year we have been accustomed to
pause in our daily pursuits and set apart time ami
oiler our thanks to Almighty God for the special
blessing lie has vouchsafed to us, with our prayers
for a continuance thereof. We have at this time
•qUlll reason to he thankful for his continued protection and for the material blessings lie Inis bestowed. In addition to these favors accorded us as
individuals we have especial occasion to express
our hearty thanks to Almighty God, that
by liis
providence and guidance our government established a century ago Inis been enabled to fulfill the pur
pose of its founders in ottering an asylum to the
people of every race, securing civil and religious
liberty to all within its borders, and meting out 10
every individual alike justice and equality before
the law. It is moreover especially our duty to oiler
our humble prayer.- to the Father of all mercies for
continuance of His Divine favor to us us a nation
and as indiv iduuls. By reason of all these consider
ations, J, I lyases S. Grant, President of the I'nited
State s, do recommend to the people of the l uited
States to devote the .'SOill day of H'ovemlier
next to the expression of their thanks and prawr-tq Almighty God, and lav ing aside their daily avoca
tions and all secular occupations to assemble in their
respective places of worship and observe -aid dav as
;i day of thanksgiving''uud rest.
In witness whereof I have herewith set my hand
and caused the seal of the I'nited States to be
utlixed. Done at the City of Washington, this uith
day of Oct., in the year of Our Lord, ls?ii, and of
the Independence of the I'nited States of America, the one hundred and tir.-t.
F. S GUAXT.
iSiguod)
By the President,
H.\ viii. ton Fisii, Secretary of State.

trial was that of Martini J.
Hurborn against Samuel
Handley, both of Palermo.
Martha, who is a girl of 20.
appeared in court with a bat.j tin- citizens who signed the petition for
by in licr arms, seeking its
‘lion -f tin -i-i/.iil liquor- in its Boston
lather. Staples of Knox Co.
appeared for the plaintiff,
•, rmii tl«- move sine;
tin performance of
while Kuowlton and McLel'•lav nigh:
They think upon the whole it hud
lan conducted the defence.
1
1
de.'troyi-1 tlein min back in Boston to be
These leiby eases are always perplexing.
ior\\ardtd to Ihi* ci‘y, with its bail results.
>01110 of them admit of a great deal of doubt,
and whey they set into court. Justice i' obliged
bdiu ..a.
tin Police Could, i: sued last
to oil her "rail
and tone them down to a pretty
a a u annul for tin- arrest of Edward 1
<iiH«tte, tine
point. It is almost always easy to tell who
a n.
with
Mrs
Albion
I*.
chargeci
rap.- upon
the mother of a child is. if it is not packed in a
d Hy.ii- Bark
M
i'omplaint was basket and h it on somebody's door steps. J>111
:
11n* woiiiai.-- lii!-band, ml the crime is al
the father limy be some chap who has decamped
* !*a
h.
n
oiiiinittevt at Monroe on the 17th I to escape responsibility, and left the poor female
overwhelmed with shame and eare, to do the
•tvmb r.
l b- wunmu was expected to arrive
best slit «-an, and that is often poorly enough.
•ost m v st* :dav but did iu»t
appear. Lillette
Aaron Purr, a man of experience in that line.
* "i
ge.eii a ml gav bail,
iid that any woman, who with probability in
tin- < use, imputed a child to him. should have
IB- ■’
«
n III!
H i:
Jhe schr.
recognition mid careful* herself and otl<pring.
*'apt. ! ui- Bobbins, arrived from lint all min are not so
A Southern Cyclonegenerous—perhaps it
Tuesday and am-hor.-d in tin harbor, would not be safe to be in these days, lint to
■are
■! sal;
Swan k Sibley. Tiler**
Panama, Oct P.i. A severe cyclone
return t » the present < as«—there was Martha in
o
n
t!u- crowded court-room, holding her baby, and passed over the Central American States
ard a qua al it>-l liquor for soim* parand
bottle—a
a
it
from
muse
slight
hi
1
on the ;»d and 4 insts.
Beiormers and oiticers in .some wav befeeding
The town of Manrather care worn looking girl, not over bright
in Nicaraiigua, was inundated on
tin- liquid portion of the cargo, ami
ia appearance, neatly dressed and with her agua,
*’i■ h
a the v.•<•>*•!
da> and night, fre in each abundant dark hair llowing over her shoulders. the 1th, and about doo houses blown down
i'lhi
vi
Short 1*. after midnight a boat went
The inhabitants bad to
The complaint recites that Martha lives with by a hurricane.
"I*-. •.
e,l
quantity of casks, and left with her step-fa»lior. Nathan Wood, in Palermo— climb up on the tops of houses to prevent
he
was
child
begotten,
'o*'
ehurg*-. He sculled up and d-*wn and that at the time the
being washed away. Many were drowned
was working, on shares, a farm belonging to
o'"' ‘or a lime dim,
the houses tailing.
The total damage
apparently wailing tor
the defendant, who had gone to live by
ll.mdley,
-1.*i-;*•
rimii.i waiting, tin-ollicers, consistis estimated at £0,000,lluo. The town of
in Augusta. Jlandley occasionally came to ><•<•
Sarn I I
how limiters 11 the farm wen- going on. lie is Pdanlields, on the Mosquito coast, Nicaran old resident of Palermo, a deacon of the
ihirdiiig \\i:li lb ii lumbar ami M. B
agua, had over .100 houses blown down
< .aivinist
o-'anl
Itapfist church, and has rcadn d the l'he i iovcrnor eftlreytowii visited the spot
got a boat and start'd iu
ripe age of «;7. »hie of the poet' says that “our
m ue a;
a ith the chrt-e, thei found it in
lives are two fold." And if the girl's story be subsequently, carrying provisions lor the
.John Libby, who de* ! nd to surrender!
The storm passed
true, the beacon was ail example ot this sav- relict of the sutlers.
v
With an oar in struck Marshal j
light
ing—for he was by da\ a burning and a shining over the lake of N'ieai'angua, causing an
5
re
I >w mi tl
iiaiui, and then ] light of piety and moral example, and by nigut
immense amount of damage. The Comiin"b» !l -»v*
tin In n., following up the
a prow h r in the by and forbidden path which
modore Adams, a lake steamer, was deled to the girl's chamber. *hio of tin; points
ilia wing a rev idv* r. By this time officer
the loss on the eollee crops is
relied upon by the plaintiff's counsel is the stroyed.
ad „■••' widen ranee, and with a loaded
persona! resemblance of the 1 liild to the alleged estimated at !?o.UU0,00n. About h'O lives
1 ibbv
in- liead, knocking him into
father, lieside his < oiiiis. ! sat the beacon, with
were lost, the. whole district around
•'
the be
being
wlnre he was secured ami
his hair ami beard of tin* cardinal red now so
Hooded.
completely
1 .e cargo was ! mi ml to consist ol six barin
its
fashionable, and near by was the child
mother
.nor, one marked I. ,J. W hitman, and live
arms, bobbing its little head around.
I'h*
Baltimore Bulletin says that when
c(r,» red with a
'(-ant crop ot the same fiery
s
! !n- pri.
was low. d ashore, and the
hue.
Tile declarations < I Martha in regard to "drummers" at the .Smith fail to >-.•!! goods,
v*•'
•on
;
1 he
I, I- await trial.
leave
without pay ing their hotel hills, and
same
they
lie
th matter were shown to have been
!' "i
«veji|Min on au oltieer of the law
from first to last, by the icsiimuny of her telegraph their employers that they have lied
through fear of assas.dnution.
‘'Hence, and the case Will be like
nm!her. t|,r magistrate and attending physician.
gi. hard with Libby.
rhe beacon utterly and totally denied his
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i.illelirist, late of
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interred in the
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\
lit.

peace
< hinaman on a tea-chest
d' l nil! .if tin* writings ol Con-

-wtii'r
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mnuliou of lion. \\
I.
'.utlicll, as
ndent of ( oininon >« hoof-, was 1111:111mtinned at the ret nt meeting of the

in*

il.

.111.

o..

'i

a

i<m

cenn

inusually intelligent justice
1:1111

‘;

din age remark, tliat Peter, though
mans
trials, wa- a Yen cheerful
I
dmi 1 Id he remembered, however.
I‘* i1 i*
wife's mother lay siek of a fever.
I

in

K. illy. ;t 1 wfdve year old son ol M:nilly, ’l Bangor, t»n Sunday, van a sliver
tile 11 1
(*f one of lo- I n
and took .-old
1 bronchi
*oi |,i iw
from which lie died
dn.-Mias.
lend

Metliodi'i mlni-ti 1 ss 1, -led from an
i-x illi.it di-lilkMsin
Pope »unl\ \i
It 1- thought that tins svert
Fridas
!•
11111
Olli, rs
mine lo arre-l
<

u

ioi

■

ss

ii

uTi-vi

u

wai

rani

ss ere

1
; 1 oni 1 ‘uha 1 -i iui.iti- 1 In- lov eroj
-11
I.\ the hurricane, at
lin'd ot ih. whole.
I lie -lauding
i" ii pro- 11 a!. I and -o damaged hs
l' Hi.
III
lit ill
di i I I •! S
III l.e

l
?h.
1

1u

of | dry Ol 1 In Ifoid. \ I..
e
Ii i 111 -1 If iii |m side a lesv das s
H s nr: ;j
"adi-d pistol in his pocket,
h; ss a- r\trari. d hs a siireeon, and it. is
1 dial the svound, Ihoii •!» severe, vs ill not
Inal.
lie 1
slint

111'

1 native ol
mil,
Ireland, ss 110
the MOrh iust., enlisted in tin*
win u fourteen sear* of age. sva>
»n_r!i Tin* P. iiinsular war, and Hi. battle o|
uiiii 1. also
ii th,- burial o]
'ir ,lnlin Moor*1

ones

I

Fudpori

di

h ins

bilti. pop.

o'laiid. a wealthy retired -« a captain,
sc
n
lhe mod prominent, respected eitikd
ustlc, di< <1 Suuday night. He reHi
u-ual health and expired instantly
ten o' -lock, lb-art di-e;ise was tin* cause,
wa- si\ 1 s-one year-.
I*,

n

■

..

1
a

Bi'idol. Pa.. the other » veiling, four girls
hi
on ih«* railroad track had the alternuiddeids presented *
lumping into tin*
bejnc run
l ie
hose th

or

by

over

Joi

nicr.

an

an.{

approaching
s'ere

tidied

die gallant brukcnii-n.
tjguda, Monday evening, a pile of timber
lleir.s Morrissey, employed at Sturt*11 mill, crii-hing him badly and forcing
" the
river. Il< wa- lead when taken
flic water.
Hess a< bo years of age and
a wife and seven childr n.

-v

open

>

r.ngiishtovvi

V. J. hoys, tired with the
uiany sensational tales, stole an oyster
a: at Key port and pm out to sea in search of
1-land whereon o play Crusoe and Friday.
o oi
ilire.- <las alter an inward-hound ves
e ked them U|*. nearly dead from
exposure
! hunger.
wo

•‘It

-:

the

In

s

k A

illage of Gration. N't., two brothers
and >olon S. W.Miley had an allorea-

bu-iin*ss mailer-, which ended in Solon
a resols -r and shooting Frank in the
lonieu, probably fatally wounding him.
A
h;ul exi-led hetsveeii them for some time.
Ill are Well to do eiti/.i lls of < «i afton.
n

•

!

wing

Hanford despatch says that on Tuesday
lit a- Deputy Slieritf Woodward and <’oiiallies Heed and Price attempted to arrest a
-pci ado named John Donovan for wife beatni;. he plunged a knife into Brie-'s bowels and
r row Is
missed Heed.
^Iieritl’ NV'oodsvard
Hot him dead with a revolver.
h** Portland Pro.'. sa\ it is thought that the
»•*•.•«■ utlv seen on Fore river may
or some
eoniie. lion with a missing man in
•
\ i< iiiit\.
Mr. Alexander McDonald ot
i tiilax.
1111 \ \ isited his hrolher-in-Jaw, Mr.
\\
ai
oodtord's < orner. tie started lor
lio.tgiion
me with eonsiderahle money, but lias never
e lied there.
1

■

s

ding body

■

A
"

trunk, said to have been loaded with d\ liaexploded on a baggage ear of a Pliiladelram

Saturday

aft. moon,

completely pul-

the trunk, setting lire to others and de:"oing $f»00 worth of baggage. The remains
a intricate clock-like machine were found
ihe ruins. The train was stopped to prent the possibh destrtletloll ot tile oilier cat's,
Aheh were tilled with centennial passengers.
White of I almage was aw akened at mid.fht recently h\ his wife w ho heard a noise
"ii>>ng the sheep. Mr. White took his gun,
"id when lit* went into tin* yard the sheep ran
■ward** him followed bv a hear. When vvitliI- w feet of him Mr. White tired at the
i. that turned and run
The next
away.
morning one of the sheep was tound to he so
•dlv injured that it w a killed, and lift\ rods
A ay tlio bear was found dead.
i/.mg

A>» extraordinary duel occurred between two
rO"> women Sunday morning in Louisville,
1
mucky. Annie Simmons and Mary Bowles,
'mg mutually resolved to tight a duel with
1
met in front of the church at night, no
• tnesses
present, and fought fiercely for half
hour. The Bowles woman was stabbed and
ashed horribly in six different places, and her
'■ hi
eye cut out.
The .Simmons woman was
'bghth hurt. She was arrested.
■

Mint to Hayes editors of u speculative
! 14,11
Bet $6000 on Hayes’s election
; buy
fHKj.OOO worth of rebel claims at one per
<
mit. of their face,
if Hayes bo elected
Y°u win $6000 and lose $1000, a net
gain
•d $4000.
If Tilden be elected you lose
■SmOou and, according to
your own asserl*nns. gain $99,000, a net gain of $94,000.
1 here's millions in it.
Even if Hayes be
elected the rebel claims may not be a dead
Send ’em to Logan and promise him
halt. [Chicago Times.
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I In-

\» ay
io
"iilJ in «I

<m

lolliing

igatt'ii
thoroughly
oid'itle ol tin medical college and the philosotlm
ease apof
study.
'The
prohahilities
pherpeared m outsider-to In* wry nearly halaina tl,
an I the iur\ thought so too, for atu r wit-siling
Wt-I'e

lle\er

hefmv

li!

s.»

to

tion

recover

compensation

for

injury

to

Imi-s,- no hi: liway, through alleged delect. Verdict of
Mei.ellan for plaintiif. Fogler for
town.

Inhahitanls of
Inhabitant* of 1’ranklbrl
Newport. suil for supplies furnislied Hollis
B. Lawrence and family
paupers. Defence,
arthat lb* settlement of the paupers i- in
mel. Verdict for plaintiffs, sbh.s|. lluhhait!
Walker for defence.
for plaint ill’Nickerson and II. S Serihn»*r,
Alfred
Bohert* of Stockton.
Lm.ulhis
vs.
partners,
Action t.. recover sis f,,r services in pressing
hay. Defence, that In* w e. acting as agent.
\ ei diet for plainlilf.
Harvey D. Smalley and I. W. Smalley, indieted for ob.-druet ing oilieers who were seizing
liquor ai the Sanford wharf, July *21*1. Verdie.l not guilty.
11. II. Smalley indicted for assault on Allen
Henderson, plead guilty. Sentence deferred.
I»I\ ducks.

liaehel Hall from Benj. O. Hall, Frankfort..
Another Infamous Alliance.

Thu American Alliance is not the only
dark lantern organization enlisted in the

lvpnbliean service.

ima

d

is

n

a

w illuiiit the use of the knife.
I >r. I irake
.-ideiit physician of Portland, ami has a

large praelh-e there, wliieh with the nuinher of
s-lully treated in Belfast and ieinH.' ..mu lids him as a shilled practitioner,
also proprietor of Dr. Drake’s Boldeii Bitters
eases siirei
■

for .Stomach and I.ucr Diseases, Dr. Drake's
Nervous Bills for Nervous Weakiii s, anil Dr.
I H ake’s Liver Bills for Bilimisin -s and Cnnstipation of the Bowels, For sale at S. A. Ilmves
A

and druggists generally.

o.

the Brand Central Hotel, New York.
tin only lirsl-elass hotel that has lent the
courage i.j reiluee r ites Iron; £|.ni) to g-j 50 and
■S'h.ou per day.
Do to

H

I-

travelers in,mid for Boston will Ho well to
stop a I the III, I America II llollsi of that rite,
where all the eomlbrts Ilf a quiet lir-t ela-s
hotel. and all the luxuries ol he season at
Bible, may In- njoyed at popular price.-.
I lie (<i ami Central Hotel, New fork, will
ils well-merited popularity, and earn
greater. h\ the sensible rediletion of its rates
trom- l.iio p, .sj.;,n and tjCi.on
pet dav.
siMam

t*M

with tlm law and tlm testimony ho twelve
hour they sopaiafeil ahotil midnight, utterly
iiiiablt to eoine to an agreement.
Light Wele
lor making the Deacon tin* father ol the hahy,
whih four imputed the paternity thereof to the
great unknown. I'lm t ourl, accepting the >ituaion, r«*lie \ et I them of the ease. Ami ill the cool
of tin «* tuber morning tin* litigants wound
their wav homeward up tlm western lulls, the
Deaeon, his patient
vem fable ami mutilated
and enduring wile, the young mother, the
the
dithering witnesses.
anonymous hahy, ami
\nd ’Justice, with a lingering blush, dropped
her arm and asked that her scales might be
purilied ami polished.
John I I!ill\s. Inhabitants of Mon ill. Ac-

The testimony in the

trial of John Donahue, lor the murder ot

lieliet is felt at once by sullerei s from Bright’s
Disease. Kidney, Bladder and (ilanduhir (v,in]■laiut-s, Diabetes, (iravel, Tneontinenee and KVtention ol I rine, aflerlakiug iikXT's Ki:mi:hv,
Female irregularities, Disturbed Sleep, Boss ol
Appetite, Beneral Debility, Melancholy, and
Diseases of the Drino-Uenital Organs, arc
cured by III Ni s iti;,fii-a»f which ensures a
ret it

ii

to

perfect health.

Pills, Potions and Puugeuoios,
"Forcsl Tat Soap" cleans Hie scalp, and progrowth of the hair.

motes the

Sulphur Baths ;; cents. The benelieiul reol Sulphur Baths are too well
known to
require comment, 'file effects of Dlkw’s Sri
mu t;
So a i1 in the batli are truly electrical,
completely deodorizing otfeiisive aeeumuiul ions, and
lliorouglily purifying tin- enlire surlaee ot ihe body.
Sold hv Druggists, fl.T cents.
IIellonu.ru Pills.- »■> all tconded
sults

cities Malaria and logs are breathed over and
again, till the strongest lungs are incapable of producing pure blond, hence the sluggishness of mind and body, tlie weariness ami
irritability of many persons during this season
id tlie year. These medicines neutralize these
impurities and give vigor lo the head, heart and
stomach, do cents per box or pot.
over

J.ittleton, X. it., Nov. in, InTO.
Messrs. S. \V. Kowle it Sons:
For many years I was afflicted with Chronic
Bronchitis and hoarseness to such an extent as
at times lo be unable to speak audibly, attended with severe ranker and soreness ol the
mouth and throat. 1 made use of a great many
remedies, and from none of them did 1 obtain
reliet, hut the disease rather increased than
diminished, Fpon the recommendation of a
lady in this place, wiio had been similarly afliieted, and cured liy Hie Use of Dll. WTstaU's
Ua I.sam ok WiluChkhuv, l procured of your
agent, Mr. Jlodgman, a bottle of the Balsam,
and was soon convinced that 1 had secured ill
it the means of relief mid cure from tin- burdensome troubles to which I had been so long subjected. I am now almost entirely free from any
diriiculty of a pulmonary nature, and only need
a slight dose of tin? Hals am to restore me whenever uny troublesome symptoms
occur; and in
such eases it always acts like a charm.
Bkvi F. Uani.kt.

Morgan, at Summit Hill,
Pottsville, Pennsylvania, in IS71, who has
just been convicted, shew that the murderous organization known as the
Molly MaA remarkable game ol cards was played in
guires had been bought by republican tlie hast ment of a house on Washington street,
Tlie boy of the house hail just turnleaders. John Slattery, a notorious Mol- yesterday.
ed up a diamond, and was waiting for the other
as follows :
to lead, when the old man appeared at tlie
fe.-lilnd
boy
ly,
the

mining

boss

Was the Ancient < baler of Hibernians

<"

\

uofommg a ciiimi—;ui-i mi.u
placed in 1 lie garden, had been

nolii

in
Adam, when
ids disabled condition, there would haw been
no more use in lie Lord say mg to him ‘•increase
and multiply," Ilian to have issued tin* command to a graven image, or in cr< ating I .ve.
exeepi to vdi up hef deeves and make bread
in the kitelien. lb testilied that in early manhood h- had met. with a painful and mortifying
ideiil which has! produced this condition.
The Deacon’s excellent wife, now ol the mature age of i;i y ears, and childless, wa* sworn
and tesiitii'd in support of his assertion*. She
thought it strange if this young woman, in one
<.r two In it I midnight in!er\ iew> with the Deahad hern uncon. eou!d accomplish wliat sin
years of
able to do w itti tin* opportunities of
man ie I
life
ami Mm regarded the y oung
have
Sarah
might
mother mm h as the lmrivii
|t)oked upon tin- fruitful llagur. Tim aid of
Ids. < looker
iin die.d
was called m.
and .Martin of Augusta, testified that limy were
ae<|iiaintoi| with Deacon Handley's condition,
ami that in their opinion he was and had been
Idi wars incapable of becoming a father. Ids.
Pendleton ami Brooks thought the smir. But
Id
Delaney ol Palermo, md Small and JohnSo the
son of
Belfast, thought dilleivntly.
Doctors disagreed—and who should decide.mv-tei ies ol
l ln* minute parlieiilars of tie
gem a at it »n-

t

Mrs. Burnham ol Atlanta visited the < entenexhibition and there met a man who said
«l lie was < ol. Belong of Boston, and
very
alths
On the -e olid day of their acquaintthey were married, and on the third das
bride was looking for her husband and
ion which had disappeared with him.
■

slept

Dr. Drake, of lVrtlanit, will lie in Belfast, at
Plienix House, November Ttli. Ml), UlIi and
mill. He makes a specialty of all Blood Dis-

—hut tin “ravishing si rides" of the Tanpiin that eases.
Scrofula, Canker, Sait Kheiini. [,'r\ -ipewent along the passage at the solemn midnight
More than that, he rein- las and all lorms ol Humors, Kidney and l.iiei
hour, were not hiI >i-e:.ses. Female weakness and all forms of
forced hi' disclaimer by the statement that, he is
and has been for many years physically di>- j Nervous weakness. Cancers and
Tumors re-

<|iiaUlie»l

Generalitio*
»k-

responsibility in any shape for the appearance
of the child in this world of sin and sorrow.
True, lie was at the house at the lime alleged,
true fie
in a room convenient to Martha's

head of Hie stairs, ordered tlie oilier hoy up,
turned up 11is own hov, discarded some of his

Molly Maguire organization ever apparel, and swung a club. The old man playused as a means to gain a desired end po- ed il alone, and made every point; although the
litically ? A. Yes, sir. Last fall, when neighbor's hoy cut.
Judge Pershing ran agaiut Governor liart- Scni'NiVx Pt i.momi Svrup, pohtiiic Cure
op CON.SPMPTION, Col
ranlt, for the Governorship, the Molly
ons, AND COI,l>H.
Tin- grout virtue of this medicine is tiiat il
Maguires worked hard for llartranlt, that
they might get a frit ml in the f iovenmienl ripens Hie mailer and throws il out of the syswho would stick to them when they were letn. purities the Mood, and thus etleets a mire.
tlie

or

in need.
ii
Do you know of :iny means that
Hu? Molly Maguire
Wen? used lo gain
vote:1 A. 1 know tliuL money was Used to
gain tin? vote of tin? order; I got, a thousand dollars, and John Kehoe got, a thou

sand dollars, on condition that wu were
to obtain the votes id the order, mil use
them in the right way
1 )id you or the order ever obtain any
pardons lor the manner in wliirh the Molly Maguire vote was east ? A. Well, i
hail nothing to do with anything id the
kind myself, but it was well understood
that it was through the order that Met 'Inskey and Tobin and the county commissioners and others were pardoned, and Hartley
Dolen. the county delegate of the Mollies.
John Kelme obtained the pardon ol Harney Ilolen by promising the Molly .Ma-

guire vote.
H. Did you ever receive any other money for political purposes? A. Yes, sir;
before Kelme and I got the thousand dollars, 1 received seventeen hundred dollars
for

standing

at one

poll.

Were any other

means used to gain
the Molly Maguire vote in any other part
A. Yes sir; 1 lived matters
of the State ?

i)

for Lucerne county.
<T Money was expended then on the
Molly Maguire vote in Luzerne county,
too, was it? A. Yes, sir; Captain Delaney took the money over to Luzerne and
paid it to them there.
<L Was any money in addition to the
sums that you have mentioned to in? used
in any other part of the State—was any
money used in l’iftslmrg? A. Yes, sir;
more money was to lie paid to the head
men of the order in i’itlsburg
Witness lurther stated that the money
was given him and Kehoe by < Icnerul Seigfried and D. C. llenning. of Pottsville,
prominent republican leaders. He also

Sc

iipnck’s Si:

Week Tonic, Pott the i T itp
m Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, &c.
The Tonie produces a healthy action of the
stomach, creating an appetite, forming chyle,
and * m il!;1 Ihe most ohstinate cases of
Indigeslion.
Si

III

sen’s
op

MaNDIUKE I’tl.I.S, 1'Olt THE CUPE
Liver Complaint, Ac.

I
nils arc alterative, and produce a
healthy action of the liver, without the least
danger, as they arc tree from calomel, and yet
more clticaeious in
restoring a healthy action of
hese

the liver.
These remedies are a certain cure for Consumption, as the Pulmonic Syrup ripens the
matter and purities the hlood." The Mandrake
Pills act upon the liver, creates a
healthy bile,
ami remove all diseases of the liver, often a
mtusc of Consumption.
The Sea Weed Tonie
gives tone and strength to the stomach, makes
a good
digestion, and enables the organs lo
form good blood: and thus creates a healthv
circulation of healthy hlood.
The combined
action of these medicines, as thus explained,
M ill mire every case of
Consumption, if taken
in time, anil the use of the medicines persevered in.
Dr. Sehenck is professionally at his
principal
ollir.", corner Sixth ami Arch Sts., Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters for advice must
he addressed.
4w3s
la Your Life Worth 10 Cents?
Sickness prevails
everybody
complains of some disease during their life
Wheipsick, tite object is to get Avell; now we sav

everywhere^and

plainly that no person in this world that is sutI’ering with Dy spepsia, Liver Complaint and its
effects, such ns Indigestion, Costiveness, Sick
Headache, .Sour Stomach, Heart Burn, Palpitation of the Heart, Depressed Spirits, Biliousness, etc., can take Green’s August Flower
without

getting

relief and cure.

If you doubt

this, go to your Druggist in arty town and get a
Sample Bottle for 10 cents and try it. Regular
si/e 75 cents. Two does will relieve you. R.
II. Moody agent for Belfast; Kittridge, Rockland ; Fletcher, Camden;-, VValdoboro;
Smith & Sons, Searsport;-, Bucksport;
cow If
Robinson, Thomaston.

She possessed an amiable
disposition, very pleasant
and cheerful with all, and much beloved
by all who
knew her.
Although having made no open profession, she was ever a true Christian, embracing tinuniversal faith.
May Clod comfort the bereaved
ones, and may they liu- in that way that when they
are done with earth they may meet the loud oni
In Heaven.

To Southern and Western travelers to the
Centennial who intend visiting New York will
find th<? Grand Union Hotel, opposite the
Grand Central Depot, one of the best Hotels
in New York to stop at. Jt is so near the depot that the traveler is spared all annoyance
and expense of carriage, baggage and expressage hire, while its location is such that street
car and stage lines radiate from this point to
all parts of the city. It has elegantly furnished
rooms, has ill the latest improvements, and is
run on the European [dan.
Travelers \isiting
New York, or on their way to or from the
CKXTLNXIAL. will find this hotel /mr e.r<v/Ivnr- in every ivspeet. it is under the management of C. Y\ <V \Y. 1 >. < 1 vKlii-ox, and ha>
become one of the most popular I bn* Is in the
1 yr
city of V w 'i ork.

It

And y»-t we may not mourn the tics -jo
early liven,
I hy mission here fulfilled,
thy earth-work done,
Ho, reap the joys laid up for thee in Heaven,
And w< ar the crown thy \ irtu.**. well hnu- won

PORT

Castora

perfect

substitute

for Cantor

There need lie no

11_i- harmless, it

pain

where

<

cn-

Lininn nt is used. ilurn* and S aids an
healed without a ***ar. Lhcuniatism, Sprains,
and mo>t ilesh. bom1 and muscle ailments can
h- absolutely cured.
There are two kinds.
taur

By

c.

Barley

Apples

.aIN

on.-pio

Straw
Washed Wool
t nwashed
Hides
N Calf Skin*
s Band*
It Hard Wood
INair Soft
sal" Slioris per cl.
7 Lime
Nati Butler Salt
^ 1- .* Plaster

Dried \pph
Batter
Cheese

F.ggs

Bound Hog

Pork Back"
Bard
B«*» I
Veal
Dry Cod
Pollock

*•

*•

BOSTON

$0.ooa7.nu
4u5
10
;V‘u*5
|N.ou:i,»..,u
| :.uoa:!.No

$1

vn

go

$l.hOaO.Ol>

1

Cattle

foi:kion

Market.

HTi>\ksi> v v, Hi
Arrivals of stock at nr.t11.■ ; -Cattle blo;>, sheep
and Lamb- lo.iis::; Swim- lu,ltK>. mimher U i-.-teru
La-tern t attle
Cattle
and
l, Milch ( mi
Northern Cattle v,0.
lhn lb-, live weight I
Prices of Beet t'atih pi
-'

1:
ipialit \ >'»
second quality $4
l-'Ja too; third ipialit \ $4 Aial ..u
of
coarse
&e
:5a;t
oxen, Bulls,
poorest grade
Ja7c j.i-r ll>; Brighton I allow he
Brighton Hide- i.
peril*. Countiy Hide-;. 1 vab*-per lb ; Country I al
t ra

'.’:i.»;

ipuilily

; to-t

low ic per lt>.
Call Skins lo.ir.v per ]I■; Sheared Sheep kin
Lamb Skin-7 *»
wool Skins
la 1 75 each.
Working Ox* u -Not much all for Workers and
I here were but
but a few pairs in market for sale.
a
light supply of \\ orking Oxen brought in frmn
Maine this-euson. Wi ipiote sale< hie
pair girth 7 ft h in, live weight ':7oo lb-, ,$ 17o,
1 pair girth ti It
inches, live weight >5n 11*-., SI
1 pair girth t» ft h inches, live weight "70i» lbs, £l\*u;
1 pair girth «• tt 4 inches, live weight, *100 lbs, 5*lie
1 pair girtb f- ft f> inches, liv »■ weight, ■••..it lb-, $ 11.».
to t, £140,
1 pair girt h
Store t at tie—Yearling-, *11 to &lb; two year oldthree year olds,
to .*15 ja r bead.
iflf* to 5
I'rices upon small Cattle depend upon their\alue
are offered in market for
for Beef. But few .stop
sale.
Milch Cow- Kxtra £55a‘.>5; ordinary ^
per
head. Most of the Cows that are oil* n d in market
for sale art* ot a common grade. Prices do not
vary much from week to week.
Sheep and Lambs The supply from tlie W*-t I'm
the week lias been light, all owned by butchers.
There was a fair supply of Northern Sheep and
Lambs in market, lor which the trade was a little
dull.
Prices unging from 1! to .V per lb.
Swim
No Store Pigs at mark* I. Put Hog-, lu.oou
at market; prices Tube peril*.

SPECIAL
I

CM

NOTICES.
lilt,
and indis-

I all wlie arc sutiering from the eirors
cretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay
I will send a recipe that will
loss of manhood, fee
This great remedy
curt* you. I'UKKof ('ll A IK IK.
w as
discovered by a. missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Bi.v. dosi i'il
T. I \ M a x, elution l),J!il>lc /imisc .W ie ) ,>rf: ( Hi/.
spt’iinos 15
>>

Forest
For Throat,

Tar,

Lungs. Asthma, aud Kidneys.

Tar Solution,
Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,

Forest
Tar Troches,
Forest
or

Bronchitis, an.l Abthma.

or

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough aud
Purifying the Breath.

Sore

Forest Tar Salve,
Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts,

|

or

I

und for l'iieu.

Corest Tar
|I

or

Chapped Hands,
the Toilet

und

Salt
Bath.

Ar.

al

London,

liheum, Skin Diseasea,

Corest Tar Inhalers,

r or Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
For Sale by all Druyyists.
-MllOS l.'i

M A RlilEl).
hi thi- city, Oct. .V.rli, l*v Ib v. s. Goodenough,
Mr. Herbert W. Woods of Tliormlike, and Miss
Annie Leonard nt Kn<>\.
In New York City, net. 75th, at tin* residence of
.'lie bride’s lather, Kmily, eldest daughter of Arnold
Harris, and Win. llyams, of N. \
In Monroe, Oct. 7'.*tli, by Uev.,1. Walker, Mr. Al
bert H. Uo.se ot Brooks, and Miss Emma .1. j’urtis
ol‘ Monroe.
In Swunville, b> Alfred K. Nickerson, l-.sij., Mr.
Edmund W. Thompson of Sear-port, am! Miss Ella
.1. Atnes of B< lfast.
In Tliomaston, ( apt. Harrison Emery of South
Tliomaston, and Mi-- M Addie Moody of fhomas
ton.
In North Haven, Oct. i-Hii, Alden S. Harwood of
North Haven, and Clara t
Blown of Yimilhaveii.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 11th. Mr. Fred Kinney and
Miss Lizzie Morrill, both of Ellsworth.
In Fllsworfh, Ocl. 70!h, Mr. Wellington II Cousins and Miss Flora K. I .add, both ot Kden.
In Lilen, Oct. ltUh, Mr. .lolin E. Hadley and Miss
Laura M. Higgins, both <d Eden.
In Tremont, Oct. Ihtli, Mr. Martin C. Lun ev and
.Miss Nellie M. Seuvy, both of Tremont.
In ITemont, Oct. IMh, Mr. Benj. It. Jordan of
Bueksporf, ami Miss Sarah Norwood of'ITemont.
hi Steuben, Oct. Ihtli, Mr. < 'buries A. Campbell of
Ellsworth, and Miss Ellic E. Soule of Gouldsburo.

< ><-t.

iTl EI >.
63 years, *.» mouths.
Jn Waldo, Oct. 74th, Edmund T. Maiden, son of
I). G- and L. J. Maiden, aged is vears l mouth and
18 days.
In ltockland, Oct. tilth, Carrie J., daughter of
Jacob W. ami Adelaide Lamb, aged If. years, 7 mos.
and 15 days.
In ltockland, Oct. 20lh, Anna E., wife of William
Laiulrey, aged 23 years.
In ltockland, Oct. 23d, Samuel Lindsey, aged 70
years.
In Hope, Oct. loth, Mrs. Hugh Harwood.
in Tliomaston, Oct. Ihth, Mrs. Mary Flyhr, aged
86 years and 16 days.
In Vinalhaven, Oct. 4th, Charles William, only
child of Charles and Jane McDonald, aged 4 months
and
days.
In Cushing, Oct. 23d, Meaubeck M. Payson, aged
46 years, 2 months and 20 days.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 2lst, Mrs. Delia Saunders, aged
40 years and 6 months.
In East Surry, Oct. 21st, Mrs. Abide, wife of Justus A. Smith, aged 47 years and 7 months.
In Morrill, Sept. Ihtli, of typhoid fever, Miss ltosu
E. Martin, daughter of Jeremiah and Mary A. Martin
aged 27 years, 6 months ami 22 days.
The death of Miss Martin is mourned by deeply
afflicted father, mother and sister and a large circle
of friends. She prepared for her departure as deliberately and minutely ns one would prepare lor u
journey, distributing all her earthly effects among
her friends; arranging in detail the matters pertaining to her funerul, and speaking words of abiding
[ comfort to the loved ones that wept by her bed side.

public

Variety

111 IS

in

it \it

< >i

n i.

Compiled specially for

\\

cm toxxus,

VICXOXES.
MEM VO,S',
i AEHMEHES

■

"I

Black

t

We have tin*

'ashinere

Ship Admiral, of 't armoulh, Me, Bl.ineliiird, iil
New 1 oik from Liverpool, had. a -uece-■ nui ot west
erly gab s, lost and split •>.,l shifted cargo, giv ini*
ship a heavy I si to port; lutd thick weaihei from
the Banks; Oct 22, aucliored close to the fog buoy oil’
Fire Island.
Bark Atlela, from Banger lor Fort at. Frince, went
ashore at Barrington, N ,S, and ha- since been con
demited and ordered to be sold.
Schr Charles Heath, of Islesboro, from Bangor lor
.New Bedford w ith lumber, put into Salem *th ult,
wit h loss of deck load.
The Revenue cut ter l >obbin arrived at Rockland,
20th ult, and reports schr. Cuba at So. W« st Harbor
with lo. s of inainboom and portion of deck load ot
lumber.
Brig Fidelia, at Palermo Oct. 10th, from Bangor,
reports experienced a severe hurricane in the At
lantic when only ten days out, which caused a portion of the cargo to shift and gave the vessel a list.
Tin* decks vv« re w ashed by the seas, buf sulfered no
loss.
Schr M \V Drew, of Bellas', Mahoiu v, Ire n Boston for Jacksonville, urriveo at Yineyard Haven,
2Sth ult., with loss of anchor.
1 he government steamIt auk vx, N. S., (>ct. Mo.
er, whicli arrived to-day from Sah'c Island, reports
that during the heavy west gale of October Ifith an
American built schooner, supposed to belong at
Kastport, Maine, struck on a bar at the east em! of
All
Sable Island and soon af er went to pieces.
hands were lost. l*iv e bodies and put tot the wreck
ashore.
washed
were
.M A MINI.

lOTTINl

Non-Resident Taxes.
I

a

t

In

town

star

of

Searsmont, Count v ot \\

a

Ido lor the

1*75.

rill IK following list ot taxes on real estate of non"
JL resident ow ners, in the town of Seal siuout, for
the year 1'75, in bill> cominittt-d to S. Miller, Col
lector of said town, on tin* Kith day of July, 1*75,
has been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid
on the 15th of July, 1*7(5, by his certificate of that
date, and now remains unpaid; and notice is hereby
given that if the said taxes and interest and charges
are not paid into the treasury of said town w itliin
is months from the date of the commitment of said
bill', so much ot the real estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the amount due then-tor, including
interest and charges, will, without further notice,
lie sold at public auction at the office of tin* I’reas
un-r, in said town, on the fifteenth day of January,
1*77, at 2 o’clock F. M.
$ 5.In
77*

Abner Allen,
Isaac Benner,

<►

I

BLACK SILKS

liuvvn

r

1

|

Please look at our Silks
At $1.35, $1.50 & $1.87 por yd.

Chase & Co.,
Jed Carlcton,
Edmund Fuller,
Mrs. Sereno Joselyn,
Fred Moody*,
M. It. Hunt, Jr.,
Mrs. Lucy Keene,

1

-'.**

Elijah I’eftse,

James Sprague,
Krastus M. Thomas,
Mrs. Elis Wyman,
('has. Wine,"

For

l'hirty Hays

rare

bargains

can

19 Commercial Street. Boston.

W. are sailing larga PROVIDENCE RIVERS
frash from their beds clnily, at Sl.’-iO per gallon, solid.
VIRGINIAS ttt $1.00 par gallon. Also, PROVI-

DENCE RIVER NATIVES AND PLANTS
barral.

immensely LAtK.i. SI'i H’K
tremely Low 1'rices.

:inrl4

o

--—

'<>

NVok rries!
I X FA FRY STYLE.

I

at

Collars & Cuffs!

j-

i; o

lie

obtained on Ueninants.

r i!

Linen &

Paper.

SMALL WARES.
We keep a complete a.-surlincut of these ..
I and SILK
in L
i'll S, ( Ol LA Its
<
!•'i >, iihK’i s. »i»is11:itv, 4■ i.1»\ i>
LACK J IK.INOS,
I It 1MMINIM,
Lit I MILS, (ilMl'S. itlltliONs,
I « Mt)
and I ASSLI.S nud
II f I« >NS, and a then
sand ami one things
belunging to t hi

SHAWLS!!
&

Striped

Paisley

Shawls.

Examine

our

At

$13.OO)

\\

e

have

» v

;.

J

I’h

I. A Iti I I i lie d’t he e good-, a ml
h hiahllf.ictil. ed, vv (licit
ca
111 .V1 ‘Lit Thau yon can Huy.

a

tv
\

on

call and examine

:e

dia-inj:, and if 1 iTiNoth

e rai

1

■

l«>lt Vt'l
.mi- (»

lets
tot CASH, we art* prepmvJ to show
them :it less cost, than ran be had
elsewhere in this cit\

and Flannel 10c per

Shirting

-•*

yd.

Iiulfast,

Mam Street,
i.M

Cannot be Beat!
H. L. LORD,
Williamson

Mo

linos
H*

‘-t

Block

1:
■

*=?

*•*

F;

6=9

L;

6~f

t-T*

L.

£»

I

Cloaks, Cioaks.
.......j
from
Haviug
Just RoturneJ
Western Markets, are prepared to Soli Goods at
the very

-*•

i;st

Ynl

WILL

FIND

AT

II. II. .1019 \S0\ A Co,
UF.ST

nil

rim'i:s!i

Look at the Shirts & Draw-

LINK

of

CLOAKS
Fy«t seen in Belfast. We have them at prices
» -nit all.
I'l' Fi ral! an<! examine Uicin.
|

-*> -»

we

10

No.

!

Gents Underwear!
ers

&C.

it

FFANNFFS A Won I. is NS t. w. mviiKK &
m,
SI

&C.,

&C.,

i

|i

.,

miv Site iv before pur
iiv oh
c: iv< ■ >t m- s,

fill’d lime-, Will will lie Wi'ltKI.N
OWN I \Ti It!'l S b\ bnv iter inn-

For Men and Boys Wear.
Having bought, these goods in Job

l-CB

UMBRELLAS!

OOB.SE T s :

Double Paisley Slmwls

’

15 \i A <

I

department.

We leu e purchased largely In Shawls,
and make them our leading article

Sell at 25 Cts.
liavu :V I nil

I.ilit. nl

Great Reduction
I’lUCTs

IN

WATERPROOFS!
We present

proof one

For

Nb# h Fashionable Colors!
IN

II VT W III.

I’lth Is

»>i

CLOTHING

all Tin:

ix

each purchaser of a Waterof our < 'elebraled 1 )omt stie
I’aper fashions,

In

I

If

Thirty Days,

Andrews'

All

from Nov 1st.

brothers

mlYi

—

A 1

conovs & I’iu.vrs GREAT
Always a Large Supply on hand.
Remnant Prints 6 Cts per

Special Inducement'. \ < iond l Pirable Suit,
ca»at,\^'t and pant' to match, only .*.■ " eal! and
examine them, very stylish; nearly all wool suits
vick 'ini', all wool, only .sln.iHi and
only
SU.m; line lire's suits, extra •pialitv, From $1^.00

S■ ( )—

BARGAINS

to S Is

yd.

Plaid Dress Goods!
i.inl

urn

BLANKETS!
all

Qua 1 it ios.

ui

All the novelties ot the season have
been obtained Don't lail to look
aL our Hosiery ,V Hndervests.

-# •»-

CARPETINGS

A I TI.I.

K\(ra

Supers, Siiporliiios

Oil Cloths,
Oil TOIa/ts,

d

n

t

tin

low

MISS

I I AVK

W I:

1

Bleached i UnbieachedCottons
I

l-oin

*< ■>

Ladies
on:

IIAVK A

Beavers i

BOOTS & SHOES
At

Cloakings.

Hayford Block, Church St.,
BELFAST.

James W. Clark’s

Sanford’s Steamship Co.,

BOSTON AND LOWELL!

Large Assortment of

a

Fringes,

Trimming Braids, Buttons, Neck

Colors, Collars and Cuffs.
Handkerchiefs and Gloves.

in all

LADIES

LOW

PRICKS.

LINK Of

Ladies' and Children's

Hosiery

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.
1114

sailing packet l*. M. BONhas
be-

tween this

!

q nnn lt»RL‘r*ek’8 Patterns just received. CataUUU login's free to ail.

Belfast, October 3, lb7»i.

rnilK fast

1 NKY, Cupt. Thomas Burgess,
again resumed her weekly trips

-o--

ALSO A I.A1KIK

r

Carver's Harbor Packet.

WEAR!

UNDER
I

r

\ F I K.lt the ;ih, until I'm tlier notice tin* stt anrer
1 Y Cambridge instead of the Ivatalidin, will leave
Belfast for Boston on Mondays and I hursdays ami
leave Boston on Tuesdays and Fridays at .» o’clock
r. m.
No steamer of this line will h ave Bo-ton on the
.’loth inst. or Vh1 of November.
1*. BANK, Agent.
Belfast, net. i»5, 1*70.

Ties

the Celebrated

Geo.WJBurkett&Co.

upon Us.

I INK LINK ul

Silk and Worsted

A

please Call

NOTHING BUT THE BEST

--§-

Fashions.

I Midi

i:.tf

Never were Cheaper than they are to-day. Cal
and examine before purchasing el-ewlore.

Also

as

out-

ISTo. 11 Tvlfun Street.

or

stock

Blankets and Flannels!
U I.

HAYES,

lint ct'iniu^r season, we promise
work in I IUS | ( LASS STYLE.

Ihrss llukiii"

iVEattings Repellants in all Colors very Low!

Paper

ot*

lo I ‘1 l-*.i (’('Ills.

CORSETS

Domestic

liKLKAST.

MRS. RICHARDS

l

yd.

uni; ok

BROTHERS,

PRINTS.

REMNANT

Look at our Dunlilc Warps at 50c. pend.

ANDREWS
High Street,

.*o

I
r* c*»*i \
ol

I Pi» 'i'e: of Prints jut
»)UU est prices. AI>o a lot
/ V/

We have still made another reduetion
on these goods, and are offering
them I .ess than Heston prices.

N.>

Bik. 4 .Jslmi<T<“.
A N 1)
Silk. VlpiH.I.
MISS SOUTH WORTH,
Bik. BrillidiileiHN
ii-tuim'd tniiii llo'ton, sulii'it the ulBik. Mohair. .lustti'iition
ul t!n‘ir friends and customers
tn tlifir lull lino of
Bik. Silk.
«i ml Tuiuisr.

Undervests, Fancy Goods k,

at $1.25 per

suit.

The best assortment in the city, at the I.OWKST
I’iih ’I S.
P.oy clothing, all kinds and si/es. Suits
boy> from ioiir years old ami upwards ; also boys
No troiilde to show good-.
Overcoats and I Istcr'
IMcu'e call ami examine Indore purchasing.
K»*
member the place.

BLACK GOODS
( Tuinot In'
Sin'jms.Ji'il, \ \/.:

II OS I E 1! Y

Tapestries

per

lor

•*-

In

IHI

Overcoats. Reefers & Ulsters.

PROVIDENCE RIVER AND VIRGINIA

or

an

Of these goods u e luiv e a LA L'( 11- I.! if in ,-v ,•)
"dze and (Vma!itv, and our price- we hum stlv
believe will average MiWI.lt than
lie
same goods can be bought in anv
of her store in the pl.ic

Agents for

OYSTERS,

OF—

IN SIS i INL

THE UNDER WEAR!

—

Suite al 20 per Cent Less tliait Cost.

ATWOOD,

Wholesale Dealers and Planters in

tire shall by lire bushal

AM) THOM-

Ladies. Gents and Children's

We guarantee our Hoods and I’riees to
every customer, and will give you as large
a bundle ot choice goods, for as little money, as can be obtained in this State.

October h», 1*,Y*.—-Mvv 1*

<

HOSIERS!

INCI,PDlN<i

Treasurer of Searsmont.

<

Overcoatings

FEvTSTOY GOODS

CALEB WHITAKER,

H. & R.

nt of

We have taken limn our shelves, all the
MiiUL
leiigliis in Incas Hoods, am!
have them on our Counter.

Enamel

l.*()
7.113
4.32
2.55
1.30
2.55
Lot
2.75

n.

eROWN COTTONS, PRIMS,

REMNANT DRESS GOODS!

Bolting,
Cloths,
Constantly on Hand.

*s

arge

KNICKERBOCKERS!

Cotton

11.83

GOODS !

!

C. I. L Veil K l>

We have

Booking-,

L(5*
2.1(5
2.34

FURNISHING

Very Large

the eitv. ami we are S» lling them
than they were ever >old.

in

—

Straw

(5.30

David Boynton,
\V. F. Byant,

—

i

S.

Bark Susan A. Blaisdill, of Sear'sport, w hich lias
been reported overdue, arrived su*»*ly at (ireenock,
Oct. Pth.
It is expected that the s lip-vards of Nevvliuryport,
Mass., will, during the year i*77, complete and put
into the market over lO.ooO tons of shipping.
Schr. Florida, «.f Belfast, arrived at Savannah 23d
lilt.
I'!u*re were ihree interments from yellow fever
Lumber freights
on the 22d, and live on the‘.'Ith.
were, to New York and Sound ports $il.50und §7.<H>;
to Boston and eastward, $7; to Baltimore $(* and
$15.50; io St. .John, N, lb, $* gold.
The Belfast brigs Josie C. lla/.eltitie and 1. \V.
Parker have been temporarily hauled up at New
"i ork, and placed in charge of keepers, to await a
rise in frieghts.
1'he new Bath ship Oracle, now being coppered at
Forlland, is partially owned by Messrs, (iilchrist,
W Idle X Co., of New 'i ork.

!

flannels, Blankets, Reaellanls,

W

position.

K

(i

O

IHSAMI.I.S.

I' \i» w., Aug.
Haik Alice, l>yer, from Cur
dill with coals, has arrived here. From her log it
she
that
hu.l
expcrieueed very severe wi-nth
appears
er ami sustaineil considerabli damage.
1'he mastei
slates that he ran make e\ erything good liej
Schr .Mi*iitrose, of Bangor, while bound into Fort
.Johnson, went ashore on the reef oppo.-ile New
Brighton, ,N I, during tlie late log, and lies in a had

(.onus!

ami Shawls?

Cloakings

••

qualities

of

MY STOCK

uninnr/. ci.utus,
BASKET CLOTHS
A XP SILKS.

MAUHXM,s ,t-''

sell extra

I*vms

TAM is/:,

S.EHUES,

<*

Splendid Lot

iiuau'I)/:'i:ti:.

roruxH,

n.Mic-.

India

s

It\l

|

:i

AT.EAl'AS,

cheaper

the Journal.

■

Ami

MOUAHis

WVO!

♦

kk

There hu.- been an act ive demand in this sect ion Tor
vessels suited Tor hay. ice, potatoes, lumber, staves,
etc., with the -upply limited. Very fair rate- have
been paid, especially on hav
It is a matter of in
tcrest that Belfast i- the most extensive hay shipThe New Y ork
ping port in tin- l nited State*
marker has ml. d low, and hut lew charters have
been elo-ed.
I lie following li-t will give an idea ot
the rates obtained lo re and elsewhere
Schr Earl,
In in*.Bo.-ton, hay, S',* »o, chr .Mary Eli.-.a, !
-aimand
cargo
--chr
Boston-,
destination,
N' Hie, liei.c!1 :o Wilmington, N< hay, £ >; brig M m
II l ark
d N'-vv York. In-nee to New Y'ork or Philadelphia. potato.-* on captain’s account sclir Jame*
A. « rocker, ot Batli, hence to Baltimore, potatoes,
els. per bbl; .-clu Orion, of ib lia-t, Roudoiit to
Bo-ton, cement, ::o els per bbl: chr Lois \' Cliapb-s,
..I Belfast, Port Jolm-on to Winter-port, coal, *r !.(>(>.
-chr Alai v I arrow, ,,i Bellas’, Bangor to New Hav m,
lumber,
per Al bark < hu a !. Met iiivei y, ot Seal
pot:, Ni u York to Montevideo or Buenos \yre-,
lumber, * ni. '. gold and pi image, up riv er port.* i :
vii a
i:.'ii K Aberdeen, of Sear-port, New Y ork to
direct port in I idled Kingdom, **,oon l»bls leiined
oil, a.* brig Tubal (lain, ot' i armouth, New Y ork to
a Spanish port in the Mediterranean and back, pri
vale term-, bark Priscilla, of Yarnioutb. Charleston
to Liverpool or Havre, cotton b.-.tJd; schr Paul
s.-avey, ol Bangor, ivu-acoln to New York, lumber,
c-. hr-ig Joseph Clark, of Waldobrro, Pass Christian
to New
York. r« -awed lumber,
schr Susan P
I hnrlow, of Harrington, New York to a direct port
in Bristol Cliuunel, '..non (ps. grain,
HU; sclir
Alary A Harmon, ol Lohec, New York to Demrruiu
and return, tJC-hsOn and port chargts; schr Old (’had,
of Boothhuv, NewY oik to south side of Havti and
hr 1 A Stuart, of Macida-port,
back, round uni,
New York to St Mary’s, and hack with liilnla r,
for the round, sclir Addic Jordan, of Saco, from a
• ill I' p- 1 to north side Cuba, lumber,
currem v

OVERCOATINGS

IS ru.MIM.K II. IN

AM

lllli, bark David Bal cock,

i;ks

LINK

Weight

I S' FI ME HE*.

Cassimcres and

Ar. at Bahia, previous to Oct. .’l!h,
brig JameMill. r, Parker, Ne\v Y'ork.
Ar. at St. fiiomas, t let. l«>tl», brig Kataiidiu, Saun
der-, St. Lucia, and -Id. lor furies Lland.
Ar. at St. Riej re, Mart, Sept. Cf.tli, brig A..I Ro.-s,
la ! drop. New Y »rk.
Ar. at Padaug, previous to Aug. ‘11, bark Alice,
I»\er, (’ardilf see i»isnsters,).
<

Eight.

Slack Hoods ?

i~ called to the

nun ! IAXTIXES.

i“

to

»■

At. 75c., 87c. & $1.00 por yd.

runs.

Alpheus Bluisdeil,

Obituary notices,beyond the Date, X nine and Age
must bepaidfor. )
in this city, Oct. 30th, Mrs. Lydia A. Hollis aged

not miss the opportunity
in and see our splendid assortment of
New and Desirable DKE>S CUODS for
Fall and Winter wear. beautiful
l'atterns, Croat Variety and s» 11
ing VEKV L<>\\ !

'■•ime

DHESS GOODS

V

17th, ship Joseph Fish, Stack-

pole, Nrw York.
Vi. at Antwerp, (id.
Col. or.l, New York.

Burns,

Soap,

(treat

i,.Vi KST

the

Styles of SITTINGS.

WELL l’LEASEl).

Ladies you should

BLACK GOODS!

a nubs, Bordeau x
Ar at New Orleans, od Mill, ship Charlotte AN'
White, Dvt-r, Liverpool; Nth, -rbr S S Day, Me Ear
land, l I ilia.

«

Brighton

fl he attention of the

comprises all

Slock

Dress Hoods! OVERCOATINGS

I'oitl's.

Bath.
Sid from Darien, Oct k-ih, *chr Ralph Howe*,
< ollins, Waldobor,i.
Ar at St Mary’s, Oct 17th, bark<-ntine En d Eugene,
Y oung, London.
Aral Jacksonville, Oct bid, schr A W Ellis, For
gnsou, this port.
Ar at I’t n.-acola, Oct vstli, sch F E McDonald,
K me, ( ialveston.
Sid from tmlveston, Oct '-‘nth, schr Jenttie B <;il
key, t iilkey, Mobile.
Ar at New York, Oct .".tth, brig Clara Rick, ns,

MARKET.

M«»m> \\, >ct. :;o.
Bi ilia: W* piote \\ • stern ereamerie- u .iaaa.N*
New
A
choice
urk
and
Vermont
lit;
tall Imttci
per
at :iJa:;» ; long dairies of Northern turner at .’ta'Jso;
common West* rn at 17a‘J0c jier lb.
Ciii.i.-r; We plot e line New York and A » -rmont
factory at INnlN 1 *.V; NN "di‘rii factory at l ’al :*•; fair
to good lots at 1'1 1 ••.’iil'.’c per lb.
e
F.*i*:s—Fa-tern eggs are than at
per do/, ami
tin- best mark- ot Northern .-«•!! at -aim* j>ri. \Y« -t
orn range from *-* 1 u~hc per do/., the latter priee lor
choice mark-.
Bkans
PI!«• market is linn, ami prime new mediunis sell readily at $1 f>ual UN per bush, and Pea
beans at *.* k 1 .* for prime. A How eyes are firm
1
at :*2 1
per bush.
AT;* i:t \til l.s—Potatoes are steady at e.ia7oc per
bush for Jacksons, and .Na/s per hush for tiose.
A eei.ks There i* no impro\ ement to not**; fair
to good tots sell at *1 oi tal No, and fa mg fruit, including \V« si* rn Apples, at 1
per bbl.
\w
AN'** .juote prime c«iars* hay at
H.n and m
>• loa'jn
p« r ton, medium do at *1^ oOal'.' no; tine do
at $ hi on 17 in.
straw at j -.' a-h no per ton.

*8

M>

HEAVY

CarpetingS

Wintr-rport,

Augustine.
Sid from Baltimore, Oct J.tli, -chr \V< bikn, Per
kins, St Mary’s.
Ar al Savannah, < »et
.d, schr Florida, Sw«*iti

sjilo
l.'.als
!JalN
UalN
$s.Ooall.ON

*>a7N
Oauo
Joa.'N
IN

AWAY

Our Stock of the above is
anil Attractive.

Oct -Till, schr L.c- \ Cliaple-.
( haph s, Port .John-on.
Ar ai New Haven, < >ct "'.1, -chr Hannibal, Pemlle
ton, Bangor.
Cld Troni Boston, Met Xfblh, schr Ai \V 1 *r» w. Ma
honey, Jacksonville, (see Disasters.'
Sid from Newport, «>ct '.‘Tth, schr 1 attic, «iit. hrist,
Bucksv ille, > (
Ar at N. w Bedford, Oct v.-.tli,
chr Wan l- rer,
< 'onmbs, Lincolnville.
Ar at Providence, I,’ j, net galh. schrs Laura it
dimes, Cousins, Bangor; Helen Mar, Dunca i, l.incolnv ille*.
Ar at (.lorn-ester, Oct C.tli, schr- Su-an & I'ln be.
Llvvell, Bangor. Brunette, Rich. Seursport.
Chi from New Y ork, t >ct J-td, brig \nn Elizabeth,
Burgess, St Thomas; schr S 1 Seabury. Prim, St

lOnoO

i< (he.-e

$ 1.NOnh.uo Buck
Naa«iuLl:iy

Potatoes,

have been bought late in the season and !
i
bought for CAM! at a great reduction in prices,
and they are now ottering their ENTILE
STOCK at figures so low that the closest
buyers cannot help buying and go

AND

j

J >< *M ICNTK
at

defy Com-

petition.

(

1

)\\cMy for the Jioirnut
H. SAiUiK.XT, No. ts .Main Street.

Oats
Beans

that will

IIII liII II I! I!

s

PRICE CURRENT.

iN.ooah .noCorned Beet
Na7«> Mutton
To 1 .amh
I on Turkey
miaou chicken
UN Fowl

-A N I )-

Which

1

Ar

I have Just Received a Better
Variety than usual, of the
above Goods, at prices

A'

R

Fall and Winter

BELFAST.

Or

°'r
■•>lh, srlis Heroin.-, belch, Bangor; Win
l adie, Waterman, 11 urrb-am- Island ; bran is Cutfin,
'N ight, Addison; Nlby Dale, Darby, Cit\ 1‘oint, to
load tor Boston 1 atavetti
Crockett, fishing; i.\
cutter Dobbin. Ah!.
Rockland
Ft -7th, schs Eiliian, R>au, Boston;
Whip, Webster, Bangor,
< Ft ->th, schs Martha
Brewer, McFarland, Bo-ion ;
Ci< utlie, Barter. Die au Naur.
Oct -'.fib, brig \\ m. If. Parks, Chase, New York.
)ct ::oth,st-hr
Mary barrow, McCarty, New Maw a.
),-t '.Ft, -this Mary Eliza, Bullock, Boston; E.
U ilson, Rollins,
Rockland, Amazon, Rates, do.
Ne\. !si, sehl Mary I Yam.haf, fhormlike. \.i-au, N I*; fry Again, Humphrey, Bremen, (Maine
not ( t-rmaiiN
; Rio, ( combs, Bangor;
.lames (>’- I
dlett, I’uiuii, tb>: Nile, R\
DohohieWarr.-n, tio
der, l.incolnvilb-.

('itmcfiil
Flour
Corn
('orn MeaI
live M« at
live

D

,S All. ID.

Think for Yourself.
Thousand* lead miserable live*, suffering
from dyspepsia, a discorded stomach and li\er.
producing biliousness, hcartlnirn, eostivem-ss,
weakness, irregular appetite, low spirits, raising fond after eating and often ending in fatal
attacks of fever. Tm.\ know tiiky vbfsick,
yet get little sympathv. The unfailing remedy,
which i* yearly reducing thousands, is DaCosta*s li.atlieal (hire sold by W. IB Poor A Son,
sole agents for Belfast. A.
.Jordan, agent
for Urla.id. It. 14. Stover, agent for Hueksport.
\ Joe bottle will convince you of its merits.
Don't «..-lay another hour after reading this,
but go ami get a bottle*, and your relief is as
certain a* you li \ e. Will > oil do it. or will you
continue to sutler?
think for yourself.
1'rolesser Parker*< Pleasant Worm Syrup is
perfectI v sale and extremely palatable. \o
physic ro(|iiired. Costs J7» cents. 'Pry it. 1ITU

GOODS !

mews.

York.

Tiic White Centaur Liniment is for family use,
the Yellow for horses and animal*. turn trial
will convince tin im redulous.

BELFAST

81 Main Street,

Have Just Received their Full
Assortment of

Dd -‘•lii, sell.** Murv .lam-,
(‘Parrsboro, NS' Anthony, Windsor, \> William fell, Mathews, Rockland, .Martha Emma, Burgess, Carver’s Harbor,
Heroine, belch, Bangor, (.entile. Barter, Isle au
Haul
Shatluck. M>-t.'art>, Boston, rev cutter
Dobbin, Abbv, Castim-.
Oct vOth, schs (iem. Hutchings, New York : Earl,
(
Linniiigham, Boston; Almeda, Patterson, fishing;
Whip, Webster, Castine.
Oct -7th, schs Mary Eliza, of Boston,)
Bullock,
Boston, Wm. F. Washington, Dwle, Rockland.
Oct -Sth, schs Rio, Coouihs, Boston ; Esperauza.
Smalley, fishing.
(>.'t noth, schs Marv burrow,
McCarty, Bangor for
New Haven; fry Again, Humphrey^ Monhegun;
Nib, of I.incolnville, Ryder, Bo-kiand;
lyro,
H arris, Bangui.
Oct d 1st, -chs Empire, Ryan,Boston. 1- orest Ouceii,
Robbins, do; William (. 1 a.lie, Waterman, llurri
cant* Island < dlett. RMiinn,
Bangor Manuella, (Jra\,
Brooksxille, 1* M Bonnie, Burgess, Curver’s ilarboi
Mary, Cook, U intt rport.
N"V Ft -chi l II l.i\iui-ston. fin, McDonald, New

For Costivenes- at any age, hut, e>pi cially for
*011 r Stomach, Wind Colic. Worms and Disordered Dowels of Children, it is the most ef-

I'ali ami Winter

just received their LAKtiE STOCK of Fall
and Winter

Have

ARRIV ED.

Oil, without any of its objections, for it is pleasant to take, and docs \\. t nauseate or gripe.

fective remedy in existence.
is reliable, and it is cheap.

|

1876

Goo. W. Burkett & Go.

see me th like a dream, this sudden
Hitting,
1 his upward
journy to a brighter realm,
15ut, yester even amongst loved ones sitting,
W -dking to day with angels, clothed like them.

ship

1876

city and Carver’s llarbor,
Vinalhaveii, mid will run until further

notice.
Country produce id all kinds will be purchased at
the going prices. When in port the Captain may be
found on board the packet at Haraden’s wharf, or at
the stoce of Woods, Mathews & Baker.
iftf'Fxcellent accommodations for Passengers.
C VI T. THOS. BI RGKSS.
Fare $1.00.
tflo
Belfast, Sept. 7, 1870.

My Children,
ad-akoi't”

and

Tiik Dorron's I’uksuit of a Specimen.
When a doctor wants a “specimen” you
may pretty certainly count on his getting
it. The great surgeon, John Hunter, set
an example to the profession when he
hounded that poor devil of an Irish giant.
Hunter wanted the giant’s immense skeleton, and the giant knew it.
Every step
he took wras observed by Hunterian deand
in
tectives,
finally,
despair, the shadowed giant tied a stone to himself and
The lame can be healed and the wounded made
quietly' dropped into the Thames one whole. We now know just what the Centaur Lini
night, But it was no use. A month ment will do. 't hey will not mend broken bones or
later his holies, neatly articulated with cure Crtucer, but they will extract
soreness, alwire, gleamed white lrom a dark corner lay pain, cure Rheumatism and a larger range of
of Hunter’s private museum. And an- flesh, bone and muscle ailments than any article ever
other fellow who was hunted like a crim- before discovered.
inal was that New Englander who had a
Scientific skill cannot go beyond the effects of
crowbar shot through his head white these remarkable preparations. ChronicItlaeublasting rock. Of course he ought to niatium of many years’ standing, Neuralgia, Weak
have died. Every man before him who Rack, Fever Sores, HVopiiig-Siuotv.*, Sciatica,
had sliot a crowbar through his brain had Caked-Rreasts, Distorted Joints and Sprained Limbs
immediately died and allowed the coroner of the worst kind are cured by the White Centaur
to secure his regular fee. But this fellow, Liniment.
It will destroy the pain and heal without a
although attended by half a dozen physicians, had refused to die. He couldn’t go wear all ordinary Rui ns and Scalds. It will extract
from his door to the well for a bucket ot the poison of Rites and Stings, and the frost from
water without meeting professors of phy- Frozen Limbs. It is very efficacious for Ear-ache,
Itch and Ciitaiieoia* Eruption*.
siology from Boston and surgeons lrom Tooth-ache,
Mr. Josiah W» stake, of Marysville, O., writes:
New York, and the entire faculty of a
Boston medical college surrounded him
“For years my Rheumatism has been so bad that
when he walked down town. One morn- 1 have been unable to stir from the house. The first
three bottles of Centaur Liniment enabled me to
ing he was missing. Bor twelve years walk without my crutches. 1 am mending rapidly.
1 think your Liniment simply a marvel.”
the public heard nothing about, him.
A
C. II. Reiuiett, Druggist, Rock Prairie, Mo., says.
short time ago an enthusiastic New England surgeon wrote to the managers of a
“< entaur Liniment sells better and
gives the best
Boston anatomical museum that he was satisfaction of anything in the market.”
What the Centaur Liniment has done for others
0:1 his way hack from California with that
fellow’s skull in his possession. Once they it will do for you. It is handy, it is reliable, and it
discover you have any anatomical pecul- is cheap.
iarity, you will never get rid of the doctors ; they will follow you by day and Tho Yellow Centaur Liniment
watch under y our window by night, year is worth its
weight in gold to owners of horses and
in and year out, until they finally get pos- mules.
session ol you.
This Liniment has cured more Spr«iin»il,Sweeni

Centaur

“iiaxg-aihu't.”

•'Between the plague of their living and the four
of their dying, u\ die daily" [Mrs. Harriet Beecher
Stowe.

Oh, haw you heard ol iny two little brothers?
Sweet little wretches, with mischief so rife;
(Jetting uu always and ever in pothers,
Oh, how 1 love them! plagues of my life!

Liniments!

Charlie is “Gad-about.” If for a minute,
>ut of the room I am tempted to go,
When ! return that wee scamp is not in it,
And I’m traustixed in a frenzy of woe.
Hark to hi- shout-! With quick, answering
1'ast up the stairs I fly idler the sprite;
Find him all rapture and radiant eyes,
Out on the roof with his four-inch of kite.

cries,

‘•Hullo, mamma!

.lust you come hold her tail.
Then you will see how boo-ful she’ll fly;
such a nice place this is, no ugly rail
To stop my kite going straight up in the sky!”

Ah, Heaven, no rail! You may hear rn\ heartbeat
As I clutch him and carry him swiftly away
Struggling and kicking and cry inn with heat,'
“My mamma is a naughty bail di/l on tiii> day.”
Meanwhile little .lamie, my dear little mouse,
So quiet and cunning, so unlike the other,
Still sat in his corner, where “building a house,”
1 had hoped he’d not care when I flew lor his
brother.
But when 1 came in, the sweet rosy lip
« urled down in the wav so
heart-breaking to see,
The blue eyes with tears were just ready to drip,
As he sobbed out, “My •/««/•-mu did do way fum
me!”

“Ah, come!”
breast,

Ami

I catch

.him

up

quick

to my

Kissing

eyes, cheeks and lips with sweet murmurs
of lo\ e,
look beatific, of heavenly re.-t,
Spread o'er the small face of my comforted dove.

Till

a

He’s a Hang about! Kissing and
sitting in laps and twining about,
Many a weet little artitiee bringing,
That he may go too, if 1 must go out.
A dove?

clinging,

Which do 1 love best, Charlie or James
Hail about, Hang about, scarer and pest;
Tilled to the brim with their mischief and games,
Blessings oi torment! billows of rest!

with bright sunshine and jo\
Sudden alarms, screams, songs of a lark,

looding

1

my life

l’ride and delight in each beautiful boy;
Best, with a restless desire to hark

W lien they’re asleep.
Soft! 1 creep to tin ir bed-!
both upside down, yet how beauteous the pose;
1!
round the white limbs, how golden the heads,
How deep tire tin dimples on each cheek of n.-e'

ed, Ring honed and

SANFORD’S

pish feet;

to see why the steam horse did Sf/mc. h and
m/itraiii
While Hang about
■/an./trs for me in his seat.
0 innit

For CATARRH
MEETS THE

is hard, life is breathless, life sweet to the core,
When those bandits hold carnival iu their own
way,
Charles has emptied the inkstand on table, on floor,
And James cut my silk dress in pieces to-day.
it

the mischief, the riot and noise,
give
1 lie awful disclosures of Rattle and Mouse;
1 he brain-rending questions, the crashing of tov -,
To a house without children, a sad, silent house.

N

me

light,

night.
run

./.

and

sing.

’Tis a hush and an uproar in curious poise;
But 1 told them about with inv love day and night,
Thanking Cod tor my children, my glorious boys.
Christian l nion.
Fa SNA 1»ai:k<»w

Waiting;.

Waiting

at

eve

light ;
brilliant!) bright
Tor repose in the night.
in its

;

aiting for zephyrs in -pringtime that blow,
Waiting for summer, ami flowers that grow
Waiting for winter, and swift tailing snow.
is ever the bosom’s
moments of pleasure ami

In

refrain,
of

pain;
Waiting, though stricken again and again.
" aiting in childhood for youth’s joyous time;
"I'm waiting,” says Youth, “but I’ll certainly climb
The top of the ladder on reaching my prime.
moments

Waiting when Fortune sheds brightly her smile ;
When choice are the pleasures tin pathway beguile,
There always is something to wait Tor the while.
tin heart that the trial is brief.
never

Druggi'ts,

The heart is a crystal palace:
be mended.

Malignity generally drinks
its own poison.
[.Seneca.

once

the hitleivst of all—to wear the yoke
wrong doing. [George Idiot.

our own

As riches ami I'm or forsake a man. we timl
him to he
fool, hut tiohodv could timl it out in
his prosperity. [ Uruycre.
Never was
a

a

sincere word utterly lost, never
to the ground; there is some
giv; t and accept it unexpect-

magnanimity fell

heart alwavs

edly.

to

< mi Lord God doth like a
printer who settetli
tlic letters backward: we see and feel well the
hut
we
shall
read
the
setting
print yonder in
tlie life to c line. I Martin Luther.

of experience teaches a man more
Ilian a pound of advice. While we theoretically
know that a knife-blade is sharp we toy with
it; hut when by cutting our lingers the theory
becomes a fact of consciousness we use il more
An

It is

mistake to suppose that Castoria is not
adapted to grown persons as well as Children. They
only need to increase tin* quantity. But children
have so many complaints for which Castoria is adapt
a

ed-like

W

4'olir, Sour Stomach, Worms
and Croup, that it is especially

ind

Tetter, Teething:

recommended for them.
Its effects
contains

are more

certain than <’n«tor Oil.

alcohol and is

USUALLY KEPT IN A

Castoria i>
and

recommended

rc«t.

can

by

Ask for and insi-’t

on

hav-

ounce

carefully.
faces speak not. They are hooks in
which not a line is written, save perhaps a
date,
others are great family liibles with
both the Old and New Testaments written in
them. Others are merely
Mother Goose"
melodies and nursery tales. [Longfellow.
some

••

LAME

NO QUACK NOSTRUM.
(•'< nth turn, 1 hereby certify that for several years
e
I
lni\
used t In* Y« u. a< Pl.As'i i:s in my pracpast
tice, and have never known them to fail in affording
relief
in those cases for which they are respeedy
comiueiuled. They are not a quark nostrum, hut a
remedial agent of great value. Very truly yours,
W. ('. COLLINS, m. i>.
Pucksport, Me., May ^7, 1"7T.
Sold everywhere at 'S» cents. Sent, hv mail, carecents for one,
fully wrapped, on receipt of price.
£1.«* for six, or
for twelve, by WLLIvS &.
POTTFK, Projirietors, Poston, Mass.

It is

s

Jlcli) ^fobertisements.

—atEXTREMEL Y

L

Let us be so charitable and tender to our fellow travellers, as they halt and wait on this
paltry planet to gather strength for the journey
through the universe,that, meeting them in the
immeasurable future, they may remember us
not by storied urn or eulogistic
epitaphs, but
by the gentleness and sympathy and helpfulness we have shown them when
little, bolh iu
time and action, counted much. [Julius llenri
Hrown.
There is an excellent cement which ought to
he used by every one. This cement is good for
family jars and social cuts. It heals wounds
and leaves no sears, mends life, binds enemies
together, mends damaged reputations, and is
splendid for hurt feelings. This universal cement is love. Love is a thing to he cultivated,
us you would a solitary stack of wheat,
supposing that there was not another grain of wheat
in the world.
To the Jew, the Gentile was an object of pity
and derision. The Greek so regarded the barbarian. in every age, among all people, the
caste spirit has been the one which has hindered progress by promoting selfishness and uubrotherly feelings between classes. Culture
and reiluement cannot eradicate it. it is
only
the precept laid down for all time, the two-fold
law, love to God and love to our fellow-mun,
that can outroot it. To this source we must
look for deliverance from caste
distinctions,
which are of the world worldly. I Mornin®
Star.

O

ity, New .lersey.

{(Successors

Aperient.

Shi j* and

place

to

II. 11. FORBES’

Intelligent Family,
THE BEST ENGLISH DICTIONARY.
Student,

Webster’s
“The Best 1‘ra<
Exta nt
London

'j
Unabridged

^

As I

am

closing

out

mv

on

first class flat, f'ajf and fo nts
(foods store at

a

54 Main Street.
If is Stock

<

<
^

New Call
Of

all descriptions,

Gents Under

HOMESTEADS.
reliable information, where and how to
get a cheap JFAIK.tl,or government llm»«>iit«ail
free, send your address to S. .1. GILMORE, Land
< ’ominissioner, Lawrence, Kansas, and receive
gratis
a copy of The Kaiaai Pacific UomcNteuil.
AND

HOME

Now is the Time to Secure It!
The best and cheapest lands in market are in Eastern Nkrrask a, on the line of the Union Pacific
Railroad. The most favorable terms, very low
rates of fare and freight to all settlers. The best
markets. Free passes to land buyers. Maps, descriptive pamphlets, new edition ol “The Pioneer”
sent free everywhere. Address €3. JF. DAVID,
Land Commissioner, P. P. IK. IK..Omaha,

a

qualities
large stock of

styles.

Also

liMKLLAS AM) MR CLOTHING.
O. W.
HANEY
tflo

E C

HILTON,

Merchant
AND

Tailor,

DliALKlt IN

Men’s Youths’ &
HEADY

Boys’

MADE

CLOTHING!
No. 54 Main St.

greatest'money

G. M. BULL. New Baltimore. N. Y.
REVOLVER., 7-shot, Nickel Pluteil, and
luu Cartridges $2. Send postal for illustrated
catalogue. Agents wanted, p. O. BOX 1505 New

O A Jj L,

A N I >
—

(hie

Mrs.

l'lii‘

j

PROFITS

FROM

and

I

$106 25

( $2125
management of

INVICSTMKXTS Of

judicious selection

Stock

Privileges

is a sure road to
t«*m of AMorted

rapid fortune.

Send for

new

“Sy»-

Profit**,” free, with full information concerning the Stock Market.
Gold and
WIGHT & Co
j T. POTTER,
stock Brokers.)
35 Wall Street N. York.

A C FNTCI
MULIl I J!
with Home
can

Belfast, Sept. 2(5, 1870-

Boston.

l:ttf

WELLS

with all
HWINO
ton

the latest

purchasing,

styles of

Greatest Offer of the

season.

Eight $10 Chromos given away

L'mcs/,including

B8

[ shall -ell CHEAP for

as

to

cents.

goods

before

CASH.

B. F. WELLS.

Hats, Feathers & Flowers.

F O R

Mins Brown will take charge of the Millinery
as usual, who will give entire satisfaction to all.
i:j
MBS. WKLLS, 17 Main Street.

Rubber Roots iV Shoes

The

All.

KINDS,

W. Clark’s.

Testimony

S Fi E

MAIN

"I hull

I T

un

THE

Lino

For Cutaneous
And all

FRANK
25

MILLER,

I

Invariably

(Opposite Albany lb-pot.)

-ami

iniii'.i:

!j

Straw, Felt Hats and Bonnets in every
Style.
Ribbons, Feathers, Flowers,
Wings, Velvets, Flain amd Corded
in all Colois.
Boat, which will he

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,.
II. II.

JOHNSON & Co.

lii-Ifust, October :s, l«r,.

Mrs. E,.

Miss

(Ill

Sheldon

Edgcomb

llAVINd .11.ST KETl UN El

>

FROM

near

I

j

Consumption, Debility, Dropsy, Dysentery, Lrvsipe
hi-A Female Irregularities, fevers of all kinds. Fits,
(•out, Headache, Indigestion, Ilitlammation, Jaun
dice, Liver Complaint-, Lumbago, Files, Bheuma
tism, Detention ot urine, Scrofula or King’s Evil,
Sore Throats, Stone and (.ravel, Tie-Douloureux,
I umors, l leers, Worms of all kinds, Weakness from
any cause,

IMPORTANT CAUTION.
None

Good

Boot,

Cheap,

im>»

k

GEO. C. GOODWIN, Sole Agt., Boston.
tfii

A LECTURE

Go to JAS. W. CLARK’S.

WITH A NICE LINK OF

€ORN !

Fall and. Winter

RY,

J. W. WATERMAN S

& Studio,

Writing Academy

above 1ms opened to receive pupils, day and
evening, from 1> to 12 A. M., and from 2 until 5
P. M. Also Classes Monthly, Wednesday and Friday Evenings from 7 1-4 to 8 1-2 P. M.
This is an Institute pertaining exclusively to Penmanship.
Work done in every style, such as Cardmarking, Testimonials, Family Records, Writing in
(lift Books, Inscriptions in Funeral Wreaths &c.
24 Lessons, $.1.00,
Terms—Including
12 Lessons, $2.00. Terms pryable in advance. For
further information send for a circular or call at
J. W. WATERMAN.
above.
8xv 12
No. 50 Main Street, Belfast.

THE

Stationery,

cure

and all diseases of the Skin, and the greatest Blood
PURIFIER ever discovered. Entirely Vegetable. Internal and external use. Money returned in even/
case of failure.
II. 1>. F<>\VLK & CD., Montreal
and Boston. Sold everywhere. $1 a bottle. Send
for Pamphlets.
eow3moxl4

Smith’s French Kids!

imi\ !!

W\ BUSHELS PRIME YELLOW CORN
/V/just received by Schooner Lizzie Mills.
The Corn is ot excellent quality. For sale LOW.
In store ut Lane’s Wharf.

7*)/
# e>*

Belfast, Aug. 9,

ALBERT CARTER.
tfO

1876.

Belfast

Savings

Bank.

REMOVED to their new Banking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
lirst days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the lirst Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from 9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 P. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon.
John II. Qcimuy, Treus.
ASA FAUNCE, Prest.
Belfast June8th 1874.
tf

RAVE

American

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors
J. D.

Tucker.

Store.

Belfast, Oct. 11, 1870.

FASTEN

3wlC*

YOIJR

B. F.

Tucker.

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars

Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with
House.
Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tfl.t

To the

Ill

People

of

taken the Agency of the Belfast MarWorks, Clark & Fernald, Proprietors. Perto purchase Marble Work of any dedo so of me as cheap as they can buy

wishing
scription can

any where in this State.

A. T.

Searsport, Sept. 16, 1875.

QUIMBY.
tfll

GRANITE

Iron Ware!
FOR SALE AT

A.

D.

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

MEN’S

STOGA

BOOTS

Franklin
3wl0*

St., Agt. for

h'nrrlojte. /’rive si.r rents

dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at

once certain and enectual, by which every sulferer,
no matter wlmt his condition may be, may cure him
self cheaply, privately and radically.
Kif This /.ertnre icill prove a boon to thousands
and thousands.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, on receipt of six cents, or two postage stamps.

Address,
THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,
41 Ann

St.,

New

York;

>'•

o.Box, 4586.

R.R. HIGGINS & CO.
WholesaleDealers & Planters of

PROVIDENCE

RIVER

OYSTERS,
Nos. 128 & 130 Court St., Boston.

\\> Iirt- selling our PROVIDENCE RIVER
OYSTERS, fresh from their beds every day, for
$1.25 I,, r gallon, solid. Also, we have a large stock
of NATIVE OYSTERS, by the barrel, at the low8wHi
est market prices.

H, & R.

ATWOOD,

Wholesale Dealers and Planters in

PROVIDENCE RIVER AND VIRGINIA

OYSTERS,
19 Commercial Street, Bouton.

—i n—

are selling large PROVIDENCE RIVERS
from their beds daily,at tl.SS per gallon, solid.
VIRGINIAS a* the lowest prices. Also, PROVI-

We

-WITH-

R. B.

Seated

hy

the

Searsport.

a

MEN.

A Lecture on tlio Natures
T reat ment, ami Radical cure of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhea, induced
Self Abuse, Involuntary Kinissions, linpotency, Nervous Debility, and Impediments to Marriage generally ; Consumption, Kpilep
sy, and Kits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, &c.—
Hy RDHKRT J. (’PLYKRWKLL, M, D., author of
the
ireen Hook,” &c.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse may be
effectually removed without medicine, and without

AYE

ble

sons

WINDOWS!
Locks.
King’s Patent Burglar Proof SashBelfast.
LEAVITT,

/*llbtished, ill

Just

ami boats.

At James W. Clark's.
a rubber pen and
f Last Friday,
A •
pencil case, gold mounted,
Sept. 1st, a large knife, rough bone handle, with a
variety of blades, screw, cork-screw', &c. A reward
will be paid, if returned to WM. C. MARSHALL’S

TO YOUNG

Hotel.

Main Street, Belfast, Me,

A Fine Assortment Can be Found

If

etc.

are genuine unless the signature of .1. H \v
a- agent
for the t ailed States, surrounds
cadi box of Fills, and Ointment.
A handsome reward will he given to any one rendering such information as may lead to the detection of any party or
parties counterfeiting the medicines or vending the
-0same, knowing them to be spurious.
I have in stock, Ash Lumber Planed and .Joint‘/Sold at tile manufactory of Professor Hoi.i.n.
ed, Hard Pine Flooring, Cedar Posts, »>,lo and
wav & Co., New York, and
by all respectable drug1- It., Laths, Cement, Lime, Hair, etc., which can
gist-; and duul.-rs in medicine throughout the civil
he sold at, I:\ I1IF.MI.LV LOW PKICKS.
i/.cd world, in boxes at 25 cents, d2 cents and $1.00
each.
M. B. COOPFB.
Mf
if,-/There is considerable saving by taking the
Belfast, August, IrO*.
I larger si/es.
N. B. Direction- for the guidance of patients in
IF YOU WANT A
1 every disorder are affixed to each box.

BOSTON

MIL LIN

Kidneys.

No medicine will so effectually improve the tone
ot the stomach a- these Fills; they remove all aciditv occasioned either by intemperance or
improper
diet.
I hey reach the liver and reduce it to a
healthy
action; they are wonderfully efficacious in eases of
spa-m- iu fact they never fail iu curing all disorders
of lie liver and stomach.
HOLL()\VA \ \S FI LLS are t lie best known iu the
world for the following diseases: Ague, Asthma,
Bilious Complaints, Blotches on the Skin, Bowels,

lb-pot.

and all other kinds of Building Material which lie
call sell at prices the
try lowest, as below
11 etulock Timber, per \l
£lo.7>0
S lo.OO to in.do
Boards,
>0.do to 0.00
Spruce .loist,
Plank,
£.s.oo
$.s oo to lo.oo
Boards,
Cedar Shingles,
$l.'"f», l.do, 1.7d and 1.00
Hood Spruce Shingles, per .M
jjU.dn
Spruce ( laphoard-,
ijHJ.oo toJl.no
4c to loc
Cutters, per foot,

disease.-:

For Stomachs Out of Order.

New Lumber Yard
undersigned has on hand and is constantly
f|MlK
I receiving supplies of Lumber, Shingles, Laths

PICKS

following

Humid he well rubbed into the small of the hack at
bed time.
1 his treatment will give almost imrnedi
ate relief when all other means have failed.

M. R. COOPER’S
Street,

the

In till diseases affecting these
organs, whether
they secrete too much or too little water ; or whether
they be afllicted with the stone or gravel, or with
aches and pains settled in the loins over the
regions
ot the kidneys, these Fills should he taken according to the printed directions, and the Ointment

NOTICE

l-’oof of Main

cure

Disorder of tho

OYSTE RS

Goods!

New < iuoils receixed every
sold at Low Prices at

Disorders,

HO POO WAY’S

Albany Street, Boston, Mass.,

IVoph* going West don’t fail (o call. U NCI!
BASK LIS and LI NCIIKS furnished for Travellers
at short notice.
11 id

Kali Stock.

u

very root of the evil.

J. C. THOMPSON & SON

our

me

eruptions ot the skin, this Ointment is most
invaluable. It does not heal externally alone hut
penetrates with the most searching effects to the

At James W. Clark’s

Papers

AIMES please call and examine
J The best assortment in the city.

appetite; llothiwiiy’s fills gave

“Your Fills are marvellous.”
“I semi for another box, and
keep theta iu the
house.'
“In-. Holloway has cured my headache that was
chronic.”
“I gave one of your Pill- to my babe for cholera
morbus. The dear little thing got well in a da\.”
“My nausea of a morning is now cured.”
“Your box of Holloway’s Ointment cured me of
noises|in the head. I rubbed some of your Ointment
behind the ears, and the noise has left.”
“Send me two boxes; I want one fora poor family.’
“1 enclose a dollar; your price is 25 cent.-, but the
medicine to me is worth a dollar.”
“Send me live boxes of your Fills.”
“Let me have three boxes of your Fills by return
mail, for Chills and Fever.”
1 have o\er 200 such testimonials as these, but
want of space compels me to conclude.

EVERYTHIN Gr

STREET.

Millinery

of the Whole World.

1 1« >LL<) WAY'S
PIPITS.
Kxtnuts limn Various Letters.

AT

Room

Hoover’s Peerless Ameri-

Fruit, 3 1-3 feet long, Lake Lucerne, Virgin Vesta, &e. Mounted outlit, four chromos, $3; n chromos,
$.r,.f,0. J. LATIIA3I ft CO., 410 Washington Street,

the above

see

$2.00.

to

HEAVY

CALF, KIP,

& COWHIDE

At James W. Clark’s

fresh

DENCE RIVER NATIVES AND PLANTS
tin. 14
by the bushel or burrel.

the shell

^

S

tffMi

n

DENTISTRY

— « MUM—BMM—WaNM

DR, Gr\ P. LOMBARD.

of Probate for the

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old hind.
Dr. M...tre, curio
ut' t hu:a

County

1
eit I
spring
improved instruments

Street-.
Hi- all tn
lot.
for op< rating upon Ha th

eluding

chatties and credits of said deceased are not -uth
cient to answer his jus debts ami charges of Admin
istration. by the sum of six thousand dollars, and
that said Administrator has taken out license to sell
Ib al Estate to the amount of four thousuud dollars.
WilKliEi oui; your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey so much more
of said real estate of said deceased,(including the reversion of the Widow’s dower thereon,) as will satisfy
Ids debts and incidental charges, and charges of

MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process i- r«-nd»-n d much b
pain
und tedious than by th.
id m t.•....
|,
m
ed in Kublier or ( Vltuloi I Ji t*lie has the country right for tlie

Dr. Folsom’s

person- pr,

a-

It.
1

ti*r oi

Improved

Dental Plates
Particular attention given to making andin--

I

artificial teeth.

AMSO.N, Administrator.

GRANITE

At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within ami
for the County ol‘ Waldo, on the second 'l’uesday
of < letober, A. 1 >. 1876.
I non the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
pausing a copy of said petition,with this order there
on, to be published three weeks successively in tin
Republican Journal, a paper printed :it Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to hi- held at
the Probate Ollice in Belfast aforesaid, on tin-second Tuesday of November next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fn i.n, Register.

iron Ware!
FOR

in

To the Honorable
of Waldo
ARRIKT

Judge of

Probate for the

SALE

AT

FRENCH'S Stove Store,

HENRY H.

GRANT,

(With Hte Unit. Win. Me«,ilver\ 1«»r pa-t

tm

Agent of tin- Boston Marine Insurance ( »tn|.
For SEAUsrowi and Yi< i\n\,and Agent f<>:
sale Of I*ITCH l’l.NF I l MBHR and T1MBI.P
Ship Orders, Bridges, &e. From W. 1.. Bl
Mills at Buck v ille, S. «
7rn-l
Searsport, Me., April jo, 1S7R.

County

WF.ST, Administratrix, with the will
estate of John West, late of
County, deceased, respectfully repre

H annexed, of the
Belfast, in said

'*

seats that the goods, chatties and credits of -aid deceased are not sufficient to answer his just debts and
charges of Administration, that a sale of some portion of the real estate is necessary for the payment
of said deficiency, and that by a partial -ah- of anv
certain portion of said real estate the residue would
be greatly depreciated in value.
WiiKKKKouK your petitioner pray your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey the whole ot
the real estate of said deceased, (including the re
version of the Widow’s dower thereon,, to satist'v
said debts and incidental charges and charges of Ad
11ARR1FT W KM',
ministration.
By JOSKPII WILLIAMSON, her Attorney.

Piano for Sale !
KXCFI.LMN 1

OF i.dul) M,\i,
old at a bar.

PIANO,
in tin order.
Will be
VNand
at thr .lournal Min.

Apply

<

•

Belfast, Feb. Jg, l.O'*.

tfH

Paints, Oils & Varnishes
PURE

At a Court ot Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County id' Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of November, A. D. 1870.
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to he published three weeks successively in t InRepublican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the'Probate Otfice in Belfast aforesaid, on the Aecoud Tuesday of November next, at ten o’clock in tin
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
WM. M. Rl SI Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fii.ll>, Register.
To the Honorable
of Waldo.

D.

A.

city.

Also,

Case of Childri n’s from 2.5 cents
Please call and

just returned from New York and Bos-

WADL1N& MERRILL’S Bool and Shot*

York City.

)

cents.

Vests from 25 Cents

IN

A

| At the Old Stand of Hersey & Woodard.]
4ftr*The reports of Fashions regularly received and

for sale here.

.Something

more

sells at sight. Agents wanted to sell <J. M. Bull’s Patent Fireproof Mica or Isinglass I‘gram id Lamp
Chimneys. This is one of the
saving
articles of the present age; they will last for vears;
they give a steady light; they can be used as a nurse
lamp; they will heat water in a few minutes. Sample
sent post paid for 30 cents to
any address. Territory
free to agents. Large profits made. For terms, etc.,

*1362 50
$11,5 00

fifty

worth

hearty one.”

a

large

Vests !

Splendid Quality for 33c.. well

BOTH ORNAMENTAL & USEEUi,.

Garments, Hosiery,
FOWLE’S
Shirts, Collars, Linen and
PILE AND HUMOR CURE.
Hehraska.
Paper Neck Ties, Susin all the worst
WARRANTED perfect
forms of Piles, Leprosy, Scrofula, Rheumapenders,
LOOK
AND
READ.
tism, Salt Rheum, Catarrh, Kidney Diseases
No
lueakingot chimneys.
stock of all
new, it
and

A very

Merino

New

•—.

OF YOUR OWN.

Style Hats,

ladies

1876.

Go to Jas

invite their friends and the
—|
m
public to call and see them at
^ 13 Phenix Row.

If you want

aFARM

consists in part of

W. CLARK,

account of poor

Something

.Judge

.1. 1>

No. 13 Phenix Pow.

Notice.
Stock

■lillll

Barton Street.

Administration.

beforo buying

JAMES

be settled immediately, or they will be placed in the
hands of other parties for collection.
II. U. J OLW.KS.
httf
Belfast, June 5, 1870.

C. W. HAHEV WESTERN LANDS
Furnishing

Examine

health, all persons indebted to me by note* or account, are hereby notilied that their accounts must

Quarterly Heriew, (tet. lssrrj.
Erom the Chief Justice of the United States.
1).
Washington,
('., o< r. St, is?",.—The hook has
become indispensable to every student of the English language. A Law Library is not complete with
out it, and tin- Courts look to it as of the highest authority in all questions of definition.—Morrison R.
Waite.

A complete History of Andersonville Prison, by l)r. R. R. Stevenson, Surgeon in
charge, with an Appendix containing the
names of 13,000 Union soldiers who died
111 there, with date aud cause of death.
Sent
on receipt of ])rice, $3.00.
A **]»l«n«li<l
r_
w
campaign hook. TURNBULL BRO<C Til KRS, Baltimore, 3Id.

Please

Main

MILLINERY

Belfast, .June 5, 1870.

Kncihsii Dictionary

ti< ai.

Latest

The most extensive assortment in the

Pi. .Pi. FORBES,
No. 13 Main Street.

Silks

CO

just opened

See.
No. 52
tt'U

Me.

1876.

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

-FOIL f.vf.ilv

iho

all

For Fall and Winter Wear.

ROOMS to let in the house owned
on
Street, near the
foople looking for a
good, cheap rent, should call on
MRS. MARGARET II AUGII.
7tf
Belfast, Aug. 17, 1875.

liny is at

Special

■

U

WORKS:

satisfuctii

LAMStLN, Ad uii nistral or of the estate of A«

STYLES

P.KASANT
by the subscriber
Spring
fort land steamboat wharf,

40

andersonville;

lias

Embracing

of

Who on account of failing health, proposes to sell
out his entire Stock of BOOTS ami SHOES at
about the original cost at retail, thereby giving the
wearer the benefit of tlu- LOW 1‘KICKS for CASH
and CASIIJONLY; as 1 propose to close up my
business very soon no credit will be given.
My Stock consists of all the various styles of LADIES. MISS and CHILDRENS’ A7D, CLOTH,
and KID FOXED FOOTS, al>o SUE FEUS, FITTO.X SHOES, also MEN’S and BOY’S CALF
FOOTS, A TEXAS FOOT, also CATF STF.11'
IIUCKTE SHOES, also Common A7/\ THICK,
and SFTIT SHOES, for common wear. In fact
tin* stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and
finally, call and examine the QUALITY and 77*/CES, and you will be sure to huv. As I propose to
give all GOOD FA IK!A IMS as long as they LAST,
if I am able to attend to business. Don’t forget the
place, at

Indispensable Requisite
Athunind

I'lttc/tcr,

To the Honorable
of Waldo

Morison,)

Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Im-

Street, Belfast,

Boots & Shoes

DRCHOISTS.

SOLD BY ALL

Musical Notice.
A Bit IE E. KELLS, will receive a few
pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Cabinet Organ. Special care taken wit h beginners. For
terms inquire at 14‘t Main Street.
JNov. 25, 1875—tt'il
■I—MM——MM—■■■!«■ II

Waterloo Road.

OFFICE:

This linn confidently assure the masters and own
ers ot ships that they have the best of facilities m
executing every branch ofshipwork, tor bothu
en and iron ships, in a manuer guaranteed to

'VfISS
lvl_

Rooms to Let.

The
toinacli, overburdened until its recuperative
power is weakened, revenges itself upon the poor
head, which il makes to ache and torture the olfend
er.
I tie use of this aperient will carry olf naturally,
and aliuo'* imperceptibly, the olfending cause. The
disease i removed and the head ceases to ache

Published

STORE,

to Carle &.

plements, faints, oils, Glass,

VERY LOW AT

Tarrant’s Seltzer

at

Jl>.K. liumjis, late of J horudike, iu said County,
deceased, respectfully represents that the goods,

Refreshments at all Hours.

might

and CoxvfyANcixo.
Prompt attention given to
Communications by mail.
Oin.Y?.

SHOE STORE!

Hardware, Iron, Sled, House,

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers

The

Mast, Spar & Blockmakers,
JOINERS, &C

Street,

PUOBATE NOTICtS.

11KA I.MRS IN

BORDERS
There an* m*rlyr* to headache who
be eured by lisillg

Rocoivod

Main

BELFAST, MAINE.
Particular attention given to Collecting

—a n »—

E. J. MORISON & CO.

40

Buyers

Just

SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIP3MITHS,

•

P RICES !

final inducement to

Goods

HERRIMAN, WARMINGTON&C0

aw,

IX-

Alden’s Block,

boot

writing properlv signed.
Til EO. C. WOODMAN, Receiver.
Bucksport, Ooctober is, ls7(». -3w‘.‘<)

W

-OFFICE

CLARK’S

Bucksport Sav
by the Supreme
Judicial Court to pay to the depositors a dividend
of to per cent, upon each deposit to he paid on and
after the lirst day ol' November next. After the
close of the present week 1 will commence payment
of said dividends. Depositors must bring with them
to my office in Bucksport their certificates of deposit
in order that the proper endorsement may be made.
No payment will fie made without the production ol
the certificate nor to any one except the person to
whom the certificate was given without an order in

o

Counsellor at
Attorney!
I

town

Now

MAINE.

F. A. GREER,

uffords,

season

hand.

HOUSE,

SANBORN

where he will be glad to welcome them. The bonis near the depot, well fitted and offers every induo
ment for a quiet summer resort.
A good stuble is connected with the house. (,i,
me a call.
JOSEPH SANBORN, JU.
tf48
Belfast, June 1, 1875..

furiosi 1

DAN’. II Alt A DEN.
tl'35

Belfast, Fi b. 15, 1870.

Iron Ware!

W A IV

Having discovered, in a manner which might be
considered almost prm idential, a positive cure for
Cousiunption and all Lung Complaints, 1 feel it mv
duty to make ii known in a practical manner by furnishing a sample bottle, free of charge, to all sutler
ers, mv only hope of remuneration being that the
medicine will perform all I claim for it. The ingredients are of the choicest herbal products, and perfect
lv '.-tie; sent bv mail. Addn ss at once, l>r. 41.
!»*■ KI,P* lilt41 W!¥, .1 < .rand Sired, Jersey

An

oi

E undersigned Receiver of the
rpil
1. ings Bank lias been authorized

r.

o

BELFAST,

* CLAMS a specialty. Parties
furnished at liberal rates.
FKAMv COLLINS.
Belfast, Oct. 4, lbrtl.
ff 14

if Wanted.

Immediately

varieties of fresh ti.-h tiie

on

JOSEPH SANBORN, JR.,
Announces to his many friends that lie hareturned and again taken possession of th.
well known

Attorney 3 Counsellor at Law,

OYSTERS
out

G R AN I T E

FOUR PAGES COLORED PLATES.
by Q. & C. MERRIAM. Springliold,
Mass. .Sold by all Booksellers.

nvriErrar

row.

For one, wo do not want a shirt that was
made by a widow for eight cents who has little
orphans to support. We have, no objection to
saving forty cents on the purchase of a garment, but do not want it at the expense of a
family of children going to bed supperless.
We have a superstition that the good Father,
whose justice is fully equal to 11 is love, might
make such shirts like the shirt of Xessus. [Interior.

Will be Sold

Ail tiie

always

Sanborn House.

W- P. THOMPSON.

Kippered Herring.

Bucksport Savings Bank.

RHEUMATISM

COLLINS' pSs

Street,

Colland
with House, Ell, Wood-house and
a large Barn.
From 9 to 12 I ons
Hay cut annually upon tin* premises. A good Orchard upon the premises. For further particulars apply to the subscriber.

AND WILL BE

BACK

.!/< '•>
If'ec/.s q !\>!trr
(irnth'inn,-- Oim >«*;ir
ago I wa** seized with a >eveiv attack «d Pheiimutism
in in> right hip, to which I was subjected. I tried
tin* uri.ni- liniment-' and rheumatic cures but without the h ast b« nelit, w!n*n my son, a druggist, vug
ge-led one ni 'your <'< *1.1.1 \Yoi.tah I’i.asti i;>.
t he etb-rt was almost magical, lor, to my grateful
surpri-e, 1 was almost immediately well again, and
was able to work upon my farm as usual, whereas,
before tin* application of the Plaster, I could do noth
ing, and every step gave me* pain. A few weeks
since, one year from the lirst nttark, the disease returned, and 1 am happy to say the second Plaster
proved as efficacious as the first, and I am now well.
.My wife wishes me to add that one Plaster has cured
her of a very lame back. We think there is nothing
in the world of remedies that can compare with the
» ot.LINS’ \ oi.tak
Pi.asri'.us lor 11lieiiinatis111 and
Lame Puck, and cheerfully recommend them to Uusutfering. Yours very respectfully.
< Miami, Me., June d, 1 "Tti.
POPLPT ( Oiio.N.

Miller

on

occupied by Lemine
ley, consisting ot 8 acres grass

,1.(1 THOMPSON * SON’S

I

All useless misery is certainly folly, and he
that feels evils before they come mav he deservedly censured; yet, surely, to dread the future is more reasonable than to lament the
past. The business of life is to go forward; he
who sees evil in prospect meets it iu his way;
hut he who catches it by retrospection turns
hack to lind it. That which is feared mav
sometimes he avoided, but that which is regretted to-day may he regretted again to-morWe are told by those who know that there
are stars so far distant that it takes
years for
their light to reach the earth; if they shop id
be suddenly extinguished, we should be unaware of the fact for as many years as might be
required for the last rays before the great destruction reached us. We might look up nightly and see the same old radiance as though
nothing had happened. It is just so with great
and holy lives. Long after they have gone out
in the darkness of death they continue to exert
an influence, and leave behind them a
beauty
and power which makes it impossible to conceive of them as extinguished.

property
nphe
JL now

CAN BE FOUND AT

dmosld

A

for

physicians

all

it, and it is having a
rapidly increasing
prepared with great
care after the recipe of Dr. Samuel Ditcher, of Mass.,
at the Laboratory of .1. B. Rose & Co., h> Dey .Stieet,
sale.

tf3

Valuable Real Estate

Furniture Store

It

who have tried

nurses

1S7<».

(Basement of old Telegraph Building.)
Mackerel of all grades, by the Bbl., Half
Bbl. or Kit.
Halibut's Heads, Fins and Napes.
Smoked Halibut, Salmon & Herring.
Prepared Cod and Cheeks.
Tongues and Sounds.
Dry Cod and Pollock.
I Ins just received tiie First Lot of the season of
Finnan Haddies.
Yarmouth Bloaters and

Sale!

as

wleeji in quiet and mother*

can

Street.'
JgBelfast, July 20,

-A T-

GEO. W. BURKETT'S & CO.

High. Street.,

an an acre

-o-

♦^♦Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
Shot Guns Repaired and Bored to shoot
close.
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
Jan. 1st, 1870—tf

Kepairing.

WILL BE OX EXHIBITION TO-MORROW

Collins" Market,

of land.
Centrally located, corner of Court
and Park Streets; has a small barn
in connection, also cistern, good
well of water, fruit trees, etc. The house has been
tith'd to accommodate two families, and has all conveniences lor such.
Person wishing to examine
property or make inquiries will call at No. 59 Court

EVERYTHING

Fall'Cloaks!

A Choice'Stoek of Fish lor Fall and Winter Trade, just received at

OF

]»le«i*aitt to tal»t*
ahomy. I tjnever gripes. By regulating tin* stomach
and bowl os tin* Castoria coolm »he blood, expels
worms and prevents feverishness, quiets the nerves
and produces health—then of course children
no

SARGENT, Agent.

TWO STORY HOUSE with

-and-

the greater part

Wisdom F Hie talent of buying virtuous
at the cheapest rale,
fFieiding.
is

(Jo.,

Sr., Xi:w Yukk.

Castoria.

<

broken it

pleasures
This

Boston.

it a is i c a i. e c it i:

cun never

of

v

DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF

Scarsport, Oct. 25, 1870.—4\v20*

A quarter of

READ ",

T

At Jas. W. Clark’s.

board

on

a.

Beaver Boots & Slippers MACHINIST!

Mouse for Bale.

and Devotion.

I is tin- part of a coward to brood
* Ter the
past that is vvitlit red and dead
" hat though the heart’s roses are ashes and due
" hat though the heart's music be fled''
till shine the grand heavens o'erhead,
" lienee tin* voice of an angel thrills clt ai on tinsoul
“Cird about thee thine armor; press on to the
goal

of

Laboratory

OF A THOUSAND!

SANFORD’S

Waiting at last for the spirit's release;
\\ aiting a rt -t in the levelling of React*,
Where waiting and longing forever will cease.

of J. 15. Rost:

package contain.-' Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, with full directions for use in all cases.
Price $l.o<> per package. For sale by all Wholesale
and retail Druggists throughout the I’nited States.
V\ 1 I .KS St POTI’FR, General Agents and Whole-

ing.

Waiting when -inning and worn in the strife,
With penitent throbhings the bosom is rife,
Waiting the dawn ot a holier life.

Thought

its effects.

New T urk.

sale

appear;

Waiting for voices we never shall hear;
Waiting for moments that never are near.

Jewels of

difference what the case is,
Sprain, Poll-Evil, Ringbone,
Scratches or Lameness of any kind, the effects are
the same. Liverymen, Stage proprietors, Farmers,
&c., should never be without the Yellow Centaur
Liniment. It i- sold everywhere, and warranted in

.1/. 'srs. .1. o. r,n*worth (')'• Co., lhnr< r, Col.: <;> n
tf- no n,- I have usedSAN 1 »>RD’S RADH A L Cl RF
I-'dR CATARRH, and it Inis given perlect satisfaction. I have tried almost every thing, and it is tin
only thing that has given me relict. 1 therefore take
pleasure in recommending its use to all alilicted with
Catarrh of any kind, and oiler thi> a> my testimony
to its benefits.
Yerv truly,
W. S. DKCKFR.
1)enver, Del. 1,
Kach

Waiting in poverty, anguish ami griel,
Waiting for Heaven to send us relief;
Aye, waiting for joys that will

AFFLICTED.

EVERYTHING.

TRIED

In manhood awaiting the time when he may
Find rest on a calmer, a happier day,
When age shall relieve from the worrying fray.

Telling

It makes very little
whether it be Wrench,

<

D< nr>
CvnlU no n.
J/Fsx/vj. i/. ./. Jiostrorth
I take plea>ure in recommending SANFORD'S RADICAL CTRL FDR CATARRH to all who are
alilicted with this disca>e. 1 was greatly alilicted
w it n it lor a long time, and cured it with t wo bottles
ot the above Cl RF.
About a year afterwards 1 \\a>
again taken with Catarrh (juite severely, and ini
mediately sent tor another bottle, which iix' d me all
right, giving me relief from the lirst (lose. 1 am conlident that this remedy will do all that is claimed for
it, and more, too. \\ ishing you success in it> intro
A. W. SMITH,
duction, I am, very truly yours,
of Smith S: Doll.
Denver, Del. 1, 1*7."».

"

Waiting

Uosworth

GREATLY

With waiting ami w i-hing our courses wt pave
We wait tor the
port a- we battle the wave
Tis waiting forever from cradle to grave.
serene
so

O.

I have been sorely alilicted with this fearful disease
tor four years, and have tried every known remedy
without avail, until 1 bought a bottle ol the above
( FRF. from you. which gave me almost instant relief.
It being a constitutional as v. ell as a local
n medy, I believe it to be all that is claimed lbr it, a
Radical Cure lor Catarrh. Yerv truly yours,
W M. A MKT IYK,
\v ith Jenson, Bliss N Co.
Denver, Sept. ‘Js,

Ah.'tis rapture, though torment; ’tis peace though
affright ;

aiting Tor morn, so
'Vailing lor noonday,

“Dkai: Silt, I have used your Centaur Liniment
in lny family, and iind it to be of great value. Please
send me two dollars’ worth, one for the mules and
hor es.
LILIA SICKLES.
•‘i’U.I.s S ATIUN, WVilMIVd C<>., |‘\.’

hi Dt

SORELY AFFLICTED.
.)"• Co., Denrcr, <>L: (.'< ntlcmeu,—
Prompted by a fellow-feeling for those alilicted with
Catarrh, 1 wish to add my testimony in behalf of
SANFORD’S RADICAL CTRL FOR CATARRH.

:

I'll rao alter Charlie with thankful despair,
And help liltli Jamie to kis.- and to cling.

W

lame for a year with a fetlock
wrench. All remedies utterly failed to cure and I
considered him worthless until 1 commenced to use
Centaur I .iniment, which rapidly cured him. I heartiIv recommend it.
“REV. CKO. W. KERRIS,
“Manorville, Schoharie Co., N. ^ .”
was

6,000 FEET ABOVE THE SEA.

No upside-down, crooked, delicious, sweet words,
In tin queer little prayers which they oiler at
an

“My horse

15. O.

in Prices of

in three

We have thousands upon thousands of certilicates
strong as the following:

The following testimonials are from Mksshs. ,1.0.
liosw oktii & C<Dever, Col., large and influential
druggists. They report unprecedentedly large sales
and universal satisfaction. No other disease is so
alarmingly prevalent in that region. They speak of
the following gentlemen a> among their best citizens :

pattering footsteps, no singing like birds,
No soft chubby arms round one’s neck clinging

Ah, «iod keep them safe for mo, just as thnj
With the health to do mischief, Jo shout,

OF THOUSANDS.

(ontir/ucn,—We have sold SA.\K<)R1>’S RADICAL Cl RF for nearly one year, and can say canthat we never sold a similar preparation that
gave such universal satisfaction. We have to learn
the lirst complaint yet.
We are not in the habit of ’(“commending paten!
medicines, but your preparation meets the wants of
thousands, and we think those alilicted should be
convinced of its great merit, so that their sulfering
will be relieved. We have been in the di ug business
for the pa>t twelve years constantly, and sold every
thing for Catarrh, but yours leads all the rest, if
you -(.“(• proper you can use this letter or any part of
it that von wish.
Very truly yours,
S. !>.' BALDWIN & CD.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Drugs, Books and
stationery, Washington, Jnd., Feb. ^d, Wfl.

<

et

WANTS

didly

Mi.-s l.ee i- my guest, ami young I-ales is her lover;
And while those sweet monsters are shrieking
wit ll gh-e,
77/
break their engagement! oh, yes, ’tis all over,
And bles-ing
my children, bid good-bye to me.

A

as

IS A S) I < A L ( lllli:

<»h. the lynx yes! the questions! the terrible tabs
Which they spring, like a mine, on my horrorstruck ear’
•Miss l ee paints her diet ks,”says one boy to young
F ales,
"And her hair <t U tones oil'!” chimes the-other
sweet dear.

l

Large Decline

A Full Line of Ladies’

FISH I

FISH!

SCUR. MARGARET, of Sear.sport’
37 tons, built at Newburg, Mass., af
white oak, pinky stern, thoroughly
overhauled last
spring, now in good
order ard well adapted to the lishing

business, lias a complete fishing outfit
and will be sold at a bargain. Inquire of

Horne*
years than have all the Farriers in the country in
an age.
Its effects are imply wonderful.

Huts of both iu the river when traveling we go,
I tom the rail car darts Charlie,-with >wiit, im-

Schooner for Sale.

We Have Heard of it!!

J.

LEAD AND OIL

N, MASI'llY

Bainting

!
ic SONS lb
interior and ext* rn*r oi
Call and see before

Fences, &c.
where.

Made Culm-H*>*i-.It.,

purchasing

E. J. MORISON & CO.,

St., Belfast,

52 Mstm
:wtf

Me

Judge of Probate for the County

VOl Ntl, Adiuiui.-tralor of the estate <•:
^ Ftirbur
Young, late of Palermo, in said County, deceased, respectfully represents that the goods,
chatties and credits of said deceased are not -wtli
cient to answer his just debts and charge- of Administration, by the sum of eight hundred dollars.
WH KitKi-oKK your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey so much of
the real estate of said deceased, including the p
version of the Widow's dower thereon, as will sat
isfv his debts and incidental 'charges, and eliarge- ot
FRKD YolM-,
Administration.
By Joitv < 11:i:i r v.

171RF.I)

No. 4 Bulfinch St., Bostor
Opposite Revere House.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
the County of Waldo, on the second l'uesday ot
October, A. 1>. l87f».

THE SCIENCE OF LIFI-

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons intere-ted by
causing a copy of said petition, a it h t hi- order then
on, to he published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that

Or, SELF-PRESERVATION

MUTII.UU.V UILU».\ CONKSSHl.il

at a Probate < 'ourt to be held at the
Probate otfice in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
l'uesday of November m wl, at feu o’clock in the tore
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not he granted.
WM. M. RUS I, Judge.
R P. ! il-.i.n, Register.
A true copy, Attest

they may appear

Gold Medal Awarded to the Anthor

"National

March

D.\\

I

j

book also contains More than I r
for the above named an
other diseases, each one worth more tli
the price of the book.
il u
k in a
Also, another .iluai<!< ineiii-iv. l> -.il m i \ i \i. \ n i" \i:i:\ -I s 1»I
eu;
I>, more thin
gant eiigrav iiig-, bun ml in a -tanl ml mu lie. I
1 hirer, enough to p.r. tor |• r; i• t ug
only i
•‘lie- Hook |T>i \<»ung amt middle aged u
>, |f
!•« id jll't HOW, i- tie '’•eb-IH
I*
Lite,
Ihe author has return. I from l.uroj.
vation.
excellent health, tillil is again tie
of
he-t
Phy>ician of tin* Peabody Medical Institute,
Inis

Prescriptions

•'•■■■

.. e

—

Buililich

l.
Mreet, H .-lull, M;t
| iMe-.m
nal.
“The Science of I .if i hevoie! all eompai
most extraordiimrv
work on Physinlog-.
lished." -Boston Herald.
i“Hope m -tied in tin hottoii. -I Pam!
and hope plumes her wings am u -ie•
of these valuable work-, published b\ tb i'e.d
i.-.
Medical Institute, whicli are teaching
how to avoid the maladies that -up tin■ cit.n:
life." Philadelphia Emjuir« r.
“It should be read by the young, tin- middle
and even the old." New York I ribune.
The first ami only Medal ever conferred up.a
k
Medical Man in t he country, as a rccnguiihiu
and proles.-ional services, was presented to tin
1’he pr<
thorof these works, March list,
tation was noticed at thetinn of it-occurremthe Boston Press, and tin* leading journals throng
1 his inagnilicent Medal is ot
out the country.
gold, set with more than one hundred India
monds of rare brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and tin- richm
its materials, and size, thi- is decidedly the m
noticeable medal ever struck in this country for a
purpose whatever. It is well worth the inspect
of Numismatists. It was fairly won ami worth
bestowed." Mn-sachusctts Ploughman, him
1*76.
«*rCatalogue sent on receipt of he. : >r postal
Either of the above works sent by mail on re
of pi ice. Address PEAB<>I»Y Mld'lCAl. IN'
TPTE, No. 4 Btillineh St., Boston, Ma-'., opp
vere House.
N. B.
The author can be consulted on the ab
named diseases, as well a- all diseases regain
v
skill, secrecy and experience Office hours,
toil i*. vi.
lyd
>

SARAH

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, ou the second Tuesday of
< Jctober, A. 1). 1870.
BUIE E. FI.ETCHER, widow of Crawford S.
Fletcher, late of Stockton, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
L. M. Partridge may be appointed Administrator on
said deceased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said Abbie E. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that tin y
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second fuesday of November next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:— B. P. Fikli>, Register.

■

—

«

|

SUSAN

rill IE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
A_ concerned that lie has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator do
bonis non, of the estate of

WILLIAM (i. PIPER, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
Immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
CLARK M. WARDEN.

AND

AMKUK AN

FOREIGN

1*ATFNT'

-: o :-

A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
October, A. 1>. 1870.
H. JACK SOX, widow of I.evi Emery, late
of Montville, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition that Jonathan II. Fuller
may be appointed Administrator on said deceased’s
estate.
Ordered, That the said Susan II. give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tnesduyof
November next, at ten oft lie clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
▲ truccopy, Attest—B. P. Fiki.o, Register.

\
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At u l’robate Court held at Belfast, u il bin and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
October, A. i>., 1KTT».
WEST, Administratrix, with the will
annexed, of the estate of .John West, late of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented her first account of Administration for
allow mice.
Ordered, That the said Admini.-'uutrix give notice
to all persons interested bv causing a copy id' this
order to be published three weeks suceessivelv ju the
Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be hold at Bel
last, w it bin and for said < 'minty, on the second fin
day of November next, and shew anise if any tin s
have, whv the same should not be allowed.
WM .M. Rl ST. Judge.
A true copy. Attest B. I*. FiKi.lq Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wit bin and for
the County of Waldo, on the second fuesday of
October, A. 1). 187»>.
I. DOE, Administrator, of the estate of R. J.
2Jm Farrington, late of Burnham, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented Jiis account of
Administration for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively in the Re
publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second 'fuesday
of November next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
WM. M. REST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fli:i.i>, Register.

t

)

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
the County of Waldo, on tin second l'uesday of
October, A. 1>. 1"7»».
I L> A I.FA AN I >KK, Administrator, with the
will annexed, of the estate of John Ah xamh-r,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, decea d,
having .presented his first and linn! account oi' Administration for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give no
lice to all persons intere-ted by causing a copy of
this order to he published three Weeks sin ce--i\ ely
in the Republican Journal printed at B« I fa t, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and lor said County, on tin second
Tuesday ot November next, at ten oi tin- clock he
tore noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the same should not he allowed.
WM. M. Rl M\ Judge.
A trueeopy, Attest:
B. P. I ll u>. Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within andt'or
the County of Waldo, on the second 1 in-sday ot
»October, A 1>. 1S7•».
1>U RUIN', Executrix of the estate of
David Durgin, late of Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented her first and
final account for allowance.
«Jrdored, That the said Executrix give notice to all
interested by causing a copy of this order to
persons
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,printed at Belfast, that tin y may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, w ithin
and for said County, on tin* second fuesday ot November next, at ten ot the clock before noon, and
shew cause, it' any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest— B. P. Fiki.u, Register.
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Medical

R

H. EDDY

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
For Inventions, Trade Marks
No. 76 State
an

or

llesisjns,

St., opposite Kilby St., Boston

extensive

AATER
years,continues

practice

to secure

of upwards of
Patents in the 1'nit

States; also in Great Britain, France, and other
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assign
lm-nts,and all papers for Patents executedon reas.
able terms, with

despatch.

Researches made

to

m

termine the validity and utility of Patents of lm
tions, and legal ami other advice rendered in a
matters touching the same. Copies of the claimany patent furnished by remitting one dollar. A
signments recorded iti Washington.
xYo Agency in the t'nit> 7 Staff s possesses super*
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining t
inventions.
patentability of of
a journey to
All necessity
Washington topic
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay then*, an
inventors.
saved
here
TESTIMONIALS.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had id
ticial intercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
ComVr of Patents."
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors tied
they cannot employ a man more'competent and tru e
and more capable of putting their applies
lions in a form to secure for them an early and favor
ibleconsideration at the Patent Office.
EDM UN D BURKE, late ComVr of Patents

worthy

“Mr. R. H. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY
ipplicutions for Patents, having been successful i»
iliuost every case. Such unmistakable proof ot great
talent and ability on his part leads meto recommend
ill inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the most faith
ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very
JOHN TAGGART.”
reasonable charges.
Iyr27.
Boston. Jan 1 1876.

